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ABSTRACT 

Creating graphical user interfaces (GUIs) is a difficult, tedious task. Current GUI 

programming tools suffer from a number of deficiencies, such as complexity, lack of 

composition opjerations, difficulty integrating the GUI creation system with other tools, and 

inability to describe low-level interactions. In this work, we describe a visual language. 

Blueprint, for specifying GUIs that addresses some of the difficulties of creating GUIs 

with current programming tools. BluePrint is a rule-based language that allows description 

of graphical properties by graphical means, and permits simple specification of interactive 

behaviors. It uses composable geometric operators to express geometric relationships. 

Blueprint takes a static, pictorial representation of the rules that specify the interface, which 

it compiles into an event-driven handler for user input. The resulting interface is efficient 

and can describe low-level interactions, such as dragging, stretching and other interactive 

behaviors of the graphical objects in a GUI. 
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3. INTRODUCTION 

This work describes a graphical language, BluePrint, for specifying graphical user 

interfaces (GUIs) that addresses some of the difficulties of creating GUIs with current 

programming tools. It allows description of graphical properties by graphical means, and 

permits simple specification of interactive behaviors. BluePrint is a rule-based language that 

uses composable geometric operators to express geometric relationships. It takes a static, 

pictorial representation of the rules that specify the interface, and compiles them into an 

event-driven handler for user input. The resulting interface is efficient and can describe 

low-level interactions, such as dragging, stretching and other interactive behaviors of the 

graphical objects in a GUI. 

3.1. Chapter overview 

In this introduction, we will describe the problem area for this research (GUI 

programming tools) and our proposed solution, the BluePrint language. We will discuss 

some of the features of the language, and will present an overview of the coming chapters. 

3.2. GUI programming tools 

Graphical user interfaces are programs or parts of programs that provide a primarily 

graphical, iconic interface to the user, and allow interaction through this graphical display 

with an application by means of input devices such as a mouse and keyboard. [FOLEY90] 

In this dissertation, we are interested in the tools used by programmers to build 

such graphical interactions. We refer to the user as the end-user of a GUI, and to a 

designer or programmer as the creator of the GUI. The term interaction will be used to 

denote the lower functional levels of of a GUI. Interactions include the familiar button, 

slider, and graphical manipulation methods, which use actions such as dragging and 

resizing objects with the mouse. 
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3.2.1. Graphical user interfaces 

As graphics hardware has become cheap and pervasive, "general purpose" 

computing devices are automatically assumed to include graphical displays and graphical 

interaction devices. This goes hand in hand with the widespread use of graphical user 

interfaces (GUIs) for almost all user applications. 

The reason for the popularity of graphical user interfaces is clear - changes in the 

interface state (such as the user's available options) are inmiediately visible, a two or three 

dimensional space can be used to organize and relate objects to each other, and expert, 

occasional users retain their expertise despite intermittent contact [SCHNEIDERMAN83]. 

Also, experience has shown that novice users can learn graphical interfaces quickly, 

because typically users work better with concrete, recognizable objects, and less well with 

complex, abstract concepts [NORMAN88]. 

The term direct tmmpulation has been coined by Schneiderman 

[SCHNEIDERMAN83] to denote interfaces which exemplify the good properties of 

graphical user interfaces. In direct manipulation interfaces, the objects of interest are 

represented visually and the operations on the objects are specified by graphical user 

actions, such as dragging objects with the mouse. Further, graphical feedback is employed 

to continuously present changes in the state of the objects of interest to the user. When the 

end result (drawing, document or other graphical object) is directly-manipulated, then the 

interface is said to be What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get (WYSIWYG). This is particularly 

helpful, since the user's mental model does not have to accommodate an intermediate, 

translated form between the specification and the result Graphical user interfaces in 

general, and direct manipulation and WYSIWYG interfaces in particular, have been widely 

recognized as offering significant advantages. 
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3.2.2. GUIs are demanding programming tasks 

WhUe easy to use, GUIs are not easy to build. One study has indicated that on 

average as much as half of the work of building an ^plication with a graphical interface is 

spent on the GUI portion [MYERS92a]. The difficulty is also evident in the lack of re-use 

of interactive objects. For example, though the Apple Macintosh Rnder supports both 

textual and iconic views of files, and goes to pains to make them usable (neatening the 

iconic view, sorting by name, date, etc. in the textual view), the Macintosh Toolbox 

interaction library only provides an alphabetical file list for use by programs. If a GUI 

designer/programmer wishes to provide the same kind of file viewing mechanism, then it 

must be progranmied "by hand." 

GUI systems must take into account many factors that make their creation complex. 

Among these factors are the following: 

• Rich details of graphics displays: Object color, shape, patterning and geometric 

relationships of the graphical objects must to be specified. 

• Real time considerations: In order to have a useful GUI system, a new display 

must be computed and redisplayed within the time limits imposed by user 

feedback. If this doesn't happen, the qjparent connection between an input 

action and its result on the screen is broken, since there is no visible 

synchronization. For example, general guideline for objects being animated or 

dragged by the user is that at roughly every 100 milliseconds, a coherent 

display must be presented [CARD83]. 

• Asynchronous input: The programmer has to deal with multiple asynchronous 

devices, at the least a keyboard and mouse. 

• Minimally Moded Input: One goal of good interface design is that it have as few 

modes (input contexts) as possible, so that the meaning of a given user 

interaction is constant whatever the context This requires multiple interactions 

with many objects to be active at any time. 
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These factors contribute to a challenging task for tool designers, as many disparate 

attributes must be coherently structured. 

In addition to these constraints, interfaces are usually built through an iterative 

process, so that building an interface typically requires several re-implementations. This 

refinement (called the "polishing burden" by Cardelli [CARDELL187]) is a graphical 

debugging process, involving neatening the interface and rewriting according to user 

testing results. This may require that new interactions be added, existing interactions 

modified, or that visual details be changed. This requirement for interative implementation 

compounds an already difficult task. 

To ground the reader in current methods and familiarize him or her with the 

construction of GUIs, in this chapter we discuss traditional GUI construciton methods and 

the general directions of research. In the following chapter, we take a look at more 

advanced research and variations on these techniques. 

In sections 3.3 and 3.4, we examine conmion approaches to GUI specification, and 

their advantages and disadvantages to using them. Because of both the inherent complexity 

of a GUI and the difficulty in merging an independent software module (the GUI) with 

other software modules (the application), GUI production tools frequently ease some parts 

of the design task at the expense of further complexity. This makes it problematic to 

describe a course of progress in GUI tools, as approaches cannot be said to simply build 

upon eariier work. We shall re-examine the GUI specification problem at the end of this 

chapter with the aim of narrowing its scope to provide a simpler foundation to build upon. 

3.3. Programming tools 

Tools for programming GUIs can be roughly divided into two groups: textual 

programming and graphical builders. The most common, and oldest textual programming 

methods, toolkits are the familiar subroutine libraries. Object oriented design techniques 
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have encapsulated toolkit functionality to provide object systems that closely model the 

interface design elements. Frameworks provide an object model of the apphcation 

environment, including display and input handling, as well as higher-levei interaction 

handling and other typical application tasks. Graphical builders are gr^hical object editors 

(similar to graphical drawing programs) that allow interface objects to be placed graphically 

and edited in the same fashion as a drawing. We will examine these methods and their 

strengths and weaknesses in the following sections. 

3.3.1. Toolkits (subroutine libraries) 

Toolkits have been the mainstay of GUI development envirormients. Subroutine 

libraries are well understood by programmers, and are a part of any large software system. 

When subroutine libraries abstract functionality, they usually build abstractions 

from other abstractions. The programmer can think in terms of "lower" and "higher" 

abstractions, with higher level functions treating lower level functions as opaque. For 

example, a database system can place its query language parser and translator "over" the 

relational computation system, which itself uses the database file management utilities, 

which in turn uses a disk i/o library for efficient data movement. Any of these pieces has a 

well-defined interface, and can be reshaped independently of the others as long as the 

interface conventions are observed. The usual conceptual model is shown in Figure 3.1 

below, with higher-level (calling) libraries above the lower (called). 
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Disk I/O 

Application 

File management 

Relational computation 

Query Language Translator 

Figure 3.1. Calling abstractions for a database application. 

Generally, a graphics library abstracts the machine dependent (low-level) drawing 

and input functions on behalf of the GUI tooikiL However, the constraints mentioned 

above, particularly the real-time response concerns, have "promoted" the level of the GUI 

toolkit to the top of the calling hierarchy. Because event response must be precisely 

controlled and display update synchronized with event input, program control flow is 

usually not left to the programmer. Instead, a fixed input-and-updatc loop is invoked by the 

appUcation at the beginning of interaction to cede control for the duration of interaction. 

Control flow is briefly returned to the application, usually in the form of a procedure call, 

with inforaiation about the interface state passed through arguments in the call. This is 

contrary to the conceptual abstraction of "higher-level" functions calling "lower-level" 

functions. As a result, the layered model (as in the database system example) for GUI 

libraries treats the application as a subroutine library itself (Figure 3.2 below). 
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Application 

GUI Toolkit 

Graphics library 

Figure 3.2. Call structure of GUI toolkits. 

A typical method of specifying GUI interactions with objects is to assume an event-

driven finite state machine (FSM) that an object obeys during an interaction, then provide 

"hooks" at appropriate places in the FSM |MYERS93]. The state machine is located in the 

toolkit, and the object class provides appropriate behaviors at significant states or transition 

edges in the interaction FSM. For example, dragging can be described as machine with 

states Start, Drag, and Done (Rgure 3.4). States are traversed on mouse button press, 

movement, and release. The dragged object has to respond with selection (highlighting on 

press), deselection (un-highlighting on release) and movement (redrawing) feedback. In the 

C language, the actions might be called with the object O that is responding to the drag, via 

drag_begin(0,...). The object O is registered with a drag manager that is responsible for 

finding the appropriate object (by criteria such as interface and object state, and geometric 

position). Events are passed from the drag manager to the object in the form of such 

procedure calls. 
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Mouse movement, 

redraw, call drag_movement() 

Start Drag Done 
Mouse up, 
un-highlight, 

Mouse down, 
highlight, call 

drag_begin () call drag_done () 

Figure 3.3. Drag interaction state machine. 

3.3.2. Toolkit shortcomings 

As we have noted previously, there are many independent factors that contribute to 

the complexity of GUI description. This leads to large numbers of procedures and data 

types. For example, the X windows based Xt (toolkit intrinsics) and Xaw (Athena widget) 

system documentation totals more than 1400 pages, and comprises some 235 user routines, 

24 classes and 23 class methods. The Macintosh Toolbox and QuickDraw imaging library 

documentation occupy roughly 15(X) pages, describing over 400 routines. In contrast, the 

UNIX stdio library (less than 70 routines), along with the YACC parser generator (less 

than ten routines) documentation runs to less than 300 pages. Both the graphical and textual 

systems are used to parse complex inputs, but the lack of a unifying formal structure in the 

case of GUI toolkits leads to complicated, ad-hoc orgaruzation. 

Another problem with GUI toolkits is their lack of composition operations. Because 

the components of a toolkits are subroutines, the only interconnection method available 

a priori is the procedure call. Object-oriented toolkits alleviate this somewhat by allowing 
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re-use of code and functional organization around abstract data types, but ultimately, it is 

the procedure interface they build upon. 

3.3.3. Object Oriented Toolkits 

The object oriented design method is an elegant approach to program organization. 

By modeling program behavior as the interaction between objects, data abstraction can be 

encouraged and supported. Through inheritance mechanisms, existing objects types can be 

refined and extended, allowing the designer to re-use code for inherited behaviors that 

don't need modification. 

Objects, a form of abstract data type, have associated operations (called methods) 

that describe the object's behaviors. Rather than call a routine with a reference to the object, 

the object's method is called, so that the object is an implicit argument to the method 

procedure. 

The common object methods for a drag interaction class are drag_begin, 

drag_done and drag_movement, or similar variations. Figure 3.4 illustrates an 

example of such a class with C-H-; event is a class (C++ object type) modeling input 

events. a_graphic_class is a class that implements some useful graphical behavior 

such as maintaining geometry or appearance for a graphical object 

class drag_interactor : public a_graphic_class { 
public: 
• • • 

virtual void drag_begin(event e); 
virtual void drag_movement(event e) 
virtual void drag_done(event e); 

}; 

Figure 3.4. Sample C++ declaration for drag object. 

When the drag interaction is begun, some object O has been chosen to receive the 

drag interaction. This object is registered, either at the programmer's discretion or by a 
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toolkit drag manager, so that with each incoming mouse event, the corresponding method 

of O is called. This is shown on the FSM's edge labels in Rgure 3.3. 

Representative object-oriented toolkits include Interviews [VLISSIDES91], 

PowerPIant [METROWERKS], and the Visual Basic and Visual C/C-H- toolkits 

[MICROSOFT]. 

3.3.4. Shortcomings of the Object Oriented Method 

Though GUIs have developed alongside OOD techniques and both areas have been 

influenced by the other, the nature of GUIs objects makes simple 00 design difficult GUI 

objects are required to have many diverse properties in varying mixtures, making good 

class design challenging. GUI classes must frequently take into consideration the 

following: 

Appearance and graphics properties: Circle, rectangle, line and other image types, 

as well as clipping, bitmap depth, color, etc., must be supported. 

Coordinate systems: Rather than require the use of absolute screen coordinates, 

objects can use "local", object-relative coordinates so that drawing and 

interaction may be made relative to the placement of another object. 

Event handling: When events are generated by the mouse, keyboard, or 

window/graphics system, they are generally passed to an object corresponding 

to some part of the screen image. To determine which objects should receive the 

event, GUI toolkits choose an object based on position, drawing order, 

visibility, and other characteristics. To allow events to reach an object based on 

other criteria (such as interaction context, for example), special button modes 

that enable the GUI user to communicate with the window manager to move or 

resize the application), objects are frequently embedded in trees or graphs, and 

events passed along this structure. Other mechanisms must be built by the 

programmer to handle event processing that does not follow the built-in toolkit 

structure. 
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Interactions: Objects have various higher-level behaviors and responses to gr^hical 

events, such as drag, drag and drop, button press, etc. 

Membership and containment: To aid more complicated interactions that require 

communicating interactions among several objects, grouping and composition 

objects contain references to the objects participating in the interaction. For 

example, radio buttons, which implement exclusive-or choices with buttons, 

must de-select one button when another is pressed. This is frequently related to 

event handling: in the radio button example, we might wish to allow mouse 

button down in one button choice, and mouse button up in another radio button 

choice within the same group to be a legal interaction. The mouse button up 

event would be passed from any radio button in the group to a radio group 

object to confirm the interaction. 

Changes and additions to these features require reorganization of the class 

inheritance structure. Restrictions of class organization (such as an immutable, "base" set 

of library classes) mean that adding features can problematic. For example, in the Java 

object oriented language [JAVASOFT], the abstract window toolkit classes (awt) make 

Polygon and Rectangle classes direct descendants of the general Object type. 

Polygon objects and Rectangle objects therefore cannot share code easily, since to do 

so would require placing a common class (for example, a Shape class to handle a special 

interaction with Rectangles and Polygons) between the Object class and Polygon 

and Rectangle. However, since Object, Rectangle, and Polygon are fixed 

classes distributed with the Java implementation, the inheritance sUiicture cannot be 

changed. Figure 3.5 below illustrates. 
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Ob j ect Object 

Shape 
4^ 

Rectangle Polygon 

^ inheritance 
Rectangle Polygon 

a. b. 

Figure 3.5. Java object classes (a) and desired classes (b). Arrows denote inheritance. 

Multiple inheritance allows mixing class properties, but tends to be difficult to 

implement, difficult to specify, and introduces ambiguities that require complex language 

mechanisms to resolve. While aiding in object oriented specification in some ways, 

multiple inheritance introduces other complexities. 

We now turn to the task of describing interactions with object-oriented classes. 

Because of the fixed nature of such interaction FSMs, interactions can be described 

by object classes. However, as interactions proliferate, so too do object classes, 

complicating the class hierarchy. Further, composing and generally reusing FSMs is not 

easy. For example, extending drag to drag and drop requires not only that the FSM be 

extended, but new object behaviors be defined. Objects that might be inherited from 

drag_interactor must now inherit from, say, drag_and_drop_interactor, 

with appropriate additional methods. Each new interaction requires a new graphical object 

type with concomitant changes to the object t>'pe organization. 

Additionally, since under the data abstraction model of OO designs, methods are 

associated with a single object, for multiple object interactions, either the information about 

the interaction must be distributed among all participating objects (e.g., references to the 
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other objects, interaction state, etc.), or an abstract object representing the interaction must 

be created. 

Event handling also increases the complexity of object oriented designs. In the list 

earlier in this section, we mentioned that events are generally managed through a tree or 

graph structure with graphical objects at the vertices. While the event-passing mechanisms 

supplied by the toolkit may be adequate for most cases, other forms of conamunication 

might be more appropriate, such as broadcast to objects of a certain type. For example, 

confirmation of a user's choice interaction might be acknowledged graphically by blinking 

all related choice objects distributed throughout the screen, in order to take advantage of 

peripheral vision. Because the confirming event is a single token that must be passed about 

among objects, such interactions may be difficult to program with the toolkit structures, 

leading to the use of additional object types in the graphical object definitions. This 

ultimately may impact the kinds of interfaces produced, if more appropriate styles of 

interaction are passed over in the design stage in favor of more easily toolkit-supported 

interaction styles. 

3.3.5. Frameworks 

Recently frameworks, or object models for specific tasks domains, have been used 

to lighten the programmer's burden. The framework typically provides a model for event 

handling, graphical and geometric context management, and other miscellaneous 

development jobs, such as file and system service interface. The application becomes an 

object with properties defined by the framework. By providing a high-level integrated 

abstraction of the application environment, frameworks speed application development. 

Example frameworks include Metrowerk's PowerPlant development system 

[METROWERKS], and MacApp [APPLE], Apple Computer's own apphcation framework 

for the Macintosh OS. 
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Frameworks provide an extensive application model for the programmer to take 

advantage of. Graphics and event handling, file manipulation, and apphcation-specific 

functions are abstracted and given an initial set of behaviors that suffice, with usually only 

small elaborations to suit a particular application instance. 

However, building low-level interactions is as difficult or more so than with 

toolkits and simple object class libraries, since in order to integrate an low-level interaction 

with the framework, the programmer must still be knowledgeable about the basic object 

functionality and their use of the underlying graphics system. In addition however, the 

programmer must be familiar with the framework design philosophy and object protocols. 

3.3.6. Graphical Builders 

Graphical design tools (sometimes called builders) allow the designer to "draw" 

what the interface should look like. Features of the interface (buttons, sliders, etc.) can be 

directly manipulated much like the objects in a graphical picmre editor. This gives the 

designer or programmer the helpful feedback noted previously for visual interfaces. 

Commonly used graphical GUI builders include the Macintosh OS and Microsoft Windows 

resource editors, which allow the placement of menus and dialog boxes by graphical 

means. 

Typical editors allow selection of graphical objects from an object palette, where 

their graphical properties, size and position can be edited as in a graphical drawing. 

Additionally, other properties and application interface options can be set through menus or 

panels of button options. By describing the appearance portion of the interface in this way, 

some of the complexity of toolkit or object oriented specification is eliminated. 

Figure 3.6 below is an example screen from the Metrowerks Constructor 

[METROWERKS] GUI design tool for the Macintosh. The edit window at the top left 

(labeled PPob 1000, "Favorite Food") is an example view object ("Favorite Food") that 
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abstracts a collection of graphical objects. Views are created from objects selected from the 

Tools object menu to its right The view establishes a reference coordinate system for ail 

the objects it contains. The Favorite Food window object contains fom* interaction 

objects, two radio button objects (labeled Vegetable and Animal) and two list box 

objects (shown with sliders). Each object is labeled with an integer identifier visible in the 

object's upper right comer. The right list box (object id 4) is selected for editing, and its 

properties are visible in the window at the bottom, titled LLIStBox ID 4. Numeric 

messages (e.g.. Double Click Msg in the example) are passed to an object written by the 

programmer to handle user interactions with the view object 
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Figure 3.6. A partial GUI specification in Metrowerks Constructor. 

Research efforts have produced more elaborate tools that allow describing 

geometric relationships between objects and more sophisticated communication between the 
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interface and the application (allowing an object method to be specified for an interaction 

callback, for example [NEXT]). In general the paradigms are similar a view of the objects 

at some point in the interactive computation (usually the intial state) with property sheets for 

each object 

3.3.7. Problems With Graphical Builders 

Direct manipulation as a GUI design process has its drawbacks as well. One of the 

critical shortfalls of direct manipulation as a notation for process is the difficulty in 

describing state changes. The visual appearance of a user interface by its very nature can 

only depict the (single) current state of the interface. However, user interface specification 

has as its essence the description of multiple interface states, the changes between those 

states, and the conditions under which those changes take place. As a result purely 

WYSIWYG specification - that is, specification based on the final visual appearance of the 

interface - is intrinsically limited. 

One solution is to abstract state changes into visual objects. Several researchers 

[BORNING81][HUDSON91] have taken this route by depicting invariant relationships 

(constraints) visually. In Figure 3.7 below, a specification from the OPUS system 

[HUDSON90] describes two fixed distance relationships between a frame object and a 

graphical rectangle, and two fixed distance relationships between parts of the rectangle. The 

constraining relationships are directly-manipulated objects, like the frame and rectangle. 
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Figure 3.7. Four fixed-distance constraints in OPUS. 

Another method has been to describe parts of an interface as functional modules 

portrayed by directly manipulated objects. Figure 3.8 shows a ConMan [HAEBERLI88] 

program for viewing interactively created surfaces of revolution. The curved program 

feeds program sweep with an object to perform revolutions upon, and the viewed 

programs provide interactively determined information for the viewing and revolution 

transformations to sweep. Each program is a Unix process, and the connecting lines 

between their input/output ports (the smaller windows containing legends with direction 

arrows) represent event queue connections (implemented via interprocess communication). 
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Figure 3.8. A ConMan program for viewing a revolved (swept) surface. 

Unfortunately, these approaches introduce new problems. There is still no way to 

describe an object that exists only at certain times, as can easily happen during an 

interaction. For example, menus, buttons, sliders, and windows appear and vanish through 

the lifetime of an interactive session. Even a functional description must include some way 

of describing changing functions, sources and sinks. Indeed, it is considered a hallmark of 

"highly-interactive" interfaces that the interface display frequently update and reshape itself 
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to reflect the content and context of the interactioa However, in a static WYSIWYG editor 

view, there is no notion of the lifetime of the pictured objects, so constraints or functions, 

once constructed, remain in force for the duration of the interaction. 

This problem has been attacked in various ways. One way is to use functional 

objects to denote the result of a state change. For example, in the Pluto system 

[MOHAMED93], conditional objects can be used in place of any of the ordinary graphical 

objects (button, bitmap, etc.). Its bounding box can change to graphically specified values 

in response to external (application) program variables. This is used only as a data-filtering 

device, since the Pluto system is an end-user tool for describing data displays. The full 

object lifetime problem is thus not an issue in the Pluto context. 

Another way is to use sequences of states, such as in an animation storyboard or 

edit history [LANDAY94], [KURLANDER88]. When considering arbitrary computations, 

however, the sequence method is obviously limited, since only a few possible paths of a 

computation can be described and looping constructs are difficult to express. 

In addition to the problems of expressing state, another problem arises when 

considering the output and role of such builders. Such tools have been conceived and 

designed with an editor model in mind. We can view builder tools as synta.\-directed editor 

generators [TEITELBAUM8I], which are tools for generating syntactically correct 

specifications for a progranuning language by enforcing rules of syntax at the time of 

interactive edit While speeding development and allowing expression of concepts to take 

place visually, these editors are not program transformers, in the sense in the sense of 

taking one formulation of a program and translating it into another formulation. As such, 

they are ends in themselves, rather than a means with which to develop further tools and 

systems. 

To summarize, most existing GUI production tools generally rely heavily on the 

procedure call interface. Object oriented design methods help organize the functionality of 
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the interface, but don't provide substantially different descriptive methods, and introduce 

programming difficulties of their own. Visual methods, while easier to use in some ways 

due to their direct-manipulation nature, suffer limitations of expressiveness and 

shortcomings as programming tools. We will examine one further method, that of rules or 

production systems, as it is applied to GUI systems, and show how it can be adapted to 

provide a simple representation for the interactions of a GUI system. 

3.4. Rules and Production Systems 

Rules as found in rule-based systems are if-then structures that specify 

preconditions (or test) and postconditions (or action) for state changes over some domain 

(0PS5 [F0RGY81], CLIPS [CLIPS]). If the preconditions are true, then the rule is 

eligible to fire, or execute, which is the assertion of the rule's postcondition. If several 

rules are eUgible to fire, then usually one is picked at random, or by a ranking method, and 

fired. Ranking methods include per-rule "preference" values assigned by the progranmier, 

with higher-valued rules chosen over lower-valued, for example. Rule domains typically 

consist of attribute-value pairs or collections of pairs. Preconditions are generally logical 

predicates about relationships between attribute values, such as arithmetic relations or string 

comparison functions. 

Matching a rule's precondition predicate to a possible set of terms from the term 

database is identical to the satisfaction problem, and after each rule firing, an entirely 

different set of terms may be present This makes the process of calculating updates critical 

in its efficiency, since in the worst case, it can be exponential costly in the number of terms 

in a rule precondition to find a satisfying set of predicate terms. Actual implementations 

frequently take advantage of "eager evaluation" schemes to amortize the cost of examining 

the rule preconditions over the lifetime of the attribute-value pairs. As attributes change 

value, their changed state is used to update a network representing the known facts about 
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the database. Perhaps due to the complexity of efficient satisfaction schemes, most systems 

using rules to generate GUIs use simple semantics that limit their expressiveness [KidSim] 

or describe high-level interactions only with the rule system, leaving event-level interaction 

to built-ins created with toolkits [FOLEY88]. 

One of the particular virtues of rules is that composition can be achieved by simple 

aggregation. Under the rule model of execution, simply adding rules into the rule set is 

well-defined and easily understandable. Since rules operate in "parallel", two processes 

described by rules can be combined to yield a "parallel" composite, assuming there is no 

read/write interaction between them. 

In recent years, GUI research has turned to rule systems in various ways to aid in 

interface developmenL[FOLEY89],[BELL93]. Some of these use built-in rules as encoded 

expert information to guide user interface design, especially for end-user design. Others 

allow the specification of rules by the programmer. A drawback that many of these systems 

have suffered from is the lack of an expressive visual notation to describe rule pre- and 

post-conditions. This is very apparent in the area of geometric relations, where one 

approach has been to use rule techniques to guess the implied relation from a user supplied 

state example (for example, inferring that objects of the "nearly" the same size (within some 

tolerance) are intended to be the same size [MYERS88],[SINGH90], [KURLANDER90]). 

Another approach in systems that allow programmer description of rules is to use a small 

set of fixed relations, usually portrayed as objects, in the maimer described before for 

constraints. Rnally, textual methods (programming language statements as specifications) 

are frequently relied upon to provide some completeness of expression. 

3.5. Reconsidering the problem: the GUI as a parser for the application 

Parsers take user input in the form of tokens and performs syntactic analysis 

according to rules describing the structure of the input [AH086]. Parser generators take a 
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high-level specification of the target language syntax and produce a program or code 

module that accepts the given syntax and that communicates with the application as 

syntactic structures are discovered. 

In the case of GUI systems, we can consider mouse movement, mouse button, and 

keyboard events as tokens. The GUI is then a parser that performs actions when a parse 

sO^cture corresponding to an interaction (such as dragging an object or pressing a graphical 

button) is discovered. The tool we are seeking to create our GUIs is thus a parser-

generator. 

3.5.1. Rules as GUI Parser Productions 

By considering a GUI as a parser, and the GUI creation tool as a parser-generator, 

we are faced with the question of what language class for which we will generate parsers. 

Existing approaches to GUI design have focused mainly on finite state machines or 

context-free languages [OLSEN90], [JACOB86] 

The context-free languages are much less expressive than programming languages, 

which risks imposing artificial constraints on the kinds of interfaces and interactions that 

can be constructed. We have chosen rules for our language representation, which are 

simple to understand while providing Turing-complete computational expressiveness. 

The BluePrint language is intended to simplify the process of creating graphical 

user interfaces by allowing details of object appearance to be specified in a WYSIWYG 

manner. State changes are explicitly specified using rule tests and actions, so that the 

WYSIWYG specification is not limiting in this regard. Interactions are specified with rules, 

"outside" the graphical object description, allowing new interactions to be added without 

modifying graphical object behavior. Finally, events are handled by these interaction rules, 

and may trigger any number of simultaneous interactions, so there is no need to create 

event passing mechanisms using graphical objects to simulate broadcast. 
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3.5.2. Blueprint language design philosophy 

Because the space of GUI designs can vary considerably in its scope and 

complexity, it is dangerous to take too narrow a view of what the "interesting semantics" of 

an interface are. However, we can define two basic, general characteristics of a graphical 

user interface: 

• The interface state consists of a gr^hical presentation and relationships that 

determine the presentation. Because this definition of relationships is very broad 

(in a "good" interface, every relationship of interest to the user in a program is 

visible from some part of the interface), we will only consider relationships 

among graphical objects and between graphical objects and graphical events. 

We will avoid detailed examination of application state, and assume that 

communication mechanisms between application and GUI exist and are up to 

the task. Note that, comparable to databases, parsing, etc., "communication 

mechanisms" can include language translation, programming language 

primitives, etc., in addition to conveniences like data abstraction and application 

interface definition. 

• The interface state is changed by graphics events (mouse and keyboard 

changes) and application state change. As before, we will minimize examination 

of application state to help narrow the scope of interactions. 

Rather than imposing an executional framework (in the broad sense of ordering 

state changes) on interactions, we choose the most general model possible. Our 

programming model consists states acted on by state transformers. State transformers are 

described as rules with graphical syntax. Figure 3.9 is an example rule from the BluePrint 

language. This rule matches a light gray object with a heavy outline with the atnibute 

type() == "widgetA" and changes its appearance to a white with a heavy dashed outline. 



r-------------------------------------------
1SimpleRule 

$A. type()=="widgetA" 

Figure 3.9. BluePrint example rule. 
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The execution model is simple: the GUI state is a set of objects with graphical and 

other attributes acted upon by a set of rules. At start up and whenever an object changes, 

the set of rules is examined to see if the current state satisfies any of the rule tests. If one or 

more rules are eligible to fire, a rule is selected arbitrarily from those eligible and fired. 

Firing the rule consists of executing the actions contained in the right half of the rule. When 

no change has occured to the object state, the rule examination is suspended. Objects can 

also change without the action of rules; for example, the mouse object is updated at every 

mouse movement or button event, and rules fired until the GUI state has not changed. 

In the next section, we will discuss the contributions of this research towards 

solving the GUI specification problem. 

3.6. BluePrint's contributions 

The language described in this work takes the simple rule execution model and 

fleshes it out with visual representations for geometric relationships and object appearances 

to combine the advantages of both methods: a simple, well-defined execution model and 

semantics, and the graphical depiction of graphical objects. The domain over which it 

operates is sets of objects, so that a rule precondition matches a tuple of objects, and its 
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postcondition acts on the objects contained in the tuple. The rules in the language allow 

objects to be created and deleted using visual operators and syntax. An example rule in the 

language is two pictures (somewhat stylized) of a portion of the interface state "before and 

after" the rule fires. It needs no special editor or interface builder (examples for the 

prototype implementation were created using the Idraw picture editor [VLISSIDES91]), 

and can be read in printed form as a textual program can. 

Using a graphical rule syntax allows us to take advantage of WYSIWYG 

specification's useful properties of visual representation for appearance without the other 

limitations of WYSIWYG. Rule semantics, coupled with lifetime information specified 

visually, provides an easy way of specifing state changes, a notable problem with 

WYSIWYG methods. Furthermore, using rules makes compostion of interface 

components much easier than with WYSIWYG or toolkit/object-oriented design. 

Revisiting the challenges to interface development from page 23, we find several 

features of BluePrint that help mitigate the complexity of specifying user interfaces. 

Appearance and graphics properties: Appearance properties of BluePrint objects can 

be specified directly, though graphical editing. The details of procedure names, 

arguments, and instruction sequences for this sort of simple task can be hidden 

from the interface designer. This is carried a step further by the use of graphical 

specification for geometric relations. Blueprint's geometric specification syntax 

allows geometric expressions to be built using simple ordering primitives and a 

visual representation of translation and proportionality that acts on the ordering 

primitives to create relationships of position, distance, size, shape, and fairly 

general Unear functions over objects' geometric attributes. The range of 

expressions that can be created is much larger than other visual specification 

techniques, with the result that no textual programming is needed for 

geometrically linear interaction techniques. 

Coordinate systems: The graphical operator primitives allow any object to serve as a 

local reference coordinate system, not just predefined types. "Local" coordinate 
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systems can provide scaling and other transformations, as well as the translation 

offered by standard methods. 

Event handling: Because events are handled by rules, rather than by objects, events 

can be broadcast or targeted without resort to special objects to forward them to 

objects participating in the interaction. 

Interactions: By factoring interactions out of the object specification, many code 

management and object design complications can be handled more flexibly. It 

allows us to move what would otherwise be an object type system into 

attributes that can be specified and changed at runtime. New interactions can be 

added to any graphical object without recoding the object 

Membership and containment: Rules can keep track of object sets that are part of 

many kinds of GUI tasks, such as multiple object interactions, particular 

graphical displays like window-relative drawings, and application-defined 

object sets. For those sets that caimot be defined conveniently in terms of visual 

or graphical attributes, attributes can be defined that are or mimic object 

references. Thus, the set management functionality of objects that track 

membership (such as radio button containers) can often be subsumed into 

simple runtime attributes. Rgure 3.10 illustrates the use of an attribute ("radio 

group" in this example) to associate objects in radio button groups. 
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r-------------------------------------------------------------------------
RadioXor 

$81. type()=="R adio" 

$82. type()=="Radio" 

$81 .attribute("started")==1 

$81. attribute("radio group")== 
$82. attribute("radio group") 

$81 .attribute("started") = O; 

Figure 3.10. Radio button interaction in BluePrint. 

Other features of BluePrint help overcome additional limitations of existing 

techniques. Among these are the steep learning curve for interface design systems, the 

problems of describing object lifetime and state changes with visual techniques, and the 

difficulty of combining interface specifications with other programming tools. 

While there is no way of reliably comparing the learning curves for vanous 

programming techniques directly, the flexible syntax and semantics of BluePrint allow it to 

emulate several popular metaphors and techniques. Our goal is to support whatever high

level design methods are found to be most appropriate, while preserving the rule-based 

description of interactions and state changes, and to use constructive, rather than 

enumerative, techniques to provide interface features. 

Though not a serious bottleneck to development, requiring that the designer define 

interface actions in terms of a single procedure or message handler is a restriction that 

complicates design with traditional methods. It separates conditions from actions, and 

forces a uniform interface on all actions, which may not fit well with the programmer's 
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intentions, and that may require redefinition upon interface refinement (say, to add a new 

object to an interaction). In BluePrint, programming language code is a part of a rule test or 

action. The interface to the test or action code is in the style of YACC, with named tokens 

that relate the identity of the objects in the graphical description to the programmer's 

supplied tests and actions. 

The notation lends itself well to graphical state machine description. Graphical event 

handling is explicit as events trigger graphical state changes directly, rather than through 

event passing structures such as trees that make calls to object methods. State changes to 

the graphical object system due to graphical events are also explicitly, visually expressed. 

As mentioned previously, object lifetimes are also visually expressed, and can be both 

tested and changed throught the rule semantics. 

Because the input form is a static document with simple semantics, rather than a 

program with toolkit calls, an object-oriented class description, or a sequence of 

interactions with a builder, a BluePrint design is more conducive to tool development. 

Further, because of the separation of interactions from the underlying object library, 

interactions could be ported to other object libraries and applications, encouraging more 

uniform or more customizable interface behavior when desired. For example, many 

interfaces and interface builders take advantage of "style sheets" that describe a set of 

appearances for an interface [MYERS92b]. Style sheets provide a means of describing a set 

of user defined appearance characteristics that are interpreted by the interface to allow user 

control over the interface's appearance. 

Finally, the system can produce practical, efficient interfaces. The management 

system that performs fact updates to determine eligibility of rules to fire is efficient enough 

to describe an interface with several hundred graphical objects and a hundred or so rules. 
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3.7. Outline of the Dissertation 

After an overview of the previous woric on the interface specification problem in 

Chapter 4, we present the geometric portion of the notation in Chapter 5 in an informal way 

illustrated by examples. This is the core of the BluePrint notation, as it provides the means 

of describing the geometric relations between objects. Afterwards, in Chapter 6, the rule 

parts of the notation are covered, the meaning of a rule is examined, and the methods of 

specifying common interface situations are explored. The notation can subsume several 

proposed and commonly used systems with minor interpretational changes. Chapter 7 

shows several syntaxes expressed in our graphical notation. 

We illustrate the concepts underlying the parser model of GUI based on the 

BluePrint notation with a prototype implementation in Chapter 9. The two phase 

compilation process is described here, using a simple dragging example. The runtime 

system is described in Chapter 10. It includes a graphical object library and a solver engine 

for selecting the next rule to be fired and the objects upon which the rule operates. Space 

and time measurements are presented for a common dragging interaction. 

Finally, further extensions to the notation and other applications for it are described 

in Chapter 11. Preprocessors, macro languages, operators over rules and rule sets, and 

new execution models for the graphical user interface are discussed. 
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4. RELATED WORK 

User interfaces are specified with a variety of methods, emphasizing differing 

aspects of the design process, and differing user populations. We examine some examples 

of the various methods, and consider their contributions, and their applicability to the work 

presented here. 

We examine four different approaches that are antecedents of the BluePrint design: 

• What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) and Direct Manipulation (DM) 

Interface Builders 

• Functional Views 

• Programming By Demonstration/Bcample 

• Rule Systems in GUI Design 

WYSIWYG/DM techniques are familiar to anyone who has used a graphical editor. 

GUI objects may be created, placed and reshaped by dragging with a mouse or other input 

pointer. Functional views are a WYSIWYG variant where the directly manipulated objects 

are functions representing the actions of the interface and the cormections between them. 

Programming by demonstration or example allows the designer to demonstrate the 

functionality of the interface, or provide examples of such functionality, and the interface is 

deduced from the designer's actions. Finally, rule systems permit the designer to describe 

changes in the interface state as actions taken when particular interface states occur. We will 

examine each of these areas in the following subsections. 

4.1. WYSIWYG/DM Interface Builders 

Graphical builders allow a graphical user interface to be "drawn," much as a picture 

might be drawn with a drawing program. By allowing graphical interaction with a 

specification that looks like the final user interface, a graphical builder can permit the 

designer to feel as if she is working directly with a prototype of the system. This allows the 
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benefits of WYSIWYG and direct manipulation to accrue to the design system as well as its 

result, and should result in more easily created interfaces 

Several GUI systems use visual methods to align and place objects (SUIT 

[PAUSCH91], GARNET [MYERS90], DRUID [SINGH90]). They vary in how dynamic 

the placement information may be. For example, SUIT allows placement for static objects 

only, so that, like picture editors, only fixed scenes may be described graphically. All other 

behavior is created through the usual programming language specifications. GARNET'S 

LAPIDARY subsystem allows the placement of one object with respect to another to be 

described (somewhat) visually. LAPIDARY allows the designer to select from a graphical 

menu of relations that depict comer-to-comer, side-to-side, and contairmient relations 

between two objects, with optional offsets. Menu choices are then converted to user 

interface code to maintain those relations. The Marquise system [MYERS93b] builds on 

these by allowing the user interface designer to specify simple behaviors by demonstrating 

an end user's mouse interactions and the system's response to them. 

Cardelli's Dialog Editor [CARDELLI87] is an attempt to reconcile the fixed layout 

model of direct manipulation and graphical editors with the need for richer and more 

flexible relations between objects. The specification of the Dialog Editor is a useful 

extension over positional placement of interactors in that it describes dynamic behavior of 

the interface in response to modification of objects. In a fashion similar to the TEX boxes 

and glue model, the Dialog Editor defines a stretching behaviors to relate interactor objects 

to their containing frame. Rgure 4.1 describes a simple card file interface that would have a 

search text input box (Find), a scrolling text area for matched entries (Scroll Area) and a 

button to restart the search (Find Next), and a frame (Card File). The designer may stretch 

a line from an interactor's bounding top, bottom, left or right to any point lying in the span 

of the frame in the same dimension (that is, top and bottom lie in the Y axis span, and left 

and right lie in the X axis span). The end of the line (emphasized by a small black square) 
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and its length define two constants of proportionality in a relation between the frame's 

bounding box, and that part of the interactor's bounding box. 

Card File 

Find Ne:xi 

Find: 

Figure 4.1 Example from Cardelli's layout system. 

This single notational device indicates all relations in the system. The relation is 

called the "rules of stretching," and reduces to the following equation for an interactor's 

leftmost bounding box value, xl, and the frame's left and right bounding box values, xl 

andx2: 

Interactor _xl+ C1 ~ Frame_xl + C2 ·(Frame_x2 -Frame_xl), 

Here constant C2 is the constant of proportionality represented by the attachment point 

position (i.e., an attachment of 50% of the distance indicates a C2 value of 0.5) and C1 is 

the length of the attachment line. The relation, described in more detail in section 5.3, can 

express not only the constant offset of the simpler layout systems, but proportionality and 

proportionality offset by a constant, capturing several commonly desired behaviors, and do' 

so in a familiar design environment. However, it is limited to frame-interactor object 

relations, and the frame class of objects is small and not expandable at design time. 
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The Apogee and OPUS systems [HUDSON90], and the Pluto [MOHAMED93] 

system were influenced by Cardelli's Dialog Editor, in that guidelines indicate functional 

dependencies and are done in such a manner as to mimic the object layout (figure 4.2). The 

range of describable relations is greatly enlarged over Cardelli's work, as now the relations 

may be composed, so that one constrained value may be the input of another constraint, 

and frames serve a more general purpose as place holders for intermediate values and as 

compositional units. Relations may hold between interactor objects directiy. 

LU 
> 

o o 
o e 

o 
e 

4 () 

HI 
> 

Figure 4.2. Constraints expressed in OPUS. 
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In addition to the offset and proportionality operations supported by Cardelli's 

Dialog Editor, Opus also includes aggregates such as Maximum, Minimum and Average, 

and also allows textually defined functions. In Rgure 4.2, the visual aspect of relations 

now take on a functional flavor, in that the graphical depiction of a relation shows the 

attributes affected. Rgure 4.2 shows a frame (a rectangular region with shaded comers) 

containing an average reference line (signified by the "AVE" boxes at its top and bottom). 

Double edge outlines on some the inner three boxes' edges indicate that those edges are 

constrained. A single edge outline denotes an unbound value. 

This arrangement describes a stack of three centered boxes. The top and left edge of 

the topmost box are determined by the top and left edge of the frame, indicated by the 

arrow from the frame to the box edges. The value of the average operator is the left and 

right bounds of the top box, which are indicated by the arrows drawn from the left and 

right of the top box to the average line. This average value then determines the values of 

second and third boxes. This dependence is indicated by the arrows leaving the reference 

line to the left and right edges of the two boxes. The upper box, whose top and left edges 

are defined by values coming in from the frame determines a center reference. This 

reference itself determines the centers of the two lower boxes. 

In the Pluto system, frames are extended even further as linguistic elements to 

express repetition and conditionality. The graphical specifications of these systems can thus 

supersede large portions of textual programming that were formerly necessary. 

Graphical, editor-like specification of GUIs exploit a well-known model of 

interaction. Placing objects and interacting with them graphically is a familiar paradigm to 

most computer users, and has the added benefits of allowing the designer to see how the 

interface will appjear to the end user. However, complex geometric and dynamic 

relationships are not easy to describe graphically, so multiple views of the interface are 

required, or the designer must resort to textual methods. 
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4.2. Functional Views 

One drawback with using spatial representations is that only one object domain can 

be mapped into a spatial view at a time. For example, file and directory organization are not 

easily viewed together with their contents. For large systems, this requires many views and 

a means of logically tying together objects from one view to objects in another view. By 

abstracting the views and describing object relations in a process-oriented way, a much 

more complex set of relations may be described than with a uniform model for all objects. 

Functional relationships are mappings from one object domain to another, and the graphical 

object domain may be only one among several. 

The functional view describes not the objects, but rather the How of information 

between processes. Dataflow diagrams, function block diagrams, and process control 

systems are all familiar examples of this \'iew. Notice that this is an example of a direct 

manipulation system that is not also WYSIWYG, since the end product is not directly 

manipulated, but rather its specification. InterCons [SMITH88], ConMan [HAEBERLI88], 

NeXTSTEP [NEXT] are all systems using this method to design interfaces. 

The InterCons system describes objects at a very low level, with functional 

dependencies illustrated by lines between operators depicted as boxes. Though fairly 

complete in terms of what may be expressed, despite its functional aspect, it lacks 

abstraction facilities, and suffers from problems of scale. 

ConMan (Connection Manager) works on a coarser scale by looking at data streams 

consisting of objects and object modification parameters. The tool is targeted to describing 

three dimensional images and their rendering and manipulation. Inspired by both the Unix 

pipe facility and the Silicon Graphics 3D transformational pipeline, ConMan provides 

graphical transformation operators and parameter generators to be connected with 

graphically depicted wirelike connectors. A directed graph of nodes (UNIX processes) is 
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connected through edges representing typed dataflow between nodes. Node processes 

represent display outputs, interaction controls or transfonnation processes. This dataflow 

graph is edited visually and interpreted in real-time by a connection manager that is 

responsible for data connections, and process and event handling. Interaction controls are 

"traditional" toolkit-based programs that conmiunicate with data flow node processes 

through the ConMan interface standard. 

This technique is useful for object domains that are difficult to represent in a direct 

manipulation fashion because of the number of objects is large, the object domains are 

difficult to render together in a coherent fashion, or the model of interest is a function or 

process. For example, it is not clear how a direct manipulation editor could describe an 

object set, the rotation and other spatial transforms, and the object modification functions of 

a typical ConMan interface together in a single editor view. Furthermore, the functional 

view lends itself naturally to composition, since the result of a connection of functions is 

itself a function. 

At the same time, the functional view suffers from difficulties of describing user 

input. Functions are inherently stateless, but user interactions are most easily described 

with states, since user input comes in the form of events. Describing low-level behaviors is 

more easily accomplished with other techniques; hence the use of interactor objects to 

modify functional parameters. At this level, one can imagine functions as state 

transformers, and that is the direction taken by the works in the next section. 

4.3. Inference Techniques and Programming by Example 

Several systems have used the technique of inferring semantics about the interface 

design from user input. Some systems do this by observing the user's interaction with the 

UI design tool [MYERS88], [MAULSBY89], [KARSENTY92] or from multiple example 

specifications given the design tool [KURLANDER90]. 
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The inference systems found in Peridot [MYERS88], Rockit [KARSENTY92], or 

MetaMouse (MAULSBY89] are written into the tool as a monitoring process continually 

watching user interaction. The Peridot system allows the interface designer to build the 

interface much as might be done with a drawing tool. As each user action completes, the 

user's currently selected object is compared with others in the example interface. 

Comparisons take the form of testing for containment, size and position and other similarity 

characteristics. When a comparison is found true, the system infers that the relation of the 

comparison may be the one desired. Since many such comparisons may be true, the 

inferences are ranked in strength and presented to the user for confirmation, one by one. 

The dialog between inferencing system and user is continued until an inference is 

confirmed by the user or the list is exhausted. 

MetaMouse improves on the methods of Peridot by allowing a user to construct the 

relation from smaller primitives, rather than taking an object configuration and making 

inferences about it MetaMouse, rather than invoking an inference process to find a nesting 

relation between two boxes, would be instructed by the user how to perform a nesting 

ofjeration. MetaMouse's inference mechanism matches object selection and movement 

events to previously observed sequences to predict the next series of selections and 

movements. For example, to space several boxes by a constant offset in the -r axis, the user 

would: 

- draw a horizontal offset reference line; 

- move the reference line's left endpoint to an object's right edge; 

- select a second object; 

- move the second object's left edge to the right edge of the reference line; 

- move the reference line's left endpoint to the selected object's right edge. 
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At this point, MetaMouse would interrupt the user to signal that it had detected a match in 

the interaction. If the user agreed, MetaMouse would continue the construction it had seen 

so far with the remaining objects until none were left to select 

The Rockit system is similar in design to Peridot, except that to avoid the 

interruption of the dialog between the user and the inference system, Rockit uses gravity 

fields. Gravity fields are a spatial bounding mechanism to limit the range over which 

inferences may be made. Hgure 4.3 is an example diagram of gravity fields. In this case, 

the gravity fields are the dotted outlines about the top and two comers of a box. The mouse 

pointer cursor is shown as a heavy arrow. As part of the specification, the gravity field is 

visible to the designer, but not the user of the interface. The outline describes an "area of 

attraction" for the cursor or an object dragged by the cursor. When a cursor (or a dragged 

object) moves within the gravity field, the cursor's y position is set exactly to the box top 

if the cursor falls within the rectangular central field. If it is within the left or right circular 

area, the cursor's x and y position is set to the left or right comer of the box. 

• X 
^ I ^ f ^ 

I I 1 
I I I 

Figure 4.3. Example gravity fields. 

Note that gravity fields may overlap. Like other inference tools, gravity fields may 

allow ambiguous specifications which must be confirmed by user input In this case, 

matching Rockit gravity field rales are prioritized into a list and the user allowed to step 
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through list choices by keyboard escapes. The tool RoUit, in which Rockit is embedded, 

allows the designer to construct constraint inference rules through attaching gravity fields to 

a protoQ^ object and describing the resulting constraint to be applied textually. 

The inference mechanism of the Chimera editor [KURLANDER90], rather than 

observing user interaction and making suggestions as part of the interaction process, 

instead takes several example configurations of interface objects and analyzes them for 

possible interpretations for the relations between the objects. For example, several 

snapshots of a slider and the window it controls might be given, and the linear relation 

between the slider index and the window position inferred. 

The main advantage of inference techniques is that the interface is deduced 

automatically, so that it is appropriate for novice specifications and informal interface 

evolution. However, inferential methods are cumbersome for large interface specification. 

For example, in the Chimera system, the more varied the set of inferences that can be 

made, the more examples are needed to disambiguate similar cases. Furthermore, such 

hidden deductions provide no explicit visual confirmation of the relationships inferred, 

without examining the transcript of the inference process (information separate from the 

behavior snapshots). This is also a problem when building an interface interactively, since 

determining the conditions necessary to trigger a particular inference may be difficult The 

gravity system of Rockit is a help here, since the confirmation process is integrated into the 

inference mechanism via graphical feedback - when an inference is made during the 

creation process, the inferred relationship is displayed through some pictorial hint (a 

"preview" of the semantic action) near the objects and object feamres involved. User 

confirmation of the choice is via ending the interaction at that point without explicitly 

rejecting it MetaMouse has an advantage over the other techniques in that its descriptive 

scope is not limited to a fLxed set of "canned" inferences, since graphical construction is 

less limited than fixed inferences. However, it too must perform some user-confirmation. 
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and during the user's interaction, MetaMouse constantly prompts for information in the 

form of geometrical incidences. That is, as an object is moved by the user, when the edges 

or comers of the object are coincident with other object's edges or corners, MetaMouse 

notes this to the user in the form of graphical pictures of thumbtacks, which the user is 

required to designate as significant (designate the event as "important") or not 

Though primarily for end-user programming (that is, not for a user-interface or 

graphics programmer) these systems have the useful traits of being able to capture a wide 

range of complicated behaviors. However, as a tool for (non-end-user) programming, 

inference methods suffer from several inherent defects. A major difficulty lies with the 

reliance on a set of rules that are not easily changeable by the user. Modifying the rule 

system takes expertise beyond that required to simply use the system - one must know not 

only the tool's language and semantics, but that of the inference system as well. 

Another consideration is that when the user wishes to trigger a particular inference, 

the user must predict the rule system's behavior by calculating the input necessary to drive 

the system to that inference. Though inference systems are intended to work "namrally," 

that is, to function with a minimum of direct communication with the user, there can be no 

guarantee that the actions of the user are sufficiently close to the system's model of what a 

user should do. One might draw comparisons with the difficulties faced by natural 

language systems using semantic knowledge to guide parsing. In cases like this, the default 

mode of operation is generally a checklist of possible choices that the inference system can 

make, presented to the user as a menu of options. Indeed, this list is frequently presented to 

confirm the firing of any rule to give the user some degree of control over the inference 

system. 

Another shortcoming of the interactive inference style lies in its dynamic nature. 

Because the interaction that triggers a rule application is not visible in the result, a system 

specification necessarily lacks an expression of the original designer intent in its original 
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form. This make integration with other tools difficult, since now a second, "machine 

readable" description of the designer's goals is necessary. 

4.4. Rule Systems in GUI Design 

Rule, or production, systems do not explicitly specify program execution order, 

instead relying on logical preconditions that describe a minimal condition to be met before 

an action is executed. They are well suited to c^turing isolated views of a programming 

task, by modeling the state changes that occur in execution without requiring the 

consideration of the program execution history. 

There are several notable examples of the production system approach to GUI 

specification. These are BitPict [FURNAS91], ChemTrains [LEWIS91], [BELL93], 

[BELL94], KidSim [CYPHER91] and UIDE [FOLEY89]. 

BitPict is based on conjectures that human cognitive and spatial reasoning are 

intimately related. The universe of objects, known as "blackboard," is one of picmre 

fragments represented as bitmaps. Rules specify a pattern bitmap and a result bitmap. 

When a rule pattem is found to match a sub portion of the blackboard, the part of the 

blackboard corresponding to the rule pattem is replaced with a new bitmap found in the 

second half of the rule. The objects operated on are extremely low level (4-connected 

pixels, essentially). Performing actions at a "higher level" (e.g., dragging an object with a 

cursor) would be quite difficult, since there are no facilities for abstracting one bit level 

picture to a more general picture. Scrolling text would require that all possible text bit 

representations be present in the rules that generate scrolling, so that matches may take 

place, for example. 

Though not particularly powerful, BitPict affords surprising expressivity, due to 

the combination of graphical representation and deductive rule application. [FURNAS91] 

presents a system that counts (in Roman numerals) the number of connected components in 
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a pixel-level rendering of bifurcating trees. Though not a common action in user interfaces 

or programming generally, the brevity of its specification (eleven rules) indicates a certain 

natural expressive ability of the method. 

The ChemTrains system also uses rules to match patterns and perform actions in a 

similar way, though at the opposite end of the interaction semantics spectrum. The 

"blackboard" in this case contains more complex and less homogeneous objects than the 

BitPict universe. The entities modeled consist of objects and interconnections among 

objects. Objects are represented by iconic pictures, and may "hold" or "contain" other 

objects, the only geometric relation describable in the system. Interconnections are 

represented by lines and denote (possibly directed) edges between graph nodes (objects). 

The blackboard contains a graph or set of graphs, which consist of objects and their 

interconnecting edges, and objects that may either be contained in the graph nodes or have 

fixed position. 

Rule patterns describe objects and their attributes and subgraphs to be matched 

against the blackboard. Rule actions update object attributes and containments; thus, objects 

may be created, deleted, and moved along the predefined edges of a graph. The graph 

connections themselves may not be modified or changed by rule actions, so the 

blackboard's topology is fixed throughout ChemTrains execution. This is still a very useful 

design, and for fixed problem domains is quite flexible. 

BCidSim [CYPHER91] is a rule based system designed for children to allow the 

creation of simulations and simulated environments. Characters, represented as icons, may 

have behavior rules attached to them that guide their actions. Tests are represented in part 

by a picture of the character in the environment context, and by textual predicates over less-

pictorial character attributes. Actions can be specified by another picture of the character, 

edited from the test picture to reflect the new position of the character. 
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UIDE [FOLEY92] is a rule based system built to investigate the possibilities of 

modeling the interface between ^plication and interface. A UIDE interface specification 

consists of pre and post conditions for widgets. Widgets are toolkit entities like sliders, 

bitmap images, and buttons. Pre conditions are boolean functions over widget state that 

determine special visible and enabled states. Postconditions coaespond to the actions taken 

upon messages (expressed as program callbacks) returned by the widgets. This information 

can be examined to generate automatic help, check interface consistency, guide the user 

through interactions, and other inferences. 

4.5. Summary 

We have seen four categories of specification techniques - visual and directly 

manipulative methods, functional views, inferential, and rule-model based methods. The 

first has the advantages of WYSIWYG/DM methods discussed before. Inferential methods 

allow easy use of a wider variety of geometric and other relations than is possible with the 

"menu of widgets" paradigm of visual builders, particularly when using the constructive 

method of MetaMouse. Lastly, rule systems permit problem specification in a "pattern 

matching" fashion, so that interfaces can be described as changes to a state space. 

The BluePrint system addresses the shortcomings of the aforementioned methods, 

while taking advantage of their strengths. We are able to make use of direct-manipulation 

style editing to provide the designer with some notion of what the interface will look like 

and the ease of use of graphical editing. We provide composable geometric operators to 

overcome the difficulties of describing complex relationships visually. Though BluePrint 

does not use functional views directly, it does permit multiple views of the interface state to 

describe the interface. BluePrint is based on the production rule paradigm, so that state 

changes are easy to express. Finally, object lifetimes are easily expressible in the language, 

a notable difficulty with all four methods. 
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5. NOTATION 

As previously noted, the production rule is at the heart of the design methodology. 

A production rule has a firing condition (sometimes referred to as the left hand side or 

LHS) and a firing action (referred to as the right hand side or RHS). At a minimum, a 

rule's LHS conditions must be met before performing its RHS action, though other factors 

might prevent its firing. In this section, we describe the syntax and semantics of the 

specification of the tests and actions of a rule. In large part, the syntax of left and right 

sides is identical; only the semantic interpretation of the symbols changes. 

SampleRule 

Test - ^ Actk>n 

Figure 5.1. Coarse structure of a rule. 

Figure 5.1 above shows a schematic of a rule. An arrow divides the left and right 

halves of the rule, while a text string in the upper left comer provides a distinguishing 

name. The left hand side contains: 

• "picmres" which are representations of interface objects; these have 

• a name and 

• visual attributes appropriate for the object, such as color, linestyle, etc. 

• Operators on these pictures to describe geometric relations of objects 

• Programming language text 

- this should be a logical relation in the host programming language. The objects 

denoted by pictures may be referenced by a quoting mechanism (e.g., $ in C or 

C++). 

The right hand side defines an action, and contains much the same material as the 

left; the differences are that actions, rather than tests, are specified . 
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The notation allows the expression of a complete set of attribute comparison 

operators that are expressed graphically, such as equals, less than, greater than, not equal, 

and so on. By the addition of other operators, we can introduce transformations of these 

basic operations to allow a far richer set of relations than has previously been possible. 

In the physical world, we naturally employ notions of position, alignment, 

measurement, and comparison. In particular, we are accustomed to manipulating the 

position (and shape, to a lesser degree) of real objects to make measurements and 

comparisons. For example, to cut two pieces of string to the same length we would align 

their ends and use one piece as a guide for cutting the other. Similarly, by allowing the 

relaxation of WYSIWYG conventions, we may create transformations of the simple 

graphical attribute relations. 

For the examples used here, we will assume that objects can be characterized 

primarily by the four graphical attributes ( JC, , x^, y^, and y^) that make up their bounding 

box. As a result, objects will be represented by (or more generally simply bounded by) a 

rectangle. Non-geometric attributes, such as highlighting, color, etc. will be expressed 

directly by modifying the attributes or example object contained within the bounding box. 

Non-graphical attributes may be expressed in program text As per the principles of the last 

section, the relative placement of objects implies no meaning in itself. For example, the 

apparent placement of object B to the right of ObjectA does not specify or imply any actual 

relation of A to B. Figure 5.2 shows two such objects with their attributes labeled, an 

object named ObjectA and the mouse object, which represents the position of the pointer 

device. 
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YI 

ObjectA 

X] 

Y2 

Figure 5.2. Attributes of ObjectA and the mouse object. 

Objects may also be rotated, as in Figure 5.3, where ObjectA is rotated clockwise 

90 degrees, and the mouse object is rotated clockwise 270 degrees. The rotation is only a 

notational convenience to make it easier to compare attributes in different axes, and does 

not imply that the object is presented that way. 

Q 

I -k 
Figure 5.3. ObjectA and the mouse object rotated. 

5.1. Ruler Lines 

To refer to constants, indicate a common value, or allow drawings to be extended 

across more space for clarity, we use ruler lines. Figure 5.4 shows ruler lines denoting the 

value 100 and the symbolic value S. 

s 

Figure 5.4. Two ruler values 
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5.2. Operator Symbols 

The overall notation uses three basic operator symbols and a negation modifier as 

shown in Figure 5.5. 

• < 
~ JC 

• Figure 5.5. Operator symbols. 

The top two operator symbols (left to right) are comparison operators expressing 

equality and less than respectively. A negation may be applied to either of the top two 

operators by placing an X over it as shown in the second row of Figure 5.5. To improve 

readability when negation is applied, we "hollow out" each comparison operator. The last 

operator on the bottom row is the assume operator described below. 

5.3. Comparison Operators 

To describe a comparison of two or more attributes, we link the attributes with 

graphical symbols denoting the relative ordering of the attributes. In the example of Figure 

5.6(a) below, we show the notation for expressing the relationship A. x2 < B.xI. An 

ordering of three or more attributes can be illustrated similarly, as in Figure 5.6B. We refer 

to the line that extends the test as an "extension line", as it allows the extension of a binary 

operator into a complete ordering of several attributes. 

A B A B C 

.... ~ ~ .... ~ ~ 

.... , ~"' ... ... 

a. Comparison A. x2 < B.xI. b. Comparison A. x2 < B. xI < C. xI 

Figure 5.6. Basic attribute comparisons. 
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To describe the equality of the attributes of A and B.x^, we adjoin the attributes 

and place an equals symbol over the equal attributes (Rgure 5.7(a)). 

To negate a test, a cross is placed over the comparison operator, as in Rgure 

5.7(b). 

B A A B 

a. A-Cj = B.x^ a. AJCj 

Figure 5.7. Equality and inequality comparisons. 

Figure 5.8(a) shows the use of a ruler line to extend a value for several common 

references, and Figure 5.8B compares the y, attribute of A to the constant value 10. 

10  

a. Comparison C.y^< A.y^< Ry^ b. Comparison Ay, < 10 

Figure 5.8. Comparisons extended by ruler lines. 

By combining ruler lines and extension lines, any desired partial ordering may be 

described. 

5.4. Translations and Differential Measurements 

When object widths are measured in the physical world, two objects are aligned to a 

common reference point and the opposite ends are compared for distance to the common 

point We exploit this model for making differential comparisons in our notation. 
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5.4.1. The Assume Operator 

To define a common reference for the purposes of measurement, we use the assume 

operator. This operator acts by introducing an assumption of alignment (viz. equality) as in 

"assuming that X and Y are the same ... ". The mathematical effect of the operator is to 

apply a mapping - that is, to rewrite one or more tests making them relative to the points 

assumed to be common. Figure 5.9 below, compares the width of objects A and B. 

Specifically, the test A. x2 < B.x2 is made relative to the assumption that A. Xi = B.x1 • 

Another way of viewing the diagram is that if two objects, A and B, happened to have their 

x1 coordinates coincident as indicated by the assumption, then the test would hold as 

shown. 

A 

B 

Figure 5.9. Comparisons of widths of A and B using the assume operator. 

5.4.2. Translation Semantics of Assume 

More formally, each assume operator defines a map function per object sharing the 

assumption. Each map transforms points in one object to a common reference point of Oby 

means of a translation. For example, in the Figure 5.9 above, the map M A.xi (x) = x - A.x1 

transforms points of object A into points relative to the common reference, and map 

MB. xi (x) = x - B.x1 transforms points in object B into points relative to the common 

reference. Note that M A.xi (A.x1 ) = 0. The tests on the x2 attributes of A and B are then 

rewritten by applying those maps to the comparison A. x2 < B.x2 , resulting in 

M A .xi (A.x2 ) < MB. xi (B. x2 ), or, substituting the map definition, A. x2 - A. x1 < R x2 -B. Xi, 

which is just A. width< B. width. The choice of maps applied to attributes is covered in the 
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scope discussion in the section "Transformation Scope" below. Constant values on ruler 

lines are treated as attributes of the global coordinate space, so the translation map for a 

constant is just the negative of its value. 

Combining the assume operator and rulers with values allows us to compare widths 

to specific numerical values. In Figure 5.10, the object A's height is compared to the value 

80. A map is created carrying values in the span of object A's y dimension to the references 

space, and a map (the identity map in this case) is created to carry values on ruler lines in 

the y dimension to the reference space. The test A.y2 < 80 is thus sent to 

A. y 2 - A. y1 < 80- 0. We can also read the diagram as "if a matching object A were to have 

its y1 attribute equal to 0, then its y2 attribute would be less than 80." The value O on the 

top ruler could be any value; using O simply allows a more direct size comparison. 

,--...-......_,-.......-..-....- -Q -

----- ______ SQ 

Figure 5.10. Comparison A. height < 80. 

5.4.2.1. Square Configuration 

In another application of this technique, we can compare the object to itself to see if 

its width and height are the same. In Figure 5.11, an instance of the object A is rotated 90 

degrees with respect to another copy of A, with its x1 and y1 edges made relative to each 

other and the x2 and y2 edges compared for equality. This is an example use of rotation for 

convenient attribute comparison shown in Figure 5.3 previously. 
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A 

Figure 5.11. Comparison A. width = A.height 

5.4.2.2. Sum of Widths Comparison 

By the use of these maps, several assumption points can be used in a configuration 

to "stack" objects for comparisons. That is, we map a pair of comparison values 

successively through common reference points with other objects until a common reference 

is found, and the comparison is with respect to a common reference. In Figure 5.12, we 

describe a test for A width+ B. width< C. width. The progression through map application 

follows the figure. In this example, we will use inverse maps for convenience. Inverse 

maps are simply the inverse function of the maps we have seen earlier. Since the mapping 

function is a simple translation, the inverse is a translation in the opposite direction, and is 

well defined. For example, for the mapping function M A .x i (x) = x - A.x2 , the inverse is 

the function: M;,~
2 
(x) = x + A.x2 • This allows us to proceed through application in any 

convenient order. 
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Figure 5.12. Comparison A width+ B. width< C. width. 

The initial test is: B.x2 < C.x2 • Points in B can be taken to points in the common 

reference with A. x2 via MB.xi (x) = x - B.x1 , and thence to points in A (the inverse of the 

mapping to the reference) by M;.\
2 
(x) = x + A.x2 : 

M;\
2 
(Ms. x, (B. X2 )) < C. x2 = B. x2 - B.x1 + A.x2 < C.x 2 

Notice that the point on the left of the< sign in the equation above is in 11A space, 11 

while the point on the right is in 11 C space. 11 Object A and object C have points in common 

(their x1 attributes), so to map points on the left of the inequality to the common reference 

requires the map MA.x, (x) = x - A.x1 and to map points on the right of the inequality to the 

common reference requires map Mc.x, (x) = x - C. x1 • Applying these, we have: 

MA.x, (B.x2 - B X1 + A Xz) < MC.xi (C. Xz) 

or: 

which, finally, is the same as : 

B. width + A. width < C. width . 

5.5. Transformation scope 

As we have seen, if an assumption is applied to an object, the other attribute in the 

same dimension of the object are considered to be in the scope of the assumption: that is, it 

is considered to be acted on by the assumption. We will use geometric information to 
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determine scope; for example, if an objects attribute xi is part of an assumption, the 

attribute x2 is considered to be automatically in the scope of the assumption (this is called 

the implicit scope, or implicit assumption). Other scopes are determined by enclosure of the 

tested attribute by the object with the assumption, or by the use of a bounding rectangle to 

define a scope explicitly. Figure 5.13 (a) shows an implicit scope, where A.x2 is in scope 

of the map formed by A.xi, (b) shows an enclosure scope, where B.xi is in scope of the 

A.xi map, and (c) is an explicitly defined scope, where B.xi is in scope of the A.xi 

map. 

r-----------------------

A A 
A D 

a. b. C. 

Figure 5.13. Implicit, enclosure, and explicit scopes. 

Since it will be useful to carry out simultaneous tests in the object's two dimensions 

independently, we will declare the attributes of the other dimensions to be out of scope. 

This allows two assumptions to be placed on an object without conflict, say as if the test of 

Figure 5.10 were extended to also test object A's width against the value 100. 

If we did wish to carry out these transformations on out-of-scope attributes, we 

would need a mechanism to provide some visual indication of scope and the 

transformation's application. We extend the scope of an assumption to apply to other non

member attributes by completely enclosing the object to be mapped inside the object about 

which we are making assumptions (Figure 5.13(c)). Thus, rather than having maps applied 

only to the attributes of the object which is in an assumed configuration, we may direct the 

transformation application to other objects and attributes. 
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In Figure 5.14, two maps are defined by the assumptions that A. Yi = B. y1 . These 

assumptions induce maps M A.yi and M 8 .y
1

• By the enclosure scoping mechanism, the 

maps are applied to C. y1 < D. y1 to describe the condition C. y1 - A. Yi < D. y1 - B. y1 . Notice 

that the scope is broken into two parts, corresponding to the graphical extents of A and B, 

and that these parts apply different maps to different parts of the test. Thus, an object's 

graphical representation provides both a transformation and a scope for the transformation. 

B -rj- -
Figure 5.14. Comparison C. y1 - A. y1 < D. y1 - B. Y1. 

In order to describe the desired scope of map application from objects such as a 

ruler or the mouse object that may not have a bounding rectangle, or in a case where using 

enclosure would be inconvenient, we can explicitly create a scope by the use of a 

"placeholder" or "virtual" object that allows enclosure of the attributes to which the map is 

to be applied. In Figure 5.15, the map induced by the assumption that the mouse y value is 

equal to 10 is applied to the condition that the mouse x value is between 5 and 15. Note 

that there are two objects being mapped to a common reference: the mouse and the global 

coordinate system, so two maps will take points in "mouse space" to the reference, and 

points in the global space "10" to the reference. Notice the rotation of the mouse so that the 

assumption in the y dimension applies to the mouse's x coordinate. 
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r----------------, 5 

10 ! ~---:----
----:--~ : 15 

I - - - -,- - - -

I I ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. 

Figure 5.15. Comparison 5-10 < mouse. x - mouse.y < 15-10. 

The maps Mmouse.y(x) =x-mouse.y and Afio(x) = x-10 are applied to 

5 < mouse.x < 15 yielding 5-10 < mouse. x - mouse.y < 15-10. 

In general, when more than one assumption applies to a test, the assumptions are 

applied in inside-first order, with the scope of an assumption on the same object as the 

tested attribute considered to be innermost. In Figure 5.16, the test A.y2 = B.y2 is to be 

rewritten by three assumptions. The innermost assumption is A. y1 = B. y1 , so the test is 

rewritten as A.y2 - A.y1 = B. y2 - B.y1. The next level out is the assumption C. y1 = D.y1, 

and the previous result is rewritten again as A.y2 - A.y1 - C. y1 = B.y2 - B. y1 - D.Ji. The 

last assumption in the series is E. y1 = 100, and the final result obtained by the application 

is A.y2 - A.y1 - C. Y1 - E. yl = B.y2 - B. Y1 - D.y1 -100. 

r------------------, 
~E~~~ .... ~~~-,---~--------~ ----100 

I 
I ......-~~~--~-----~---~-...-~~-----~~--, 

C 

A 

: D 
I 
I ---r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ----r 
I 
I 
I 

·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .J 

Figure 5.16. Deeply nested map application. 
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One use of the enclosure scoping is to describe the configuration of a pair of 

attributes lying equidistant in x and y from another pair of x and y attributes. As in the 

previous mouse example, we may use more than one copy of an object in a configuration; 

in Figure 5.17, we condition B.x1 and B.y1 to lie equally distant from A.x1 and A.yl' 

describing the path along the line of slope -1 passing through ( A. x1 , A. y1 ). Following the 

guidelines of the previous section, we rewrite B.y1 = B. x1 with A.y1 = A.x1 , yielding 

A 

Figure 5.17. Comparison B.y1 -A.y1 = B.x1 -A.x1 • 

5.6. Composition of Assumptions 

As we have seen, to create more complicated relations, we compose assumptions. 

This is accomplished by geometrically nesting the assumptions, which are applied from the 

inside out. An assumption nested inside one assumption scope applies to other objects 

enclosed at the same nesting level. For example, nesting the assumption of Figure 5.15 

inside that of Figure 5.17 (shown below in Figure 5.18) results in the assumption 

A. y1 = A.x1 being applied to the assumption mouse. y = 10 applied to the test 

5 < mouse.x < 15. We might write this as ((5 < mouse.x < 15) _10) , where 
mousey - A .yl-A.xl 

subscripting is indicative of the map to be applied. This rewriting results in the test: 

5-10 < mouse. x - mouse. y - A. y1 + A.x1 < 15- 10. This tests whether the mouse is 

within 5 of the unit diagonal passing through the point (A.xi, A.y 1). 
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A 

~------ --;~~ 
- -----

15 
- -----

Figure 5.18. Composition of assumptions. 

5.7. Proportionality and Linear Comparison 

Carrying physical measurement models a step further, we describe proportionality 

as an extension of the assume operator discussed earlier. We may intuitively pose 

proportionality as comparing objects that have been stretched to occupy similar intervals. 

Thus, the span of two object attributes (or values along an axis) denotes a stretched interval 

that may be considered equal to another such interval. 

5.7.1. Proportionality 

Here, we use two of the assume operators to logically "pin" two attributes together, 

thus creating maps from one interval to another. By analogy, we are making the 

assumption that "were these two intervals identical, the following would hold." In Figure 

3.19 below, we make the assumption that A.y1 and B.y1 are the same, and that A.y2 and 

B.y2 are the same. The map MA takes points in the interval [A.y1,Ay2 ] and maps them to 

points in a reference interval [0,1] via the transformation MA (y) = y - A. Yi . Likewise 
Ay2 -A.y1 

the map M8 takes points in the interval [ B. yl' B. y 2 ] to points in the same reference 

interval. Note the use of ruler lines to represent the relative points of reference. 
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A 

Figure 5.19. Comparison C. y1 = D.y1 , proportionally equal. 

As in the nested translations case, we signify the application of MA and M8 to 

points by enclosure of the attributes to be mapped inside the objects A and B themselves. In 

Figure 5.19 above, C. y1 is tested against D. y1 proportionally to they span of objects A 

and B. After the applications of the maps, the test C. y1 = D.y1 is transformed to 

C.y1 - A. Y1 D. Y1 - B.y1 
MA (C.y1) = M8 (D. y1 ) or = . 

A.y2 - A.y1 B. Y2 - B.y1 

5.7.2. A Scroll Window Example 

An obvious application of this device is the scrolling area of a window controlled 

by a scroll bar thumb or pointer. There is a direct modeling analogy between the file span 

and the span of the scroll bar, and the position of the thumb and the file window. In Figure 

4.20, this situation is described as "assuming that the file and scroll bar occupied the same 

reference interval," the file window and scroller thumb would be at the same point. Note 

that the values of the bottom of the file window and scroller thumb are undefined; other 

cases must take care of the relationships of these attributes. 
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Figure 5.20. Scroll bar with thumb and window tops proportionally positioned. 

Another common configuration for scroll controllers is that the scroll thumb top and 

bottom are proportional to the window top and bottom. This is described in Figure 5.21 

below. 

Figure 5.21. Scrollbar with proportionally sized thumb and window. 

5.7.3. Comparison to Diagonal or Arbitrary Line 

If we take the comparison to unit diagonal diagram (Figure 5.15) and make the 

distances proportionally equal, rather than strictly equal, we may describe a point lying on 

an arbitrary diagonal. The diagram of Figure 5.22 below is almost identical to that of 

Figure 5.15, but we make the distances proportional by using interval maps, rather than 

translation maps. 
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A 

5.7.4. Comparison to Half Plane 

A slight modification to Figure 5.21, so that inequality, rather than equality of 

points is tested, results in requiring the X distance off set to be proportionally greater (with 

respect to A) than the Y distance off set. This is illustrated in Figure 5.23. 

Figure 5.23. Configuration of (B.xl' B. y1) lying in upper right hand half plane 

5.8. Aspect Ratio and Area Comparisons 

Just as we may embed difference assumptions inside each other, we may embed 

other assumptions inside the proportionality assumptions. However, we note that in the 

previous application of proportionality to a comparison, a translation map is applied before 

a scaling map. When we wish to embed another assumption inside the proportionality 

assumption, we may wish to avoid the effect of the translation, and simply scale by the size 

of the interval. 
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We do this by allowing ruler lines to be labeled with expressions, in this case the 

negative of the translation value. An intermediate assumption thus undoes the effect of the 

translation before the scale. In Figure 5.24 below, we illustrate a test that the aspect ratio of 

object A is identical to that of object B. Equationally, this is the equality 

Embedding just the width test A..\- A.x^ = B.x^- B.x^ 
A.y^-A.y^ 

. . .  . . .  ( AJC,  -  Ax,)-A.V, {B.x^-B.X,)-B.y. ^ 
within a proportionality test yields ^ = To undo 

A y ^ - A y ,  B . y ^ - B . y ^  

the effect of the translations of the proportionality assumption, we interpose the inverse 

translation via the assumption -A.y^ = -B.y^. Proceeding through the apphcation of the 

assumptions, the test A.x^= B.x^ is rewritten by the assumption to yield 

AJCJ -  Ax,  = B.x^ ~ fi.XJ. Rewriting this by the next assumption, -A.y^ = -B.y^, yields 

A. ̂ 2 - A X, + A y, = Xj - 5. Xj + fi. y,. Finally, the assumption 

[Ay,  = B.y^,A.y^ =  B.y^]  (which maps tes ts  v ia :  

M (ya) = Mg {yb), M (ya) = , Mg (yb) = ) 
Ayj-Ay,  B.y^-B.y, 

is applied to yield: 
(A. x^ - A X, + A. y,) - A.y, (5. x^- B.x^ + B.y,) - B. y, 

Ay^-Ay,  B.y^-B.y^ 

on 
A. X, - A. XI B.x^ - g.X; A width B. width 

A. y^ - A. y, B. y^ - B. y^ A. height B. height 

Though some of the intuitive aspects of the notation are lost, with this 
A.width , B.width , . . 

interpretation, if is equal to then A and B's aspect ratios are 
A. height B. height 

considered equal. Figure 5.24 is just this comparison, as the previous equations 

demonstrate. 
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Figure 5.24. Aspect ratios of A and B equal. 
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Rearranging the previous diagram slightly by exchanging the embedded tests, we 

arrive at the comparison 

or 

B. width A width 

A. height B.height 

B. width x B. height = A. width x A. height , B. area = A. area. 

p., 
.------------, 
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Figure 5.25. Areas of A and B equal. 
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5.9. Scope and Ordering of Map Application 

By the use of assumptions, we relate values in one coordinate system to values in 

another by means of an assumed linear map that is a translation or a proportionality. We 

delimit each of these transformations with a bounding box or scope box. The coordinate 

system designations also provide the scope of application for the transformation. We 

recapitulate the rules discussed earlier as follows: 

Assumptions apply only to tests in their scope in the same (apparent) dimension in 

which they lie. 

In increasing size (and inverse strength), the scope of assumptions are: 

the other attribute of the same object, 

within the assumption's object's enclosure, 

within a scope box, 

within the enclosure of the rule side (the bounding box provided by the rule 

test, e.g.). 

Assumptions apply to the relations they immediately contain, and relations are 

"rewritten" from innermost outward. 

An attribute of a given object picture (instance) can be in the scope of only a single 

assumption. 

As a short illustration of the rules at work, see Figures 5.26 and 5.27. On the left 

hand side of the Figure 5.26, we see the implicit application of the assumption to the same 

object; on the right is the explicit application. 

A B A B 

DO 
Figure 5.26. Implicit assumption application. 

Figure 5.27 is an equivalence illustrating two of the assumption scope rules. 

Because the "same object" assumption binding is stronger than the surrounding 
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assumption, and because only one assumption may apply to the values C. y2 and D. y2 the 

configurations of Figure 5.27 are equivalent. 

A B A B 

C D _a __ B 
Figure 5.27. Implicit and explicit assumption application. 
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6. RULE SEMANTICS 

Having seen the syntax of the rule system, we now examine the interpretation of a 

set of pictures in a rule. Some of the things remaining that require specification are the 

relation of pictures to object references (which will correspond to variables in a predicate 

calculus expression) and the relation of these references to the actual objects themselves. 

We begin by illustrating the meaning of a simple rule. 

6.1. Existence 

The meaning of a rule test expression is simple: the existence of variables satisfying 

the conjunction of pictured predicates (at the least) is required to fire the rule. For example, 

in the rule pictured in Figure 6.1, the logical meaning in the predicate calculus is given by: 

^ ^utlin»'dajhedcolof^white^^^ ^ ^typel)m'tex0eld"^^^ ^surroundi-^ ^ 

where 

R. ^surrounds^ S A.x^ < B. JTJ A A-x^ > < B.y^ ^ > B.y^-

TextlnBulton 

< 

A 

$A.typeO == "button" 
$B.typeO == "textfteicf" 

Figure 6.1. Predicates in a test. 

The general form of the search predicate is 
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That is, there exists objects \... such that relationholds over them. A^... is the objects 

A and B in the previous example, and relation R corresponds to the relations 

'' ^outlinm'dashetlcolor^whiu' ^surround.' 

For tests involving the disjunction of predicates, separate rules must be written. For 

any given set of conditions involving conjunction, disjunction and parentheses, we may 

distribute AND-conditions over OR-conditions in the manner of disjunctive normal form 

[MONK76], then write a rule for each AND-term in the expression. For example, given a 

condition such as (A-c, < Ex, v AAT, > B.x^) A Awidth > 20, we rewrite the condition as 

the rule A.x^<B.x^h A width > 20 and the rule A.x^> B.x^ ^ A width > 20. 

6.2. Appearances 

Object appearances are tested in the same way as graphical predicates. Any 

renderable appearance constraint may be tested. This implies that if appearances are to be 

left unspecified, any visual aspect of rendering must have a "don't care" value. For 

example, one color of the color space must be allocated to "don't care," and there must be a 

line type that has a "don't care" value. This is not too restrictive a drawback, since it is 

frequently possible to create "don't care" names within the notation editing environment, 

without actually using part of the value's parameter space. For example, in the Idraw 

editing system [VLISSIDES91], it is possible to create a name for "don't care" foreground 

and background colors, both of which are rendered the same as the usual default 

foreground and background colors. The names communicated through the parsing process 

imply that no test is to be perf"ormed on those colorable features using those colors. 

6.3. Negation of Existence 

The previous examples test only for the existence of objects with Veirious 

appearances and configurations. To create a test where the non-existence of a particular 
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object is required, the notation uses an 'X' symbol similar to operator negation, placed over 

the object's boimdary. Now a rule containing an object A with the negated property caimot 

fire if any object meeting all of A's other properties exists. 

The general form of the search predicate with negation is 

That is, there exists objects ^4,... such that relations R hold over them, and no such objects 

exist such that relations Q hold over A and B. Note that relations R and Q are 

represent sets of relations. 

The use of negation that immediately springs to mind is to inhibit rule firing if a 

particular object exists. In Figure 6.2, the rule is inhibited from firing if any object B is 

wholly contained within the object A. Its logical expression, written similarly to that of 

Figure 6.1, is: 

^ ^ ~'(^B {Rffpe-'textfieUT^^) ^ ^urrounA^^)^) •> 

where the predicate R„rrounJi^ ^ is the containment predicate as before. 

TextNctlnBitton 

A 

$A.type() == "bLtton" 
$B.typeQ = "textfielcf" 

Figure 6.2 Predicates including a does not exist condition. 
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Another use of negation is for aggregate operations; that is, operations defined over 

sets, such as maximum or minimum. The example tests of Figure 6.3 describe an object A 

with minimum y1 coordinate, and an object B with minimum height. 

r-TcpBltton , 

A B 

A1 

$A .type() == "button" 
$.A.1 .type() == "b ltton" 

$8.type:J == "sl'adov./' 
$81 .type() == "shadov-1' 

1 _______________________________________________________________ _ 

Figure 6.3. Minimum conditions in a test. 

The logical expression for the rule test above is: 

3A, B (~pe()=="buttorl'(A) A Rtype()=="shado"'(B) A 

-.(3A1'~ (~pe()=="buttorl'(Ai) A R,ype()== "shadolil(B1) A 

Ai· Y 1 < A. Yi " Bi· Y 2 < B · Y 2 - B. Y 1 + B1 · Y 1))) 

This predicate states that we have a button for which there exists no other button of lesser 

y
1 

coordinate, and a shadow for which no other shadow object with lesser height exists. 

-------------------------------, 
Two.J!..s 

A A1 

$A. act rve()== 1 u NI O( A,A 1 ) 

$A1 .active()==1 
L--------------------------------
Figure 6.4. Counting two active objects. 

A third possible use is that of counting arguments. For example, if we wish to 

describe the existence of at least two objects of the class A described by the predicate 
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$A.active() == 1 then Figure 6.4 is sufficient. The predicate UNIQ(A,A 1) is a 

convemence that insures that A and A 1 are distinct objects by expanding into the 

uniqueness conditions A~~ (this reasoning behind this will be discussed at the end of the 

chapter, in section 6.7). If exactly two objects of class A are desired, then the diagram of 

Figure 6.5 is needed. The UNIQ condition in this case expands into the predicate: 

The entire test lS thus written 

as: 3A,~ (A~~ "-. (3 Ai_ (Ai~ ~" Ai_ ~A))), that is, there are two objects of type 

$A.active()==1, but no third, unique Ai . 

r-----------------------------------------
ExactlyTv-.oAs 

....-----. 
A A1 A2 

$A .active()== 1 
$A 1. act tv'e()== 1 

$A 2.active()==1 
UNIQ(A,A 1,A2) 

Figure 6.5. Another counting test. 

A fourth use of negation is to allow the assertion of conditions over a set of objects. 

We might wish to insure that all objects of type button (if any such exist) are wider than 15. 

Such a test 1s pictured below. This may be written formally as: 

-, 3A (~pe()=="buttorl'(A) I\ A. Xz - A X1 > 15). 



r------------------------------------
BigBLttOnS 

I 
I 
I 

A 

:o 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

:1 5 

$A. t'.)Pe()== "b Ltton" 

I------------------------------------
Figure 6.6. Asserting condition over all button objects. 
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6.4. Interpretation of Right Hand Side Geometric Actions 

The significance of the notation on the right hand side is simply to make the 

configuration hold true as shown. Without information to make clear what attribute 

modifications are desired, the result of firing an action will be ill defined and difficult to 

predict. 

To change the value of an existing object's geometry attribute, we build the 

geometry diagram that expresses the condition desired with the "set" marker on the attribute 

desired, and flag the name of the object with an asterisk to indicate its modification. As a 

simple example, the object A in the rule action of Figure 6.7 will have its x2 attribute set to 

the value 10, and the object B will be made the same height as object A by modifying B's 

y2 attribute to the value B. y1 + ( A y2 - A Y1 ). 
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~-----------------------------------------------------
ChangeAB 

10 

A* A B* 

Figure 6.7. Changing object attributes. 

Since expression values may depend on previous expression values in an action, 

the interpretation of the actions is in "narrative" sequence, reading top-down and left-right, 

so that an ordering of attribute modifications may be specified. In the case above, setting 

object A's top to 10 occurs before object B is set to A's height. 

6.5. Update Events in LHS Tests 

Similarly to the "change this" semantics implied by the asterisk marking the name, 

if the left hand side test contains an object name marked with an asterisk, the implication is 

that the object's marked attributes have changed, but no other relationship is implied. In 

Figure 6.8, for example, if the slider index l's y values change, the text window TW on 

text Twill be made proportionally equal to I in slider S. Effectively, then rules operate over 

events as well as "static" relations. 
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r-----------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
lrdexMove 

T s 

I* 

$1. typ€()==" i noox" 

$ T.type()== "te xr· 

$TW.type()=="text...vi n" 

$ S .type()=="s Ider" 

-r---1m~"""""T""------,----,II---, 

s T 

------ _____ .._.... 

·------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 6.8. Triggering a rule by attribute changes. 

6.5.1. Expressing Constraints 

With the notification of attributes as described above, we may create rules to 

enforce conditions as a form of constraint. The general method is to identify constants in a 

configuration on the right hand side of a rule, and upon events that register changes in 

attributes of the objects in the relation, the configurations are reasserted to re-establish the 

original relationship. In the pair of rules of Figures 6.9 and 6.10, a rule Setup is used to 

establish the values Y1 and X1 to describe the constraints of the relationship between B 

and A (B's attributes are at fixed distances from the top and left of A). A further action of 

the rule is to set a condition, here named II Constraint In Force, 11 that is used to turn the 

enforcement of the constraint on and off. Alternatively, this could be depicted via object 

appearance or some application semantics. 



Setup 

/r.itl..i!& 
("J.?r.Gtraltlt 

LJ[] 

o: 
0 I 

!r-----1-----, 

A 

{) .. ?/'JS!ra ffJ! 
In Am~ 

Figure 6.9. Initiating a constraint. 

X1*: 
I 
I 

Y1* B 
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Subsequent changes to A ( any change in A) cause the relationship to be 

reestablished via the rule in Figure 6.10. A more efficient update algorithm could use 

analysis of A's attributes appearing in the rule action to only fire the rule when those 

attributes are modified. 

r-------------------------------------------------------------, 
Lpdate 

D 
{).?/'JS!ra ffJ! 
In Am~ 

0 0: 
-t-----11------, 

A 

Figure 6.10. Enforcing the constraint. 

We may also create multi-way constraints, though there is no automatic resolution 

of conflicts. Assuming that we have the relationship of Figure 6.9 is established (that is, 

that the values Y1 , etc. have been defined), the rule of Figure 6.11 reestablishes the 
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relationship of A and B. Changes in A that results in objects A and B not being Y1 apart m 

their top coordinates causes rule Update_ B_from_A to fire, reasserting the relation. 

Lpdate _B _frcrn_A 

Q_D :c~-u A B* 
• 

'-------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 6.11. One half of a two way constraint. 

The rule that reasserts the relation upon a change in B is shown below. The test is 

very much the same as in the Update_ B_from_ A rule, with the asterisk marking the 

object to be changed moved to B's name. The action is modified a bit more, since the mark 

indicating the attribute to be modified must be moved to A. 

Lpdate _A_frcrn_B 

0MY1 --LJ ----u 
Figure 6.12. The other half of the two way constraint. 

6.6. Object Lifetimes and the Notation 

Just as the assertion of a geometric configuration is the interpretation of the right 

hand side, the interpretation of "not exists" on the right hand side is that the assertion that 

the object will henceforward no longer exist, i.e., will be deleted by the action of the rule. 

Similarly, the assertion of "there exists an object" if no such object is named by the left 
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hand side of the rule, is that the object will be created by the action of the rule. Figure 6.13 

shows a rule with the test "if there exist a light gray and a dark gray object" and the actions: 

• delete the light gray object, 

• create a white object at x,y position 100,100, with the same height and width as 

the light gray object 

• change the width of the dark gray object to that of the light gray by modifying 

the dark gray object's xl attribute. 

f"New Oqect u· 
0 [J

I 100 --- -
-- ---- A C 

A B 

~ [] 1ri o--- -
L---r I I 

I I 

OD 
Figure 6.13. Deleting an object A. 

Notice that since the white object's attributes are all undefined at its creation, no 

distinguishing name need be used to indicate which object attributes are to be modified. 

6.7. Objects, Object References, Pictures and Names 

We have seen how the graphical notation specifies a variety of geometric relations, 

the textual language predicates specify additional relations and the notation's pictures may 

specify further predicates based on appearance. These predicates in a rule test have a 

correspondence to a first order predicate calculus expression. The meaning of a rule 

depends on the way those predicates are linked to produce an expression. 

Textual languages use scope operators to define the area over which a name or 

reference is valid. Graphical operators could be added to achieve a similar result, but at the 
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cost of more visual abstraction (for example, we would now have two scope operators, of 

different types). Instead, we will examine what interpretations may be made of the rule 

specifications as they stand. We describe the corresfxandence between pictures, names and 

the object references the pictures and names denote, and the objects ultimately selected by 

the references though their predicates. 

6.7.1. Names and Appearances 

The name and visual attributes of an object are used to determine distinguishable 

object references (which correspond to variables in the equivalent predicate calculus 

expression). Thus visually distinguishable pictures are mapped to distinguishable 

references. Visually distinguishable in this context may be defined as pictures with 

mutually exclusive attribute values, such as dotted outline versus solid outline. For 

example, in Figure 6.14 below, there are three objects portrayed, a dotted outline A, a solid 

outline A, and an object B. Textual predicates are applied by name, so that there are two 

instances of the predicate $A.OWner() = $B.OWner(), one for the dotted and one for the 

solid A. 

DifferenlAs 

$A .ty pe()==" widgelA" 

$B.type()=="wcigetB" 

$A .ownerT()== $ B .o Yvner() 

Figure 6.14. Differentiating objects by appearances. 
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These semantics imply that if several members of an otherwise indistinguishable 

group are to be referenced, different names must be used. Using different names does not 

guarantee, however, that the actual objects that are selected due to runtime matching will 

actually be different. We discuss this in greater detail next 

6.7.2. Object Uniqueness 

Notice that though the textual names or any other references associated with the 

object pictures in a specification may be unique, there is no assurance that the set of objects 

chosen will be so. Unlike names used to denote storage locations in programming 

languages, names here denote some commonality among selection predicates, not objects, 

so the binding between objects and names is dynamic and cannot be determined before 

runtime. Unless a pair of filtering relations and can be analyzed to 

determine whether F^({Ct}) INTERSECT Fg({0}) = 0, a programmer has no other 

assurance that the (arbitrarily chosen) objects eF^({C>}) and Og EFg({Of}) are not 

actually the same object. In order to insure uniqueness among some subset of the names 

{N^}, we would need to add -k predicates of the form ^ Nj, j. This could 

appear in the text language as (for example) $A != $B. 

It seems something of an inconvenience to require the programmer to always add 

such constraints. If uniqueness restrictions are automatically placed on objects, then a 

programmer knows that each set of predicates produces a result tuple, each of whose 

compionents is unique. The tradeoff in expressivity is that the only way to express non-

uniqueness is by enumerating all combinations of object identities with multiple rules. For 

example, consider a simple rule with (apparently) three objects specified with attributes that 

are not mutually exclusive (Figure 6.15 below). With uniqueness enforced, if the objects 

labeled with A, B and C are indeed unique, the rule will fire as intended. If instead a single 
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object happens to reflect the three states ( as might occur through user selection, for 

example, where it could be difficult to enforce distinct selections), then the rule cannot fire. 
~------------------------------------------------
TrreeOb ;ects 

r - - - , 
,A I 

10 

Figure 6.15. Three possibly different objects in a rule test. 

There are five different interpretations for this rule depending on which identities are 

separate: 

1. A¢ B A B ¢ CA C ¢ A : three distinct objects, A, Band C 

2. A ¢ B A B = C : two distinct objects, A and BC 

3. A= B A B ¢ C : two distinct objects, C and AB 

4. B ¢ C A C = A : two distinct objects, Band AC 

5. A= BA B = CA C = A : one object, ABC 

With the all-unique semantics, five different pictures must be drawn with object 

identities combined (for example, interpretation 5 would be identical to a specification with 

a single ABC object with color gray, top at 10 and dotted outline in every place that A, B or 

Chad been shown in the rule above). Using textual identity relations, on the other hand, 

we may use the same picture with no more than the three equality or inequality predicates of 

the form $A!=$B, etc. to provide any of the five interpretations. In addition, we may also 

capture the semantics of 12 distinct OR-combinations of these five interpretations. For 

example, merely stating $A!=$B in the rule in Figure 5.15 above expresses the semantics 

of interpretations 1 OR 2 OR 4 above. 

A further drawback to the blanket application of uniqueness constraints is that the 

cost of enforcing the constraints may be expensive and if the programmer knows the 
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selection predicates are guaranteed disjoint, then any time or space spent checking or 

updating the uniqueness conditions is wasted. Though it is not strictly in keeping with the 

conjunctive form of rule tests or with the semi-WYSIWYG form of rules, the additional 

expressive power and efficiency considerations argue in favor of not automatically adding 

uniqueness constraints. 

6.7.3. Changing Object Appearances 

Since objects are distinguished by a combination of visual attributes (line style, 

color, etc.) and name, the only way an existing object may have its appearance changed is 

if the name used to describe it is unique on both the left and right hand sides of the rule. As 

a consequence, no new objects using the name of a "re-rendered" object may be created. 

For example, the dark gray object C of Figure 6.13 could be redrawn with another color or 

line style, but neither of the two A objects of Rgure 6.14 could. 

6.8. Turing Completeness of the BluePrint Language 

We have spoken eariier of the Turing-completeness of production systems. We 

have seen that finite-state machines are easily expressed via rules; by simulating the infinite 

tape and tape head motions of a Turing machine, it can be demonstrated that the BluePrint 

language is also Turing-complete. 

In order to simulate the Turing machine tape, we need to describe the actions the 

BluePrint equivalent takes when given the TM head action [(A/B),{L,R>], where (A/B) is 

the symbol under the tape head/symbol to replace it with, and {L,R} is the direction of the 

head motion (L - left, R - right). Figure 4.16 is a BluePrint rule for the case where the tape 

head is to move right and a tape symbol exists to the right of the tape head. The tape head 

($TH) is moved to the position of the tape symbol to the right ($S2), and the symbol at the 

tape head ($S 1) is changed to reflect the rewrite. 
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MoveRight 

Q 

y 

$TH.type() == 'TapeHead" 

$S1.type() == TapeSymbol" 

$S1.attribute("symbor) = "A" 

$S2.type() — TapeSymbol" 

S1 

D 
I I 

D 
$S1.attribiJte("symbor) = "B"; 

Figure 6.16. BluePrint rule to move tape head right one symbol. 

Figure 6.17 is a BluePrint rule to move the head right when no tape symbol exists 

to the right A new symbol is created and sized according to the tape head. The new tape 

symbol is set to blank (""). 



I 

MoveR ight_add2tape 

tS1 tS2 f 
E] 

I I 

$TH.type() == "TapeHead" 

$S1.type() == "TapeSymbol" 

$S1 .attribute("symbol") == "A" 

$S2.type() == "TapeSymbol" 

I 

I 
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LJLJ 
$S1 .attribute("symbol") = "B"; 

$S2.type() = "TapeSymbol"; 

$S2.attribute("symbol") =" "; 

-------------------------------------------------------

Figure 6.17. BluePrint rule to move tape head right one symbol if none exists to the right. 

Left head movement rules would be very similar, with the existing or new symbol 

appearing to the left of the tape head. In addition to the head movement rul~s, we also need 

an initialization rule to create the tape head and the initial blank tape symbol under the head. 

That initialization rule is shown in Figure 6.18 below. 
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InitTape 0 10 
1 1 

1 

X
 

H
 n 

1 1 

— 
$TH.type() = TapeHead" 

i 1 
1 1 
1 1 

$TH.type() = "TapeHead": 

$S1.type() = TapeSymbol 

$S1.attribute("symbol") =""; 

Figure 6.18. Turing machine initialization rule. 
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7. OTHER NOTATIONAL IDIOMS IN THE BLUEPRINT NOTATION 

7.1. Static Layouts (SUIT, DRUID, etc.) 

Many graphical user interface management systems allow the placement of objects 

and interactors with an editor, though few allow any inter-object relationships to be 

described at the same time. Those that do allow the specification of relations only allow a 

limited range of behavior to be described. Furthermore, these layouts generally describe 

static, fixed objects, with dynamic relations captured by other parts of the UIMS 

description system. 

We show a example layout of static objects that can be done with BluePrint much 

like SUIT, DRUID, and others. Though actual numeric values are given here, it would be 

quite feasible to take values from the actual placement of objects, so that the diagram would 

be "true" WYSIWYG. For example, if the Page object in Figure 7.1 below happens to be 

drawn with the values (300, 400), (600, 700) for its bounding box, the ruler lines would 

take their values from there. Likewise, the ruler values that the TitleBar object is tested 

against would be taken from the as-drawn coordinate values. 

To further aid in brevity of specification (so that the constants need not be drawn 

outside the bounding box scope of the Page objects), we might take the interpretation that 

when there is only a single non-global scope apparently acting on both object attributes and 

constants, we make the interpretation that constants are in the outer (in this case, global) 

scope. For example, in the diagram below, given the test TitleBar.= 5, 

^page.y, (3^) = J ~ Poge.y, acts on TitleBar., and M^^iy) = y - 0 acts on 5. 



0 

:o 
I 
I 

Page 

5 TitleBar* 
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:5 
I 
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I 

85 XSlider* 

io 
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95: 

YSlider* 15 

95 
I 
I 

:so 
I 100 I 
I 

100: 
I 

i50 
I 

Title Text* 

Figure 7.1. Static layout in BluePrint. 
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7.2. Multiple Mcxiel Views 

Like mechanical diagrams with multiple dimensional views in one diagram, we can 

describe "scale model" views, with two dimensions of an object Icon the same as those of 

an object Picture, with respect to two different coordinate systems defined by objects 

Main and Thumbnail, respectively. Figure 7.2 is such a diagram. 
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Main Thumb ail 

D
I - -- ---- ---u-lcon 

- -- --- -
I I 
I I 
I I ·--, 

I 

Thllmbnail 

E] 
I I 

Icon 

Thumbnail 

Main 

Figure 7.2. A model view and its specification. 

Here the Picture has each of its attributes proportionally equal to the corresponding 

attribute of the object Icon. In a real system, object Main might be a world coordinate 

system object, and object Picture a given object within that system. Another view 

(Thumbnail) might be created to locate the user within the world, so for each object 

Picture, an object Icon would be needed to map the contents of the world coordinate 

system to the thumbnail view. 
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7.3. Cardelli's Constraints 

Though we have not discussed a method for describing geometric constraints, there 

are systems with geometric notations for constraints for which the notation has expression 

equivalents. In particular, Luca Cardelli's system for building user interfaces by direct 

manipulation has a simple notation that captures a wide range of useful behaviors. 

Cardelli's notation is based on a model of stretching, or proportional geometric 

change of interactor objects driven by a change in the geometry of a controlling containment 

frame. Each interactor has four attachment lines, one per rectangular edge, which may be 

extended out to any length on either side of the edge. The attachment lines represent a 

constant offset distance that is maintained between the interactor edge and the attachment 

point, while the attachment point maintains the proportional distance between the two 

bounds of the containment frame. Figure 7.3 below is an example set of constraints in the 

Cardelli system. In the picture (adapted from the paper) the large scrolling region stretches 

with constant offset as the Card File frame stretches, and as the Hnd Next button is of a 

fixed size near the upper right hand comer. The Find box will stretch proportionally as the 

Card File stretches. 
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Card File 

Find t--.iext 

Find: 

Figure 7.3. Cardelli's card file specification. 

We note here a fundamental difference in the philosophy behind the Cardelli design 

and BluePrint. Because Cardelli's system is wholly direct manipulation, it puts a premium 

on the maximal expressiveness possible with a single view. To this end, all constraints in 

the Cardelli system are of the form: 

Interactor _ x + C1 ~ Frame_ xl + C2 ·(Frame_ x2- Frame_xl), 

where constant C2 is the constant of proportionality represented by the attachment point 

position and C1 is the length of the attachment line. This relationship is described as the 

"rules of stretching," and is subject to minimum sizes. In addition to describing 

proportional relations between interactor edges and frame edges, by making the 

proportionality constants C2 the same for two different constraints, fixed off sets relative to 

the boundary of the frame may be described. For example, by taking C2 = 0 for the left 

and right edges of an interactor ( corresponding to the black rectangular attachment point on 
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the left edge of the frame) and varying the C,, we may describe an object whose left and 

right edges are a fixed distance from the left hand side of the frame. Likewise, with Cj = 0 

for the left interactor edge and Q = 1 for the right, an interactor object that is directly 

proportional in size and maintains constant offsets from the left and right edges of the frame 

is described. 

Since BluePrint, up till now, has had no "constant width" objects, we introduce 

such as in Figure 7.4. They are simply one dimensional objects with one attribute of 0 and 

the other attribute valued with a constant, provided either by the programmer in the manner 

of ruler lines, or derived from the drawing's rendered dimensions as discussed in the first 

example of this section. Again, as in Rgure 7.1, we interpret the apparent action of the 

CardFile assumptions on both global coordinates and the contained object attributes to 

imply action of the CardFile map to the explicit objects and the global coordinate map to 

apply to the rulers, in the interest of convenient expression. 

SI 

Figure 7.4. A constant distance object. 

We can now specify the same relationships in the BluePrint notation as follows in 

Figure 7.5. The Card File object (or its geometric attributes) is assumed to lie over a 

reference interval, and the embedded objects are given values within the interval. 

To understand the meaning of this picture, first note that the outside Card File 

object is assumed to occupy the reference inter\'al [0,1] x [0,1]. We have one object, the 

Find text object, that is proportionally sized to the reference interval of the Card File. The 

Scroll object and the Find Next button object are at fixed distances from the Card File 

edges, as denoted by the constant width objects, SI, S2, S3, S4 and Fl, F2, F3 and F4. 
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Card File 

s 
iP4 

Find: 

Scroll koo. 

s 

Figure 7.5. Cardelli's card file interface in BluePrint. 

The Scroll object has two constant values, Sl and S3, that together with its height, 

are equivalent to the height of the Card File. Likewise for the FindNext button, its height 

plus the F2 offset minus the Fl offset is equal to the top edge of the Card File. The Find 

text box, on the other hand, keeps the same proportions to the Card File that are specified 

here. Figure 7.6 is a simpler, more schematic, diagram in one dimension to make plain the 

different relations among the objects. The dotted box on the right is an object representing 

the coordinate space that the objects take attribute values from. 
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Figure 7.6. Relationship between the CardFile and Find objects. 
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This configuration is familiar - it is essentially the same as the scrolling window 

example of Figure 5.19. The primary difference is that the proportionality values are 

determined by placement: that is, by the actual drawing coordinates. For example, the top 

and bottom proportionality constants are taken to be Gl and 02 (some drawing coordinate 

values). These are unnamed in the drawing, but the value P2 is. The relation described here 

1s: 

. . . . (P2-Gl) 
Fznd. y 1 = CardFzle. y1 + ( CardFzle. y 1 - CardFzle. y2 ) . 

(G2 - Gl) 

This is exactly the Cardelli specification, with the constant offset set to O (the extension line 

is not visible in the Cardelli picture, and the constant offset object is not present in the 

. . ( P3- Gl) 
BluePrint version), and a proport1onahty constant 1 , G2- Gl 
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The next example is the relation between the top of the scroll object and the 

CardFile object. We examine first the relation between the scroll object's y1 and its constant 

off set line, S 1. 

Scroll 

Figure 7.7. The scroll and constant offset objects' relationships. 

Here we have the relation Scroll. y1 = (Sl. y2 - Sl. y1 ) + G3. Since we propose that 

constant objects have positive width (and its width is taken from the as-drawn coordinate 

values) with one attribute at zero, this evaluates to Scroll. y1 = Sl. h + G3. 
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Figure 7.8. The combined relationships. 
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Embedding the relation of Figure 7.7 in the assumption of Figure 7.8 yields the 

relation: 

Scroll. Yi - SI. h - CardFile. Yi G3 - GI 

( CardFile. y2 - CardFile. Yi) G2- Gl 

which is rewritten as: 

( G3- Gl) 
Scroll. Yi = SL h + CardFile. Yi + ( CardFile. y2 - CardFile. Yi )1 • 

\G2 - Gl 

This is the same as the Cardelli version, where SI.h is Cardelli's offset constant, and 

( G
3 

- Gl) is the corresponding proportionality constant. In the example of Figure 5.4 and 
\ G2-Gl 

Figure 5.5, the constant object is assumed to be at the top of the CardFile object, so in fact 

the value 03 is equal to G 1. Thus the proportionality constant is O and the relation is 

essentially a constant off set of SL h from the top of the CardFile. 

Figure 7.5 is admittedly less elegant that the direct specification of constraints in the 

Cardelli model. Mitigating the drawing's complexity, however, is that the constant names 
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(SI, FX, etc. above) is that the constants need never be individually referenced, or their 

meaning recalled by name by the programmer. To convert the specification above into a 

constraint, the picture is copied whole with only slight modifications to turn the declaration 

of the conditions above into actions that enforce the conditions. This is discussed in more 

detail in the following chapter. The above complications notwithstanding, we have 

demonstrated the flexibility of the basic BluePrint syntax in emulating other diagramming 

syntaxes (static layout, model views, and Cardelli's notation) with only slight modification. 
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8. SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS 

We now examine how the notation is translated into a host language program (in 

this case, C++) that is semantically equivalent. Each rule is processed independently of any 

others (there is no shared context among rules). The rule is converted from some graphical 

object description (Idraw, Xfig, or other editor output) to a more tractable context-free 

format This interaiediate form is then analyzed (again, without regard to context) to 

discover the semantics of the rule and write a corresponding C++ program. The C++ 

output uses a general logical predicate solver engine optimized for the particular domain 

over which that we wish to examine predicates: tuples of objects. 

The last component of a translation system is the runtime support This is discussed 

in Chapter 10, where two implementations with widely different graphical models are 

exhibited. 

8.1. Components of the Language Translator 

The architecture of our prototype systems is shown in Figure 8.1 with components 

labeled. The example translation system consists of three major parts: 

• graphical form to intermediate form translator (the Reader), 

• intermediate to host language translator (the Parser), 

• run-time rule evaluation and object system. 

Because of the choice made to avoid specifications that require special interactive 

builders, we are able to use Idraw, a general purpose graphical editor [VL1SSIDES91] to 

direcdy draw all specifications. (The editor is bundled with the Interviews graphical user 

interface object system, is simple to use and is easily obtainable.) Figure 8.2 shows a 

sample rule set for dragging the upper left hand comer of an object with the mouse in the 

Idraw editor. The only extra support needed to use the Idraw editor are the creation of 

imported bitmaps to represent the operator symbols, and the creation of distinguished 
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colors, lines, and fonts to denote the "don't care" values for visible appearances. Both of 

these are just strategies to create standard, easily retrieved tokens to ease the writing of the 

notation. 

The Reader is the input form-dependent part of the translation process. If other 

editors were used, only this module would need to be changed. In fact, a specially 

designed editor for BluePrint could eliminate the need for the Reader entirely, as its primary 

functionality is to translate a graphics document to the intermediate form. 
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Figure 8.1. High level suiicture of the parser. 
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The output of the Idraw editor is PostScript, with structure descriptions encoded in 

PostScript comments. In processing by the Reader, the PostScript headers and drawing 

routine declarations are stripped away, and the structure declarations parsed. A 

specification is produced detailing appearances, object names, and types. Also extracted are 

postfix expressions generated for the geometric relations and the host language annotations 

(in C-H-, in this case). The output of the Reader for the rule set of Rgure 8.2 will be shown 

later in Figure 8.19, section 8.2.8. 
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Figure 8.2. A rule set that drags the upper left comer of an object. 
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These intermediate form rule descriptions are passed to a host language generator 

(the Parser) that creates C++ code to call runtime routines performing the tests and actions 

for the specified rules. In the Parser, references by name (e.g., $8 in Figure 8.2) to an 
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object are merged into an internal representation of object states. Since object state changes 

are well-defined and fairly simple, this is not difficult The Parser's main task is to create 

an efficient update structure to keep rule conditions consistent with the state of the interface 

object set and evaluate changes to objects when a rule has been chosen to fire. Hgure 9.4, 

and Figure 10.2 are samples of the output of the Parser for the rule On in the rule set of 

Figure 8.2. 

Below this application-interface specific code lies a simple runtime object system 

that models rule objects. This runtime object layer communicates with a solver engine that 

maintains logical relations among objects and also talks to a graphical toolkit that handles 

graphical output and graphical input events. Figure 8.1 illustrates the dataflow relationships 

between the implementation parts. 

8.2. Lexical and Syntactic Analysis 

We can consider Idraw output as a series of lexemes with attributes of bounding 

box, color, font, line style and width, and orientation. We distinguish between the lexemes 

that are to take part in the interface ("interface objects") from the lexemes that serve lexical 

functions in describing relationships ("lexical objects", such as the bitmapped symbols for 

equal, ruler lines, etc.). 

In more detail, the syntactic analysis phase consists of: 

1) Reading the source object description into a token, which has attributes of: 

bounding box, 

foreground and background color, 

type of object (text, bitmap, rectangle, etc.), 

orientation, and 

any object specific information, 

2) Segmenting the input tokens into separate rules, 

3) Building the interface object set from the token set, which includes 

determining the interface objects' orientation, 

associating text with interface objects, and 
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extracting visual attributes of interface objects, 

7) Gathering partial orders of geometric attributes, 

8) Parsing maps and determining map scope, 

9) Re-printing the input in a distilled, context-free format suitable for the next stage. 

8.2.1. Reading Input Tokens 

The particular input format (Idraw's PostScript, in this example) is read into token 

structures with the mentioned attributes. Attributes such as the "don't care" wild cards are 

examined here, so that, for example, the text string "ForegroundDontCare" (a name 

supplied by the system) is mapped to a null color. Orientation is determined by examining 

the current local 2D transformation at the time of reading the object (Idraw has its own 

format for writing an object transformation, so this is much easier than interpreting 

PostScript). The transformation is matched against the transformations representing eight 

symmetries of the square (the rotation symmetries and their product with mirroring), to 

provide the orientation attribute. Nothing more is currently done with other 

transformations. 

Certain line styles are reserved for the rule and scope object bounding box and the 

ruler and extension lines. Like the null colors (ForeGroundDontCare and 

BackGroundDontCare), linestyle names are used to communicate these reserved styles into 

the Reader. Currently, one style of dotted line (ScopeStyle, ) is used to flag rules, 

scopes and rulers. The solid line style (ExtenStyle, — )is used to describe extension 

lines. Lines found with these properties have a lexical token created for them including their 

bounding boxes. Other styles of lines are examined for unambiguous containment in the 

bounding box of an interface object. An interface object roughly corresponds to a graphic 

on the display. This is used in some instances to specify the appearance of the interface 

object This will be covered in more detail in section 8.2.3, "Building the Interface Object 

Set". 
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Bitmaps for lexical objects (the assume and equality operators, for example) are 

likewise compared against a known set of bitmaps and a lexical object is created with the 

proper type and bounding box corresponding to the bitmap's. The bounding box is used 

later for constructing partial orderings or maps for the geometric relation construction (as 

discussed later in sections 8.2.3 and 8.2.4, "Gathering Attribute Orderings"). 

We frequently make use of various geometric relationships between objects to 

denote language relationships. For example, text labels are placed inside the appropriate 

comer of an object, ordering operators overlap objects and ruler and extension lines, etc. 

These simple rules of containment and overi^ determine syntactic relationships. 

8.2.2. Segmenting Input into Separate Rules 

Rules are compiled one at a time, and are completely independent lexically. When 

the editor source objects are read in, the rules' bounding box rectangles are used to filter 

objects into each rule's object set. Containment of a candidate object's bounding box within 

a rule's bounding box is used to determine membership; objects overlapping the rule 

boundaries are syntax errors. By locating the arrow in each rule, the left and right hand 

sides of the rule are determined, and the test and action default scopes are established. This 

is illustrated in Figure 8.3 below. The bounding boxes of the test and action scopes are 

used to further select objects into appropriate sides for further analysis. 
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Figure 8.3. Scope bounding boxes. 

8.2.3. Building the Interface Object Set 
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Once the source object stream has been read in and classified according to input 

type (text, rectangle, line, operator, bitmap, etc.), the next step is to compose the intetface 

objects from tokens. Determining the interface objects' orientation and associating name 

text with interface objects are done simultaneously by matching the nearest, appropriately 

oriented text to a bounding box. 

C 

D 

a. Matching text to corners. b. A possible label arrangement. 

Figure 8.4. Labeling objects. 
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The text tokens have orientations that are used to select comers of each rectangle in 

the possible set to match against (e.g., the rectangles in the test scope). For example, for a 

text token that has been rotated 180 degrees, the lower right comer is matched against the 

lower right comers of all the rectangle objects in the set, and the closest match within a 

minimum tolerance is chosen. If no match is found, the text is retained for further 

processing. The drawing of Figure 8.4(a) illustrates the eight possible text orientations and 

the comers to which they are compared. In Hgure 8.4(b), the label B is matched to the 

closest lower left comer, the label A is matched to the closest upper right comer, and the 

label C is matched to the closest upper left comer. For interface objects of type rectangle, 

these two tokens are sufficient. For other interface objects, a token can be placed inside the 

rectangle (so long as containment is unambiguous) to denote particulars about the interface 

object type and specific attributes. For example, a text token with the appropriate colors and 

text can be placed inside a rectangle (of any variety) to indicate a piece of text and its 

appearance in the interface. The values of the containing rectangle itself are syntactically 

transparent. We take advantage of this flexibility in the diagrams of Figures 8.7(a-d). 

Texts are matched against ruler lines in a similar way, with distance between the 

text bounding box (extended somewhat) and the ends of each line as the matching criterion. 

Figure 8.5 shows the bounding boxes of a rule line and two candidate text labels. In this 

case, the label 300 will be associated with the line. The label 600 is flagged (to the user) as 

ambiguous, but will be checked for containment within an interface object as described 

above. 

! „ J^'i 

Figure 8.5. Matching texts with ruler lines. 
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8.2.4. Gathering Attribute Orderings 

Attribute orderings (e.g., equal, less than, not equal) are the basis for describing 

object geometry in BluePrinL To parse an attribute ordering (see example, Rgure 8.6), we 

first pick any attribute ordering object and collect the set of object bounding box attributes, 

ruler and extension lines that the ordering object overiaps. Some of the overlap criteria are 

shown in Figure 8.7A-D expressed in the BluePrint notation. 

Though it is not explicitly shown in the overlap specification, recall that an equal 

symbol can overlap a group of ruler lines and object geometric attributes (the line segment 

along one edge of a bounding box). Inequality symbols only overlap single object attributes 

and ruler lines. 

Figures 8.7(a) through 8.7(d) illustrate some of the common overlap conditions. 

Each BluePrint illustration is an example of a syntactically correct specification; i.e., the 

illustrations can be used as drawn to specify a rule test or action (with some C++ 

aimotation). The additional diagram aids (shading, backgrounds, etc) are syntactically 

transparent, and merely enhance readability. 

To the right of each BluePrint illustration is a possible matching object 

configuration. In fact, the configuration drawing could be annotated directly with 

Figure 8.6. An attribute ordering. 
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BluePrint, but for clarity, we have drawn them larger, with distinct bounding boxes in the 

Bl uePrint side. 

Though not a complete list of the feature comparisons used, the diagrams illustrate 

the sort of overlap being discussed. The bitmap objects (equal and<) are drawn as a large 

circle and a large < respectively, and their bounding box shown by a lightly shaded 

background. Note that because the actual object appearance is taken from the enclosed 

token, we are free to use whatever appearance we wish for the surrounding rectangle (the 

shading is syntactically transparent). 
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I c;: 

Figure 8.7(a). Proper placement of an< symbol along an extension line, with intersecting 
ruler line. 

Figure 8.7(a) describes the proper placement of an inequality symbol and a ruler 

and extension lines. In words, the upper edge of the extension line must lie in the y axis 

interval of the< symbol, and the left edge of the < symbol must lie in the x interval of the 

extension line. The ruler line's y interval must contain the < symbol's y interval, and the 
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ruler's left edge must lie in the < symbol's x interval. Furthermore, the RulerLine object is 

vertical and the ExtensionLine object is horizontal. The complete set of relations is: 

Inequality jcl < RulerLine jcl < Inequality jc2 

RulerUne.yl < Inequality.yI < Inequality.y2 < RulerLine.y2 

Inequality.yl < ExtensionLine.yl < Inequality.y2 

ExtensionLine jcl < Inequalityjcl 

ExtensionLine jc2 < Inequality jc2 

RulerLine jcl = RulerLine jc2 (from lower left illustration) 

RulerUne.yl < RulerLine.y2 

ExtensionUne.yl = ExtensionLine.y2 (from lower center illustration) 

ExtensionLine jcl < ExtensionLine jc2 
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... .. 

,,. 
... 

Figure 8.7(b). Proper placement of the equal symbol at the head of an extension line, with 
an intersecting object. 
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Figure 8.7(c). Correct placement of equal symbol, a ruler line and an object. 
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Figure 8.7(d). A syntax error - two perpendicular ruler lines crossing with an equal sign 
over their intersection. 

Figure 8.7(b) is similar to Figure 8.7(b), showing the proper overlap between a e 

symbol, an extension line, and an object. Figure 8.7(c) describes the overlap used with 

objects, ruler lines and the equal symbol. Figure 8.7(d) is an example of a syntax error. If 

two ruler lines with different orientations (RulerA is vertical, Rulers is horizontal) are 

overlapped by the same equal sign, it is flagged as a syntax error. 

Each ruler line defines a set of values that are equal. An extension line, on the other 

hand, defines a set of values ordered along the extension line segment. We build an 

ordering graph with nodes corresponding to sets of object attributes, and edges 

corresponding to the ordering of the< symbols along an extension line. Each attribute in a 

node's set is considered to have the same value. Figure 8.8(b) shows one such edge 

between two sets of nodes. Figure 8.8(a) is a drawing that corresponds to the structure in 

8.8(b). This ordering represents the tests B.y2=C.xl, D.xl =E.yl =F.y2, and B.y2<D.xl. 

(In fact, there are six candidate inequalities; since the equalities must hold also, any of the 
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inequalities will do). The resulting graph (a DAG, in fact) forms a partial ordering of the 

attributes referenced by the ruler line or < symbols. 

f < 
I 

B.y2,B.x1 

I' 
D.x1,E.y1,F.y2 

a. b. 

Figure 8.8. One edge DAG corresponding to an attribute ordering. 

Figure 8.9(a) shows a more complex BluePrint ordering and 8.9(b) shows the 

corresponding DAG. Notice in particular that the node beneath A.xl contains two values, 

C.x1 and B.y2, which are equal. 
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A.x1 

\ 
C.x1=B.y2 

\ 

F.y2 E.y1 

a. b. 

Figure 8.9. Attribute ordering and its DAG. 

When we re-write the graph into a textual description, we write equality relations 

for the attributes contained in each node and choose any pair of attributes from the nodes on 

either end of an edge and write out the inequality. For example, the graph of Figure 8.8 

represents the relations: 

C.xl = B.y2, 

C.xl < A.xl, (or B.y2 < C.xl) 

D.xl > CjcI, (or DjcI > B.y2) 

D.xl < EjcI, and 

DjcI < F.y2. 

These relations may be modified to yield more complex relations through the use of 

maps, which allow Uansformation of a relation by translation or proportionality. 

8.2.5. Maps 

Having extracted the visual attributes of the objects and orderings of their bounding 

box attributes, we then find the translation and proportionality maps (created by the 

assumption operator) and, for each partial ordering, find any set of maps that applies to it in 
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a syntactically correct fashion. In particular, each attribute in the ordering must have a 

unambiguous part of the map that applies to it The process is recursive, since maps can be 

nested. 

8.2.5.1. Translation maps 

Recall the transformations induced by an assumption: two "object-local" coordinate 

systems are translated to a reference coordinate system by subtracting the intervals' left 

bounds (the assumed attributes). Since each coordinate system is translated independently, 

the assumption operator implies two or more independent transformations (with their 

inverses). Comparison between values in a relation transformed by an assumption is 

carried out by mapping the values to the reference coordinate system according to an 

application scheme. Figure 8.10(a), shows such a relation (P=0 and translation maps 

formed from the assumption A.xl = BjcI. The assumption map is shown by the heavy 

arrows of Figure 8.10(b). The application of the transformation map is diagrammed by the 

dotted arrows taking points P and Q, assumed to lie in the intervals defined by the x axis 

extents of objects A and B, into the reference coordinate system. The resulting relation is 

then P-Ajc1 = Q-BM. Parsing a map consists of connecting these translations and 

examining the structures thus formed. 
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a. b. 

Figure 8.10. A map and its transformation spaces. 
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Parsing a map differs slightly between the proportionality and translation maps. As 

another example translation map, see the BluePrint fragment in Figure 8.11. 

A B 

D 

Figure 8.11. A translation map applied to inequality relations. 
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The relations described in Figure 8.11 are C.width > A.mdth + B.width and 

C.width > A.width + D.width. The structure implied by the relations and by the map 

application is diagrammed as a graph in Rgure 8.13(b). 

A translation map forms a tree in a manner similar to the way in which an ordering 

map is made. In this case, objects can be connected with assumptions and ruler lines in any 

way that does not create a cycle along the assumption axis. The nodes of the tree can be 

either single object attributes or nodes corresponding to the common assumption between 

several attributes (Hgure 8.12). Edges are of two varieties: assumption edges and scope 

edges. Assumption edges cormect the common assumption point with the attributes 

assumed to be the same. Scope edges correspond to the scope rules that can be applied. As 

an example of the latter, the other attribute along the same axis of an object with one 

assumed attribute is automatically within scope If the result contains a cycle as a result of 

joining an ordering DAG, then an application of a translation map to an ordering relation 

has been discovered. 



A 

a. Translation assumptions 

A 

c. Another object E is in the scope of A 

Axt·---------- Ax2 

Cx2 ·---------- Cxt 

b. The graph of the map in (a). 

.,' Ex2 ,, 
," 

,,," --- Ext ,, ,,' 
,--:,.._.,." 

Axt-~--=--------- Ax2 

Cx2·---------- Cxt 

d. The graph of the map in ( c). 

Figure 8.12. Assumption operators creating maps. 
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Thus, in Figure 8.12(b), we see the single assumption point and the three attributes 

that are common to it, and the scope rule applied to the other attribute along the object's x 

axis. In Figure 8.12(d) , the object Eis also now in scope of the transformation of A.xl, 

and so its two attributes can be connected to A.xl. 
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Figure 8.13. Two transformed relations and the generated DAG. 
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Now, let's re-examine Figure 8.11 (shown again in Figure 8.13(a)) to see how an 

ordering is connected to a map. Figure 8.13(b) is the equivalent graph. The heavy solid 

edges are the DAG of the ordering relations (as described previously) between C.x2, B.x2 

and D.x2 formed by the extension line and< symbols in the BluePrint specification. The 

light solid edges join attributes to their assumption point. The dotted edges correspond to 

the "same axis" scope rule. In Figure 8.13(b), B.x2 is in scope of the translation induced 

by B.xl , B.xl is in scope of the translation induced by A.x2, A.x2 is in scope of the 

translation by A.x2, etc. 

In order for the map and relation to be syntactically correct, a cycle must be formed, 

and writing the resultant transformed relation consists of traversing the graph of the map 

and the ordering, beginning at one of the attributes of the ordering relation, and proceeding 

around the cycle in the graph until the other attribute is reached. We alternately subtract 

attributes reached via a scope edge (a translation into the reference interval space) , and add 

> 
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attributes reached by an assumption point (a translation into an object interval, the inverse 

of the translation out of the object interval). 

For instance, in Figure 8.13(a) above, we have two relations, C. x2 > B.x2 and 

C. x2 > D.x2. Following the cycle containing the first relation, we begin with the attribute 

C.x2, subtract C.xi, and add A.xi to arrive at the reference coordinate system for the 

C.xi =A.xi assumption. Proceeding to the space "containing" B.x2, we subtract A.x2, 

and add B .xi, reaching the object interval coordinate system for B, which acts on B.x2. 

We are done when we reach the other attribute of the relation, so the resulting equation is 

C. x2- C. xl + A. xl - A x2 + B. xl > B.x2. To see that this is what we want, we can 

rearrange this algebraically, to yield C. x2- C. xl > B.x2 - B.xl + A.x2 - A.xl, or 

C. width >A.width+ B. width, which is what we expect. Correspondingly, in the second 

relation, the graph traversal passes through the object D, yielding 

C. x2- C. xl + A. xl - A x2 + D.xl > D. x2, or C. width >A.width+ D. width. 

Map Scope 

___. Relation 

a. b. 

Figure 8.14. A translation map explicitly applied to a relation. 

For maps applied to relations without using the default scope (Figure 8.14), the 

process is the same. In Figure 8.14(b) above, we see the scope edges corresponding to the 
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scope containment rule. The edges for same-axis scope are not shown. When maps are 

nested, we detect the application by the same sort of containment, applying the next 

innermost map to the same relation attributes. 

8.2.5.2. Proportionality Maps 

Now consider what happens when a path of translations such as the ones above 

forms a cycle without the inclusion of an ordering DAG edge in the graph of assumptions 

and objects. Because of the visual layout of the cycle in the notation, we can distinguish an 

uppermost (leftmost) and lowermost (rightmost) assumption node in the cycle. The 

interpretation of the proportionality map is that "were these two intervals equal" , the objects 

stretched between the uppermost and lowermost assumptions in the graph would form a 

proportional linear transformation from the space of one interval to the other, so that the top 

(left) two interval end points are mapped to each other, and likewise, the bottom (right) end 

points are mapped to each other. 

C 
I 0 Assumption 
I 
I 
I 

:x' Assumption • I Edge 
I 
I 
I 

Map Scope 

B 
I --. Relation I 
I A 
:x • I 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 8.15. A transformed relation and its graphs. 
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In the figure above, a cycle of objects linked by assumption edges is shown. The 

equivalent BluePrint notation is shown below it. The objects A and B are assumed to have 

widths equal to that of C. The series of translations described by the object attributes are 

therefore considered equal between the leftmost and rightmost assumptions. Furthermore, a 

point in one interval (between the leftmost and rightmost assumptions) is considered 

proportionally equal to another point in the other interval. For example, the point x' in 

interval C (Figure 8.15 above) is proportionally equal to point x in the interval formed by a 

"concatenation" of the intervals A and B. 

Together, these two requirements describe a transformation that translates from the 

space the point is . in to the leftmost ( or rightmost) assumption point (0 or 1 in the 

assumption's reference space) , scales to the other interval size and translates from O or 1 to 

the beginning of the other interval. 

Figure 8.16. Mapping a point x 'to x through a proportionality assumption. 
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In Figure 8.16, in comparing points x  and x ' ,  we will translate the point x '  

leftward until the leftmost assumption boundary is encountered, perform the scaling 

transformation to "enter" the reference interval (the interval [0,1]) from C's interval, scale 

to the interval [A+B] and then translate accordingly until the point x 's interval [B] is 

reached. Equationally, we transform the relation: 

.r = ^ to 5(r(x)) = 5'(r(jc')). 

In the case of Figure 7.16, we have that 

T{x)  =  x  -  B.x l  +  Ax2-  Ax l ,  
x 

S(x)  =  
(Ax2  -  A-rl + B.x l  -  B.x l )  

T ix )  = x -C.x l ,  and 
x 

5'(x) = . 
{C.x2-C.x l )  

Putting these together, we get: 

.r - fl.,tl + Ax2 - Axl -C.x\ 
(8.1) 

A.x2- Axl + B.x2 - B.xl C.x2 - C..rl 

The process of parsing and applying proportionality maps is similar to that of 

translation maps, except that now two cycles are involved, that formed by the ordering as 

before, and also the cycle made by the map itself. We must also locate two extremal 

assumption nodes in the map cycle by their relative geometric placement This structure for 

the current example is show below in Figure 8.17. 
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___ ,-- .......... _, ... 
... ... - ............. 

Figure 8.17. Graph of transformed relation in Figure 8.16. 

Note that "inner" and "outer" cycles are most easily defined geometrically. The 

transformation for the translation of x ' to the leftmost assumption point is found by 

traversing the ordering cycle beginning with the edge from x' to C.xi. The translation 

transformation for x is the sequence of edges (B.xi to A.x2 ) and (A.x2, A.xi ). The 

scaling transformations are found along the assumption cycle. The scaling for x' is the edge 

(C.x2, C.xi ) , and the scaling for x is along the edges (B.x2, B.xi ), (B.xi, A.x2 ), and 

(A.x2, A.xi ) . 

8.2.5.3. Map Nesting 

The notation allows the composition of maps through containment. By enclosing a 

relation in map, we have effectively rewritten that relation. We may rewrite the rewritten 

relation yet again by use of another map containing the previous map. 
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Figure 8.18. Nested map application. 

By containing one map within another, we can specify the order of application of 

each map (innermost outward). In Figure 8.18 above, the preceding transformed relation 

(Eq. 8.1 and Figures 8.15 through 8.17) is transformed again by a translation via the 

assumption U.xl = V.xl. We need only substitute the values on each side of the relation 

into their respective transformations within the map. For example, Figure 8.18 applies the 

maps Tu and Tv: 

Tu(x)=x-U.xl 

Tv( x) = x - V.xl 

to the equation: 

x - B.xl + A.x2 - A.xl x' -C.xl 

A. x2- A. xl + B. x2 - B.xl C.x2 - C. xl 

resulting in the equation: 

-V.xl= -U.xl. ( x -B.xl + Ax2 -Axl ) ( x' -C.xl ) 

\ A.x2 - A.xl + B.x2 -B. xl \ C. x2- C. xl 

As can be seen, the translation process for nested maps is simply to apply the 

translation process over again to the same point, without regard to the previous application. 
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The ordering DAG can be excised from the previous mapping graph and recotmected to a 

new mapping graph. When translating the graph, we consider each inner mapping as a 

parenthesized expression, so when we remove the ordering DAG, we surround the current 

expressions on either side of the relation with parentheses and continue with the new 

graph. 

8.2.6. Doesn't Exist Symbols and Host Language Annotations 

The remaining steps in processing are to note any objects marked with the doesn't 

exist symbol and gather any unmatched text input (i.e., unassociated with any ruler line, 

object or rule rectangle) and mark it as host language aimotation. Language annotations are 

passed through unprocessed except to escape certain punctuation. 

8.2.7. Efficiency of the Syntactic Pass and Expression Translation 

Most of the work of the first pass translation is involved in rewriting the geometry 

descriptions. The other parts of the process (appearance extraction, mainly) are done once 

per input object when the object is read. Thus, the computational cost of the non-geometry 

work to be done is linear in the input size. 

Both relations and the maps that operate on them are represented by graphs and can 

be created in a bottom-up fashion by assembling tokens in input order. Traversal costs for 

the graphs are linearly proportional to the number of edges and nodes, which are in turn 

lineariy proportional to the size of the input stream. Matching relations with maps is a 

geometric containment of)eration, and is done in the current prototype by a simple linear 

search of each object in a map to check containment This step is potentially quadratic in 

cost, since there are two input-length proportional sets (relation objects and map objects) to 

be checked against each other. There are obvious improvements that can be made with 

more sophisticated search and sorting structures to speed the containment matching process 

(quadtrees, k-d trees and various plane-division algorithms are candidate enhancements). In 
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]a production quality compiler, these techniques can be used to insure C)(N log N) cost for 

the overall parse. 

A more sophisticated cost analysis could also take into account the useful properties 

of the scoping rules and their partitioning of the input stream (for example, objects in a 

relation are examined for containment against other objects within the appropriate part of 

their rule scopes): such locality further reduces processing costs. It is reasonable, therefore, 

to consider the first stage input translation as a near-Unear cost computational 

s t e p .  

8.2.8. Parsing Algorithm Outline 

The following is an outline of the parsing algorithm in pseudocode to illustrate the 

method of parsing the ordering DAGs and maps. The essential feature of parsing the DAGs 

and map graphs is recursion upon encountering ruler and extension lines. An ordering 

symbol (less than, equal to, assumption, etc.) is chosen at random from a set of objects 

enclosed by the test or action scope, and the set of objects it overlaps is selected. If this set 

includes a ruler or extension line, then either a DAG node is created (in the case of a ruler 

line) or a DAG edge is created (in the case of an extension line) and the process recurses 

appropriately. Error handling and much of the geometric syntax handling has been elided 

for simplicity. 

class Ordering { 
graph: 

node is set of <object ref, attribute, relation =/I= > 
tuples 

edge is < ordering relations 
list of maps (class Map) to be applied 

in innermost-out order 



head of lis-t is innermos-t 
} 
class Map { 

type; proportional, tramslational 
graph: 

node is set of <object ref, attribute> pairs 
edge is object reference 

} 
class Rule { 

string name; 
object set test_refs; 
object set action_refs; 
Ordering set test_orderings; 
Ordering set action_orderings; 
string set test_annotations; 
string set action_annotations; 

parse(input objects) 
{ 

for each uranarked arrow A in input objects 
{ 

mark A 
create new Rule R 
find containing rule scope box & rule name 
filter input objects by scope box containment and arrow 

into test side objects - add to test_refs 
parse_relations from test side objects into test 

ordering set 
add unused text objects in test objects to 

host language tests string set {test_annotations) for R 
filter input objects by scope box containment and arrow 

into action side objects - add to action_refs 
parse_relations from action side objects into action 

ordering set 
add unused text objects in action objects to 

host language actions string set (action_annotations) for 

add R to rule set 

} 

par3e_relations(Rule R, object set) 
{ 

ordering objects = select objects of type <, assump, dot, etc 
Set of orderings OS 
Set of maps MS 
for each unmarked ordering object 0 in ordering objects 
{ 

mark O 
Ordering OR = parse_ordering(0, object set) 
add OR to ordering DAG set OS 



MS = build_maps(OS) 
remove orderings in MS from OS 

map Ml, M2 
for each map Ml in MS 
{ 

for each map M2 in MS 
{ 
if Ml != M2 & M2 contains Ml 
{ 

map list ML = H2' s containment list 
insert Ml into appropriate position of ML; 

i.e., find M3, M4 on list ML such that 
contains(M3, Ml) and !contains(H4, Ml) 

} 
} 

} 

for each map Ml in MS containing no other map 
{ 

for each ordering 0 in OS 
{ 
if O is contained by Ml & 

O is contained by each map in containment list 
{ 

save Ml as O's map 
} 

} 
} 

} 

Ordering parse_orderings(order object O, object set OS) 
{ 

overlap set OVS = overlap(0, OS) 
AS = parse_attribute_set(0, OVS, OS) 
make DAG node D containing AS 
if OVS contains an extension line EL // edge to other nodes 
{ 

OS = OS - EL 
parse_extensionline(0, EL, OS, D) 

} 
} 

attribute set parse_attribute_set(order object 0, 
overlapping set OVS, object set OS) 

{ 
for each object B in OVS 
{ 

switch B.type 
{ 

case MOUSE: 
calculate whisker (X or Y) overlapped by 0 

add <B, X or Y whisker, 0.type> to set AS 
case BOX: 

calculate attribute (xl, x2, yl, y2) overlapped by O 
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add <B, attribute, 0.type> to set 
case ROIiEK.: 

OS = OS - B 
parse_ruler(0, B, AS, OS) 

} 
} 
return AS 

} 

parse_ruler(order object O, ruler object R, attribute set AS, 
object set OS) 

{ 
overlap set OVS = overlap(R, OS) 
for each object B in OVS 
{ 

switch B.type 
{ 

case MOUSE: 
calculate whisker (X or Y) overlapped by 0 

add <B, X or Y whisker, 0.type> to set AS 
case BOX: 

calculate attribute (xl, x2, yl, y2) overlapped by 0 
add <B, attribute, 0.type> to set 

case 0RDER_0BJECT: 
object set OBS = overlap(B, OS) 
attribute set ASl = parse_attribute_set(B, OBS, OS) 
AS = AS union ASl 

} 
} 

} 

parse_extensionline(ordering object o, extensionline EL, object set OS, 
DAG node D) 

{ 
overlap set OVS = overlap(EL, OS) 
for each object B in OVS 
{ 

switch B.type 
{ 

case ORDBR_TYPE: 
if B is part of node 0, skip 
overlap set OBS = overlap(B, OS) 
attribute set AS = parse_attribute_set(B, OBS, OS) 
make DAG node Dl from AS 
if Dl is above (left of) D 
{ 
if D has edges above (leftwzurd) 
{ 

traverse edges above (left of) D 
to find nodes D2, D3 connected by edge E such 
that D2 above (left of) Dl above (left of) D3 

remove E 
insert edges D2->Dl->D3 

} 
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else { 
insert edge Dl->D 

} 
} 
if Dl is below (right of) D 
{ 
if D has edges below (rightwaurd) 
{ 

traverse edges below (right of) D to find nodes 
DZ, D3 connected by edge B such that 
D2 below (right of) Dl below (right of) D3 

remove E 
insert edges D3->Dl->D2 

} 
else { 

insert edge D->Dl 
} 

} 
} 

} 
} 

map set build_maps(ordering DAG set ODS) 
{ 

ordering DAG set ODSl = select orderings with assumptions from ODS 
for each ordering DAG ODl in ODSl 
{ 

for each ordering DAG 0D2 in ODSl 
{ 
if ODl = 0D2 sld-p 
object set OSl = objects in nodes of ODl 
object set 0S2 = objects in nodes of 0D2 
// if orderings share objects, then they are parts 
// of a map 
if OSl intersect 0S2 is non-null 
{ 

build map (graph) M with ODl and 0D2 
for each object O in OSl intersect 0S2 
{ 

create object edge E referencing O 
between OSl and OS2 

} 
add M to map set MS 

} 
} 

} 
return MS 

8.2.9. Output 

At this point in the processing, we have intermediate structures that contain 
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- appearance information about instances of objects (pictures) 

- relations over those instances, 

- lifetime bints (objects having does not exist operators), and 

- host language annotations, 

organized into groups by rule and rule part (test or action). 

For the example of Figure 8.2, the intermediate form (described in Chapter 9) is 

displayed in Figure 8.19. Rules are concatenated into the output stream, and consist of a 

name, a test section and an action section. Each section contains a declaration of each 

visible object instance and any visual attributes that are not wildcards/don't care values. 

Following this are geometric relations over the declared objects, and then C++ predicates 

for test sections or C++ statements for action sections. Test and action sections are 

separated by —>. Declarations consist of an instance name, a colon, the textual label for 

the object, and a list of visual attributes surrounded by [ ]. 

The next stage of processing performs semantic analysis and translation of the 

intermediate forai into C++ routines that perform the actions specified on the right hand 

side of the rule, and also handle the runtime management of object references satisfying the 

tests on the left hand side. The next chapter discusses this process in detail. 
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Rule name 

Test 

Geometry 
Relations 

Visual 
Attributes 

O n # )  
iD«a2o4o 
mouse 

B [ Rect fgcolor "Black 0 0 0"] 
mouse [ Mouse dovm ] 

mouse.XI ID882040.X2< 
ID882040.X1 mouse.Xl< 

^mouse.Yl ID882040.Y2< 
ID882040.Y1 mouse.Yl< 

Actbn 

C++ action 

ID883552 
ID883864 

B [ Rect fgcolor "Orange 1 0.647059 0"] 
at [ Rect ] 
S ' [ Rect ] 

Rect fgcolor "Orange 1 0.647059 0"] 
ID883968 
ID884072 : B 
ID883864.Y2 mouse.Yl = 
ID883864.X2 mouse.XI = 
ID883552.Y1 ID883968.Y1 = 
ID884072.X1 ID883968.X1 = 

• {^S.type\(\) = "position^}; 

Picture Instance ID : C++ name 
Rect fgcolor "Orange 1 0.647059 0"] 
Rect ] 

ID883448 : B [ 
ID884448 : S [ 

Vjnouse ; mouse^f Mouse down* ] 
{$B.type\(\) = "Box"§$S.type\(\) = "position"} 
—> 
ID884552 ; S [ Rect ] 
ID885960 : B* [ Rect fgcolor "Orange 1 0.647059 0"] 
ID886064 : B* [ Rect fgcolor "Orange 1 0.647059 0"] 
ID884552.X1 ID884552.X2 -mouse.XI +ID886064.X1 = 
ID885960.Y1 mouse.Yl - ID884552.Y2 +ID884552.Y1 = 

Off# 
ID884240 : B [ Rect fgcolor "Orange 1 0.647059 0"] 
ID885688 ; S [ Rect ] 
mouse : mouse [ Mouse up ] 
{$B.type\(\) == "Box"@$S.type\(\) — "position"} 
—> 
ID884344 ; B [ Rect fgcolor "Black 0 0 0"] 
ID885792 ; IS [ Rect ] 
{cout« "offWn";}; 

Figure 8.19. The intermediate form of the rules of Figure 8.2. 
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8.2.10. Rule Output 

This section outlines the output of the intermediate form given the rule, map, and 

ordering structures dicussed in section 8.2.8. Here, graph traversal algorithms pass over 

nodes and edges representing the ordering and map relations to produce postfix 

expressions like those in Figure 8.19. 

write_rule(Rule R) 
{ 

print Rule.name "#\n"; 
for each object in R.test_refs 

print object name auid visual attributes 
for each ordering 0 in R.test_orderings 

write_ordering(O) 
for each string s in R.test_cinnotations 

print s 
print "—> \ii"; 
for each object in R.action_refs 

print object name and visual attributes 
for each ordering 0 in R.action_orderings 

write_ordering(O) 
for each string s in R.action_annotations 

print s 

} 

write_ordering(Ordering O) 
{ 

for each node n in O 
{ 

choose tuple tl in n with relation "=" 
for each remaining tuple t2 in n 
{ 
if maplist is not empty { 

apply_maps(tl.object, tl.attribute, 
t2.object, t2.attribute, maplist); 

} 
else { 

print name(tl.object) "." tl.attribute 
print name(t2.object) t2.attribute " 

} 
if (t2.relation ~ "=") 

print " = \n"; 
else 

print " != \n"; 
} 

} 
for each edge e in O 
{ 

// source < destination 
choose tuple tl in e.source with relation "=" 

If tf 
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choose tuple t2 in e.destination 
if maplist is not empty { 

apply_maps(tl.object, tl.attribute, 
t2.object, t2.attribute, maplist); 

} 
else f 

print name(tl.object) 
print name(t2.object) 

} 
print " < Xn"; 

tl.attribute 
t2.attribute 

apply_maps(object ol, attribute al, object o2, attribute a2, 
maplist ML) 

{ 
maplist MLl 
while (ML.head.type == translation) 
{ 

map M = remove ML.head 
append M to maplist MLl 

} 
if (ML is empty) { 

for each map M in MLl 
{ 

pi = find_path in M from containment of (ol,al) to 
containment of (o2,a2) 

write_translation_path pi 
} 

} 
else { 

map MP = remove ML.head // MP.type == proportion 
for each map M in MLl 
{ 

pi = find_path in M applying to (ol,al) contained in MP 
append pi to translation path list tpll 
p2 = findjpath in M applying to (o2,a2) contained in MP 
append p2 to translation path list tpl2 

} 
for each path pi in tpll 
{ 

write_translation_path pi 
} 
write_proportionjpath in MP containing (ol,al) 
for each path pi in tpl2 
{ 

write_translation_path pi 
} 
write_proportion_path in MP containing (o2,a2) 

} 
} 

write_translation_path(edgelist el) 



int into_flag = 1 
for each edge e in el 
{ 

tuple tl = e.source 
print tl.objectname tl.attribute " " 
if (into_flag) 

print " - " 
else 

print " + " 
into_flag = Iinto_flag 

} 
} 

write_proportion_path(proportional map MP, object ol, 
attribute al) 

{ 
pi = find_path from object containing (ol,al) 

to top edge of MP 
p2 = find_path from top to bottom of MP containing (ol,al) 

// translation of (ol,al) by MP 
write_translation(pl) 
// height of top to bottom of MP 
write_translation(p2) 
// divide for proportionality 
print " / \n" 

II find path in translation map containing 
// object attributes ol.al and o2.a2 
// find edges containing ol.al and o2.a2 
// then construct path between them (M is a DAG) 
path find_path(map M, object ol, attribute al, 

object o2, attribute a2) 
{ 

edge el = depth_first_search_for_containment(M, ol, al) 
edge e2 = depth_first_search_for_containment(M, o2, a2) 
path p = enuinerate_path(M, el, e2) 
return p 

} 

// find section of path of map Ml applying to object 
// attribute ol.al contained in proportionality map MP 
path findjpath(map Ml, map MP, object ol, attribute al) 
{ 

component list cl = Biconnected_coraponents(MP) 
graph g 
for each g in list cl 
{ 
if (ol,al) is contained in an edge e of g { 

node nl = uppermost/leftmost node of g 
path p = path from edge e up to node nl 
path pi 
edge el = edge in Ml containing (ol,al) 



pi.add_edge(el) 
while (el is contained in edges of p) { 

node n = el.source 
el = edge in direction of node nl 
pi.add_edge(el) 

} 
return pi 

} 
} 

} 

// find path applying to object attribute ol.al up 
// to upper extremum of proportionality map MP 
path find_path{map MP, object ol, attribute al) 
{ 

component list cl = Biconnected_components (MP) 
graph g 
for each g in list cl 
{ 
if (ol, al) is contained in an edge e of g { 

node nl = uppermost/leftmost node of g 
path p = path from edge e up to node nl 
return p 

} 
} 

// find the half-cycle from one extremvun of proportionality 
// map MP to the other containing object attribute ol.al 
path find_cycle_half(map MP, object ol, attribute al) 
{ 

component list cl = Biconnected_components(MP) 
graph g 
for each g in list cl 
{ 
if (ol, al) is contained in an edge e of g { 

node nl = uppermost/leftmost node of g 
node n2 = lowermost/rightmost node of g 
path p = path from nl to n2 containing edge e 
return p 

} 
} 
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9. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS 

The semantic analysis and code generation stage (the Parser module) that follows 

the Reader stage takes the intermediate form input and performs the following actions for 

each rule: 

1) match object references to an internal object representation, 

2) determine the set of objects being described in the test (this forms the mple for 

the rule's search procedure), 

3) determine when the action of a rule changes the appearance of an object, 

4) determine the objects that are to be created and deleted, 

5) calculate the differential update process graph for each rule, and 

6) write host language (C++) routines that handle the addition and deletion of 

objects from the logical relation structures, mouse state predicates, and the rule 

action. 

The implementation of this stage uses a LALR parser built with YACC. As in most 

programming language translators, a symbol table keeps track of the references 

encountered in the parse. Typical entries for the intermediate form language include rules, 

references to objects in C++ code, and pictorial references to objects. 

The first step, that of matching the various object references, is keyed by the textual 

labels on the interface objects. Each unique name represents an object, so multiple pictures 

with the same name are references to the same object This implies that each picture should 

have the same appearance; for example, foreground and background colors should be 

consistent across all instances. 

The set of unique test side names defines a search tuple of objects. The search tuple 

is the set of object references on the test side of a rule. For example, the tuples for each of 

the rules On, Travel, and Off in Figure 8.2 are (B, mouse), (B, S, mouse) and (B, S, 

mouse) respectively. These search tuples and the relations over them determine the 

structure of the solver engine's update and search mechanism for that rule. 



r---------------------------------------------------------------
On 

S* 

$8.type()=" Position" 

$8. type()==" Box" 

B 
0 

·----------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 9.1. Rule beginning drag interaction. 
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In the diagram below, we see the rule of Figure 9.1 and the references to the objects 

defined by the rule. The search tuple set is shown against a shaded background. The new 

object S is create by the rule and is shown to the right of the tuple set. References are 

indicated by the dotted arrows from the reference to the object. Arrows entering the object 

on the left are test references, those entering on the right are action references. 
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r---------------------------------------------------------------
On 

-~. 
-.... _. \ __ J 

: I \ 

---.. •~ : \ 
: ! . B :. 
,,·,, ! \ 
I / ! I 

I I I I 

;f $9.type()="Pojhion" . J 

,$8.typ ()=="Box" ,' : : / / j 

B 
B S* 

I I I I I , ;' I 

• , I i \ ,' J 

I_ - - '\ -'i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j- - -'r- -~~ ----/-----------/- ------- -.1- _I 

' \ I ' ....... .,.:... ,, I 

search 
tuple 

\ \ J \ r"-; - .. ,..._,, ,,,' I 

\' I ~,, "'- / ' '-·,,_ 0 -II __ .,,----" - ... - .. --,---\}\,..-' / 

,, ' - ----- - --- '. ,' 
',, : ...,,,, _ _,----- \ ,, 

" ' - ,--,->-,---------- I ' ,," 

I I ~ / 

(B, mouse) ~ / ~-~---~---//,/ 
\ 

' ' ' ........... _. 2lS:~-- ~-----
'"--- ... ____ a new object 

Figure 9.2. A rule and its object sets, with references shown. 

Using these sets of references, we can reason about the pictures and texts to build a 

search tuple and determine which objects are created by the rule. We can also detect 

changes in the appearance of a rule (which forms an action implied in Figure 9.2 above 

when object B changes color to red and thickens its linestyle). 

The search tuple is then examined against a similar tuple formed for the action side 

of the rule. Names in common are examined for changes in appearance from the test to the 

action side, and if found, these changes are noted as an action to be performed by the rule. 

New names on the action side are noted as object creations, and the semantic-phase 

representation of the interface object's attributes are marked as uninitialized. This 

information is used for selecting targets for assignment later, to allow the modification of 

the object without having to write the * change hint after the name in each object instance. 
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For example, in the rule On above, the object B changes color as a result of the action, but 

the name used is just B. 

Actions are ordered by their left to right visual ordering, with geometric actions 

preceding the C-H- actions. Other orderings, such as intermingling C-H- actions and 

geometry, could be used as well. For example, alternating C++ code and visual 

specification may be desired in some situations. In this case, some visual divider might be 

used to break the action up into stoiyboard panels. 

The last part of processing is analyzing predicates so that an efficient update of the 

rule truth values can be made. Unlike sequential programming languages, rule-based 

systems in their simplest forms have no information about sequencing, so (theoretically, at 

least) any rule can be fired after any other. Because of this, it might seem that the only 

possible runtime execution model would be to examine all objects that could satisfy a rule 

predicate for each rule, at each round of firing. However, with some reflection, it also 

becomes clear that this massive amount of labor contains much redundancy, since once an 

object has been checked against a predicate, it need not be rechecked until it has changed. 

Furthermore, as objects are created, deleted, and modified, the work of checking their 

attributes can be amortized over the runtime of the interface by eager examination, rather 

than accumulating the changes and processing just before rule evaluation. We use some 

common database query optimization heuristics to order the update process to avoid 

combinatorial evaluation costs where possible. 

9.1. The Update Processs 

The model for the rule firing is roughly similar to that of 0PS5 [FORGY] and 

similar production systems . We do not currently do some of the optimizations of the RETE 

solver used in [FORGY], but those improvements are applicable to this implementation of 

BluePrint. These formulations are somewhat like common subexpression elimination in 
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programming language compilation [AHC)86] and would yield mostly constant factor 

improvements in execution, as they reduce multiple instances of tests to a single common 

instance. 

However, as we are implementing a simple predicate logic theorem prover 

(considering each of the events in the user interface as axioms, and each rule as a theorem), 

there is no shortage of prior art The database literature is very useful guidance in this sort 

of modeling, with extensive research in efficiently solving small predicates over large 

universes of data. From here we can adapt techniques of query optimization, differential 

update, and data organi2Zition [AH079], [JENSEN89], [MISHRA92]. The logic 

programming and artificial intelligence communities also have used these techniques as 

well, though with a different emphasis on the problem domain and reflecting the different 

computational envirorunents of their problems (e.g., in-core versus on-disk, varying ideas 

of real-time, etc.). 

9,2. A Blueprint Solver 

Recall the logical formulation of a rule predicate: 

3/1,, At (/?(A, A.—A)'' 

In order for a rule to fire, there must exist a non-empty set of object tuples from the 

set {i4, X Aj X for which the relations R hold and an empty set of object tuples from 

the set {A, X Aj X i%... Aj X for which the relations Q hold. In other words, 

given a satisfying tuple a from {A, x A^ x A,...} for R ,  there can be no satisfying tuple b 

from {A, X Aj X Aj... Aj X fl, xfij...^} for which Q is true. Either of these parts, the 

"positive" relation R and the tuples from {A, x Aj x or the "negative" relation Q and 

its tuples from {A^x A^x can be empty. These directly correspond 

to (generally very small) arrays of object pointers in the implementation runtime. The 
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relations are built as sets of these arrays and element identity is determined by pointer 

comparison in lexical order through the array. 

So for each rule, we have defined a tuple of objects. Each element of this tuple 

corresponds to an object name on the test side of the rule, and an object pointer at runtime. 

At runtime, what we seek for each rule is the set of tuples that satisfy all the constraints of 

appearance, geometric relationship, and C-H- annotations on those objects for that rule. The 

solver's job, then, is to pick a tuple from some rule's non-empty set (the rule can fire 

because satisfying objects exist) and execute the corresponding action using the tuple 

chosen. Using the values of the satisfying tuple in the action procedure corresponds to the 

re-use of names from the test to the action part of a rule. 

If the names on the objects corresponded to storage locations as in conventional 

languages, constructing such sets would be trivial, because only one tuple would exist for 

each rule, as each element in the tuple would be fixed at compile time, and the tuple set of 

objects (a singleton) would either pass the constraints or not. However, the mple is defined 

by the constraints only. Thus, there can be many (possibly exponential in the number of 

names) tuples that satisfy the given constraints. Clearly, exhaustive search techniques are 

not possible for any sort of reasonable execution. The technique used in BluePrint is to 

examine new or changed objects at every rule cycle, and beginning with the constraints 

involving only a single object (such as appearance constraints), incrementally update the 

tuple set of objects passing each test 

By cascading updates from one relation to another, successive relation updates can 

use a much smaller possible input set than an n-ary cross product The more restrictive a 

relation is, the more useful it is in narrowing the range of examination. In general, we put 

more restiictive relations earlier in the update process. Consider the relations in the 

following example: 

R1($A):: $A.name() = "button" 
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R2($B):: SB.typeQ = "background" 

R3($A, $B):: contains($A, $B) 

Our goal is to create the relation: 

Rail($A, $B):: 

$A.name() = "button" A $B.type() = "background" A contains($A, $B). 

We have a number of choices. We can take all possible object pairs (a, b) and check 

membership in R3, check all possible objects for membership in R1 and R2, then intersect 

R3 with R1X R2. A more efficient choice is to create R1 and R2, and, taking tuples from 

their cross product, check (via contains) for membership in R3. Tuples that are eligible for 

membership in R3 are just those tuples in Rail. 

We create a directed update graph with relations as nodes, and edges that point from 

"source" relations to relations that are downstream in the update process. 

For example, in Figure 9.3, we see a network produced for the rule On of Figure 

9.1. A list of changed objects is examined for each singleton relation, each of which 

produces a list of new tuples that are to be examined by the tests that follow it Logically, 

the test implemented here is: 

3 B, mouse 3 B. graphics_ type =" Rect" 

mouse, stale = down'^ 

mouse.x^ < B.x^^'^mouse.y^^ < B.y^^ ^ 

5 . jCj  <  mouse .x^ ' ^B .y^  <  mouse .y^  

If the last relation of the update network the (the ($B, mouse) candidates) is non-empty, 

then the rule On is eligible to fire. A tuple is chosen at random from the relation, and the 

routine On_action is called with the chosen tuple. On_action (complete code is in 

Figure 9.4) is the C-H- translation of the action specified by On. 
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Changed Objects 

(Mouse down) (Rect fgcolor "Black 0 0 0") 

On B [ mouse 
candidate On_A 

candidates 

mouse.XI < $B.X2 
$B.X1 < mouse.XI 
mouse.YI < $B.Y2 
$B.Y1 < mouse.YI 

($B, mouse) 
candidates 

On Res_A 

Figure 9.3. Rule update flow. 

At each test node, a loop is created to examine all possible pairs of tuples from each 

input relation, and the combination of these pairs is checked against the predicate. 

Combining tuple pairs is the join database operation, in which tuples are matched for 

consistency in corresponding positions (that references in common are checked for 

identity). This is a subset of the Cartesian product (which would result in the concatenation 

of the two tuples) in that parts of the two tuple universes correspxjnd, and so some 

matching between the two tuples must take place to ensure the result tuple is consistent with 

the result range. Simply put, references in a tuples are ordered by name, and so when 

combining tuples, references that are not empty in either or both tuples must be equal. For 

e.xample, when combining a tuple ($A $B $C) from a relation R($A,$B,$C) with the tuple 
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($B $C $D) from a relation Q($B,$C,$D), each element in the $B and $C positions in the 

tuples must be the same. The result tuple for this pair would be ($A $B $C $D), and the 

resulting relation would be (R and Q)($A,$B,$C,$D). This is simply ensuring that names 

are kept consistent when combining these partial facts about the interface state. 

9.2.1. Differential Update 

Recalculating the entire relation from its parent relations is expensive (potentially 

quadratic as it is determined by the product of their sizes), so we use a differential update 

process that creates addition and deletion sets that are merged into the actual relations at the 

end of the update process. 

Given a relation (a table) R with and its predicate Predicate_R, we can create it 

from its two preceding relations T and S via 

(1) R = Predicate_R(S join T). 

We represent the changes that have occurred to T and S as sets of tuples that are to 

be added and deleted to each as Tadd, Tdel, Sadd and Sdel. The state of R, T and S after 

update propagation is thus 

(2) T = (T union Tadd)-Tdel, 

(3) S = (S union Sadd)-Sdel, and 

(4) R = (R union Radd) - Rdel. 

We calculate Radd and Rdel from S, T, Tadd, Tdel, Sadd and Sdel by: 

(5) Radd = Predicate_R[ (Sadd join T) union 

• (S join Tadd) union (Sadd join Tadd) ] 

(6) Rdel = Predicate_R[ (Sdel join T) union (S join Tdel) ] 

We assume that the input update sets Tadd and T are disjoint and that Tdel and Tadd are 

disjoint, and that the same holds for Sadd, S and Sdel. We can reason from the 

assumptions and the calculations above that Radd and R are disjoint and that Rdel and Radd 
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are disjoint Thus, if we can ensure that the incoming (to the rule's update graph) add and 

delete sets are disjoint, we may use the update rules shown above throughout the graph. By 

starting the process with new objects, we are assured that the addition input object set are 

disjoint with any relation. To process changed objects, we first treat the objects as 

deletions, then as additions, so the tuples referencing them are first removed from a rules 

relations, then added back subject to the conditions in each relation's predicate. 

As an example, let us examine the differential update process for the On rule in 

Figure 9.3. The C-H- code for it is shown in Figure 9.4. Note that the C++ == operator has 

been overloaded to provide equality comparison for strings and BPObject attributes, and 

the -= and | = operators have been overloaded to provide set difference and union over 

relation objects. 
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1 static relation OnA(OnA_s); 
2 static relation OnB(OnB_s); 
3 static relation On_Res A(On Res As); 

4 #define BA (*res->obj (On_N: :BA)) 
5 #define mouses (*res->obj(On_N;;mouseB)) 

6 int On Res A sel(tuple * res) { 
7 if ((mouseB.XlO <BA.X2()) && (BA.X1() < mouseB. XI ()) 

&& (mouseB.Yl() < BA.Y2()) 
&& (BA.yl() < mouseB.Y1())) return 1; 

9 else return 0; 
10 } 

11 void On_addobj(BPObject * o) 
12 { 
13 relation On Res A ddel(On Res A s); 
14 relation On Res A dadd(On Res As); 
15 relation OnB_dadd(OnB_s); 
16 relation OnB_ddel(OnB_s); 
17 if ((*o).fgcolor() == "Black 0 0 0" && (*o).gtype() = "Rect" 

&& (*o).type() = "Box") OnB_dadd.insert(o); 

18 relation OnA_dadd(OnA_s); 
19 relation OnA_ddel(OnA_s); 
20 if ((*o).gtype() = "Mouse" && (*o).type() = "mouse") 

OnA_dadd.insert(o); 

21 JOIN (On Res A dadd. On Res A ddel, 
OnB_dadd, OnB_ddel, 
OnA_dadd, OnA_ddel, 
OnB, OnA, On Res A sel); 

22 On_Res A |= On Res A dadd; 
23 On_Res A -= On Res A ddel; 

24 OnB 1= OnB_dadd; 
25 OnB -= OnB_ddel; 

26 OnA 1= OnA_dadd; 
27 OnA -= OnA_ddel; 
28 } 

Figure 9.4. C-H- program for rule of Figure 7.1. 

Lines 1, 2 and 3 are the declarations of the three relations in Figure 9.3. The next 

tvvo lines define naming macros to ease reading. The names are those used in the 

specification, plus a U^ling identifying string for internal use. The lines 6-10 are the 

routine On Res A sel that implements the tests between candidates for the mouse and 

object B. The relation on_Res_A is the result relation for the rule. 
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Line 11 is the declaration for the routine On_addob j that updates the three relations 

for the On rule. Given a single new object, it first checks the unary relations OnA and OnB 

for membership. If either or both of the predicates hold true for the new object, a tuple 

containing the new object is added to the difference relations 0nA_dadd and OnB_dadd 

(lines 17 and 20). These differences are then used to create Oii_Res_A_dadd, the difference 

relation for on_Res_A. The routine JOIN implements the equations (5) and (6) above, JOIN 

takes as an argument the routine On_Res_A_sel that implements 0n_Res_A's predicate. 

The new difference 0n_Re3_A_add is used to update on_Res_A on line 22. OnA and onB are 

updated on hnes 24 and 26. The deletion difference set is also used, though in this case, it 

will be empty. Deletion works the same way, except that the object to be deleted from the 

relations is added to the 0nA_ddei and 0nB_ddel relations; otherwise the code for 

0n_delob j is the same. 

The initial inputs to a rule's solver graph are sets of new objects, objects that are to 

be deleted, and objects that have changed. For each rule in the rule set, and for each object 

a in the new set, we call each rules add object routine. We do the same for the objects that 

are to be deleted. In our prototype algorithm, to handle changed objects, we first treat the 

objects as deletions and remove them from all relations, then add them back as new objects. 

The solver's update algorithm look() is outlined in Figure 9.5. A call to look() exits 

when no more rules can be fired. 
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look() { 
while (true) { 

Rule r; Object o; Tuple t; 
forall r in ruleset { 

forall o in newobjects 
r.addobj(o); 

forall o in delobjects 
r.delobj(o); 

forall o in chcuigeobjects { 
r.delobj(o); 
r.addobj(o); 

} 
} 

changeobjects = newobjects = delobjects = NOLL; 
int fired =0; 
forall r in ruleset { 

if ((t = r.choose_tuple()) { 
r.action(t); 
fired = 1; 
break; 

} 
} 
if (1 fired) 

break; 
} 

} 

Figure 9.5. LookO update algorithm outline. 

9.3. Relations as Actions 

We have seen how the geometry expressions of BluePrint can be translated into a 

more familiar equational form. Since these equalities and inequalities express actions as 

well as tests, we must reformulate the syntax tree for these relations to rewrite them as 

programming language statements. This is done by electing a candidate attribute to be 

modified and then performing tree transformations that reflect algebraic manipulation of the 

expression and repeating the process until the candidate node is the only node on to the left 

of the root (which is assumed to be one of the relational operators <,>, and =). Since all the 

transformations are invertible, this is well-defined for all the BluePrint ojDerations. For 

example, to move a right subtree of a - operator node to the right of the root, such as is 

needed in the example of Figure 9.6, the right subtree is inserted as the left child below a + 
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operator node directly below the root, and the previous right subtree of the = node moved 

to the right child of the inserted+ node. This is shown in Figure 9.7. 

A* 

B 

Figure 9.6. A. xl- A. x2 = B.xl - B.x2 and its syntax tree. 

Through various techniques (marking the name A in the expression, or by inferring 

that A's xl attribute is unset, while all the other values are defined), we can select a target 

attribute and solve the equation for the target. In Figure 9.7, we see the manipulated syntax 

tree with A.xl as the target of the assignment. 

A.x2 

Figure 9.7. Transformation of tree of Figure 9.6, to yield action 
A. xl = (B.xl - B.x2) + A.x2. 
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10. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATIONS AND RUNTIME SYSTEMS 

In order to better illustrate the adaptation of the BiuePrint notation to real systems, 

we present some example implementations. Our Uanslator and runtime implementations are 

written in about 50,000 lines of C-4-+- code, and use the LEDA [LEDA] data structure object 

library for its graphs, sets, dictionaries, etc. We have created two distinct runtime systems, 

a non-interactive PostScript generator, and an interactive X-windows runtime. 

10. L The Graphical Object System 

We have spoken of objects in the relations of the solver runtime system. These 

objects are references to C-H- objects. The C++ objects have member functions that act as 

attributes for the four bounding box values, the appearance attributes (color, linestyle, etc) 

and a few utility attributes (type and attribute/value pairs named by strings). A partial C-H-

class declaration for the object class (BPObject) and its attribute class (attribute) is 

shown below in Figure 10.1, in lines 15-34 and I-I4, respectively. The various attributes 

built into a graphical object (BPObject) are listed in lines 17 through 29. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

13 

14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

class ati-tribute { 
public: 

const attributes operator=(const attributes a); 
const attributes operator=(const chcir * s); 
const attributes operator=(Nunitype s); 

operator Niaatype() const { return rep->nuinval; } 
operator int() const { return (int)rep->nuinval; } 
operator const char *() const { return rep->sval; } 

int operator==(const chcur* s) const; 
int operator!=(const char* s) const; 
int operator>(const chaur* s) const; 
int operator<(const chaur* s) const; 

int operator==(Nuintype i) const; 

}; 

class BPObject { 
public; 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 
virtual attributes 

XI() const; 
Yl() const; 
X2() const; 
y2() const; 
pattern() const; 
fgcolor() const; 
bgcolorO const; 
brush() const; 
type() const; 
?type() const; 
text() const; 
font() const; 
attrib(const strings) const; 

30 virtual void start_up(); 
31 virtual void wind_down(); 

32 virtual void Draw() const; 
33 virtual void OnDraw() const; 
34 }; 

Figure 10.1. Outline of attribute and object implementations. 

To keep track of writes to graphical objects, we have used C-H- member functions 

that return references to attribute objects. Assignment to the attribute object is a function call 

to a routine (lines 3-5, Fig. 10.1). In addition to changing the attribute object's value, 

assignment also places a copy of its reference to the "owning" graphical object in a set of 

"changed" graphical objects. By the use of value coercion member functions (C-H- casts. 
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line 6-8), we can likewise track read access to the attribute, perhaps to implement a lazy 

evaluation algorithm such as that of [HUDSON91],[BORNING81]. Since lazy evaluation 

is somewhat at odds with the eager evaluation (used in our update scheme we employ to 

amortize the interface's "reasoning" cost) we have avoided examining combinations of the 

two schemes, though it is possible that some efficiencies might be found. 

Some other member functions of the graphical object class merit comment The 

Draw and unDraw routines (lines 32 and 33) display and erase the object from the graphical 

display, and the start_up and wind_down routines (30 and 31) perform initialization and 

destruction housekeeping functions for the object The start_up routine adds the object 

reference to the new-object set, and the wind_dowii routine adds the object reference to the 

delete-object set 

Figure 10.2 shows the action for the rule On of Figure 9.1, illustrating the use of 

the object member functions. A new object so is created and its attributes are initialized. 

Because of the call to start_up, so will be inserted into the new object set before the next 

rule firing. The object BA (a reference in the argument tuple res) has its foreground color 

changed to orange. This change to BA will cause it to be inserted in the changed object set. 

void 0n_action(tuple * res) 
{ 

BPObject SD; 
SD.start_up(); 
SD.gtypeO = "Rect" ; 

BA.fgcolor{) = "Orange 1 0.647059 0" ; 

SD.type() = "position"; 
SD.y2() = mouseB.Yl(); 
SD.X2() = mouseB.Xl(); 
SD.YIO = BA.YIO; 
SD.X1() = BA.X1(); 

} 

Figure 10.2. The action routine for rule On. 
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10.2. A PostScript Generator 

The first runtime system built for our prototype implementations produced 

PostScript output In the PostScript "stencil-and-paint" imaging model, the various 

drawing directives (for lines, text, etc.) define a "page" (image) which is then output with 

the show page command. The PostScript coordinate system places the lower left hand 

comer of the display (the "page") at (0,0) and the upper right hand comer at the maximum 

x,y value, much like the standard two-dimensional graph conventions. Coordinates thus 

increase in X and Y moving from the bottom and left to the top and right. (Note that this is 

different from the usual computer graphics coordinate system, which increases from the top 

left to the bottom right because of the scanning conventions of video displays.) Coordinates 

are specified in units of 1/72", known as "printer's points". 

We model a PostScript page with a special object of type "page" (e.g., 

$A.type() = "page") .This object is created with geometric attributes that reflect a 

default page bounding box: the lower left comer (xl, y2) is set to (0,0) and the upper right 

comer (x2, yl) is set to (540,720), the size of an 7.5" x 10" page in printer's points. 

When this page object is deleted, each object in the database is called to perform its 

drawing method (which results in output of PostScript text commands that render the 

object), and then the show page command is output Creation of a new page object allows 

another new PostScript page to be created. 

10.2.1. An Example PostScript Rule Set 

As an example of a set of mles for the PostScript version of the BP prototype, we 

present the rules in Figures 10.5-10.11. This mle set takes from the standard input a set of 

strings to be formatted into three colunms at half-inch intervals down the page, begimiing 

10 inches from the bottom of the PostScript page and beginning a new page when vertical 

space mns out Several of the mles require notification of the input's end of file status 
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(rules StartTable, EndTable, and FlushPagePartial) as part of their tests. To this 

end, we have redefined (via C-H- inheritance) the input methods of the stream input objects 

to provide file status appropriately for rule evaluation. We model the input stream as a BP 

object and set its end of file status at the end of any action referencing the cin object For 

example, in Figure 10.5A, cin's end of file status (the C-H- annotation I$cin.eof () ) 

is referenced by the rule StartTable's test We will use this technique again to integrate the 

mouse object with the window event system. 

The example rule set takes strings as in Figure 103 and formats them as shown in 

Figure 10.4. 

Car Price Mpg 
Mazda 12000 25 
Ford 10000 18 
Saab 20000 23 
Chevrolet 1500 0 16 

Figure 10.3. Sample input to the table formatter. 



Car Price Mpg 

Mazda 12000 25 

Ford 10000 18 

Saab 20000 23 

Chevrolet 15000 16 

Figure 10.4. Sample output of the table formatter. 
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StartTable 

Table 

$Table.type() == 
"table" 

! $cin.eof() 

Table 

$Table.type() 
"table" 

I 

EndTable 

Table 

$Table.type() 
"table" 

$cin.eof() 

a. b. 

Figure 10.5. StartTable and EndTable rules. 

The two rules StartTable and EndTable (Figures 10.5(a) and (b)) tie the lifetime 

of a Table object to the end of file status for cin. While there is input to read, a Table 

object exists. When the input is empty, any existing Table object is deleted. Note that 

when we speak of a Table object, we mean an object defined by the predicate 

$Table.type() == "table". 
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NewPage 

Tabe 

540 
Space 

720-

$Table.type() == "table" 

$Page.type() == "page" 

$Space.type() == "space" $Page.type() = "page": 

$Space.type() = "space": 

Figure 10.6. Rule to create next page in table formatter. 

The NewPage rule (Figure 10.6) builds a new page whenever a table object exists 

and when there is currently no Page and no Space object Each Page object 

corresponds to an individual page in the PostScript output. The Page is created with a 

height X width size of 720 x 540 (in PostScript's printer units) or 10" x 7.5". In 

subsequent rules, we will take advantage of the proportionality map conventions to express 

constants in inches. 

The Space object is also created to keep track of the current position down the 

page as rows in the table are added. The Space object's y2 attribute will be used to track 

space usage. The existence of the Space object is also used to distinguish between the 

state where a page has been output and the state where a new page can be created. Between 

these two states, the existing text must be removed, so that it does not display again. 



Add Row 

.----..... .-------~-10 
Page 

Space 

$Space.type{) == "space" ; 

$Page.type() == "page" 

! $cin.eof() 
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Page 1 2 3 

Spac~ 
I 
I I I osaaa · _ Textl _ Text2 Text3 

Q I I I 

!--~~~~~~~~~~~----4~ ----.._.;---0 

0 $Text1 .type{) = "text"; 
$Text2.type() = "text"; 

$Text3.type() = "text"; 

{ string s1 , s2, s3; 

} 

$cin >> s1 >> s2 >> s3; 
$Text1 .text() = s1; 
$Text2.text() = s2; 

$Text3.text() = s3; 

7.5 

~ _L.-JE::1 

'---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 10.7. Table formatter rule to create next row of output. 

The AddRow (Figure 10.7) rule is the heart of the rule set. While the Space 

object's y2 value is 1/2" above the bottom of the Page object, three new text objects, 

named Textl , Text2, and Text3 are created. Their texts are read from the cin object (the 

standard input). The Space object's y2 attribute is advanced by 1/2". The text objects are 

created with the font attributes used by their names in the BP picture specifications (Textl 

is in 12 point Times-Roman, Text2 is in 12 point Helvetica, and Text3 is in 12 point 

Helvetica Bold). 

We can use any units we wish for constants in a proportionality map, so in these 

relations, we choose inches. By assuming Page's attributes to lie from O to 10 inches in y 

and from O to 7.5 inches in x, we can express any other constants in relations mapped by 

Page in inches as well. 
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Textl, Text2 and Text3 are placed 1", 2' and 3" from the left margin of the Page 

object, respectively. The specification describes this with a proportionality map, assuming 

the left edge of the Page is atO, and the right edge of the Page is at 7.5. Since the Page 

was created with a width of 7.5 inches, the proportions 1/7.5, 2/7.5 and 3/7.5 correspond 

to the offsets 1", 2" and 3". 

The y positions of Textl, Text2 and Text3 are described through two nested 

maps formed from the nesting of Space and Page. Rrst, the assumption Space.= 0 is 

applied to the relations Text l.y^ = 0, Text l.y^ =0.5, etc. to yield the relations: 

Text 1. y, - Space .y^ = 0.5 

Text l.y^ - Space.y^ = 0 

Text2.y^ - Space.y^ = 0.5 

Text 2. y^ - Space.y.^. = 0 

Text3. y^ - Space.y^ = 0.5 

Text 3. y^ - Space, yj = 0 

The map formed by the assumptions (Page. yi = 10, Page, y^ = 0) are then applied 

to these relations. We will examine only the first relation above. Text Ly^ -  Space.y^ =0.5 

in detail. The result of the proportionality transformation on Text 1. yj - Space.y^ = 0.5 is: 

((Textl.yi - Space.y^)-Page.y^) (0.5-10) 

{Page.y^ - Page.y^) (0-10) 

or, substituting 0 and 720 for Page's y2 and y/ attributes: 

{{TextLy, - Space.y^)-llQi) 

(0 - 720) 

which is 



Textl.y1 =Space.y2 +0.95·-720+ 720 

= Space. y2 +. 05 · 720 

= Space.y2 +36 (36 is Yi inch in printer's points) 
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Notice the direction of the inequality symbols in the y companson. Because 

PostScript's coordinate system increases from O from the bottom of the page, objects 

nearer the top of the page will have higher value. 

The last item of note is the small diagram in the lower right comer of the action test. 

Because it is to the right and below the larger diagram just discussed, it is executed after the 

larger diagram. Its effect is to move Space's bottom downward to the new Textl 's y2 

attribute, readying Space for the next row. 

Flush Page 

Space 

·-- .. _____ J , _______ - 0.5 

,. 
'----.... ~---~-- 0 

$Space. type()== "space"; 

$Page.type() == "page"; 

Page 

Figure 10.8. Rule for completed page. 

The FlushPage rule (Figure 10.8) checks if the Space object is below the 

minimum necessary to add another row, and if so, it deletes the Page object. This causes 

the drawing of all the objects in the system and the ouput of the showpage Postscript 

command. 
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RushPagePartiai 

Space 

$Space.type() = "space"; 

Page 

Page 

$Page.type() — "Page": 

$cin.eof() 

Figure 10.9. Rule for partially completed page. 

The FlushPagePartial rule (Figure 10.9) removes the page (causing drawing 

output) in the event that the standard input is exhausted. 

^Removel^xts 

Page Text 

) < 

Space 

Text 

$Page.type() == "page" 

$Space.type() = "space" 

$Text.type() == "text" 

Figure 10.10. Cleaning up text objects after page deletion. 
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Before beginning a new page, we must remove all the contents of the previous 

page. This state is signaled by the existence of a Space object and Text objects with no 

Page object in existence (the page has been drawn). RemoveTextS (Figure 10.10) 

accomplishes this. 

RemoveSpace 

Page Text 

) < ) 

Space 

$Page.type() = "page" 

$Space.type() = "space" 

$T©ct.type() = "text" 

Space 

Figure 10.11. Deleting Space indicator object for Page. 

When removal of the Text objects is complete, the Space object is removed by the 

rule RemoveSpace (Figure 10.11), allowing a new Page object to be created by 

NewPage, and new texts by AddRow. 



~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 

Start Table 

Add Row 

c ( to AddRow,eof 
next figure ) Flus 

~ 
~ 

Remove Texts 

Remove Texts 

~ 
~ 
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I Tabe 11 Page t I Space I EJ 

~ 
~ 

RemoveSpace 

____ ( to AddRow,eof 
next figure ) 

Figure 10.12 Part of the state machine described by the rules of Figures 10.5-10.11. 



AddRow,eof 
from previous page 

l 
fcn"I 
~ 

fcn"I 
~ 

!Chi 
~ 

0 
Remove Texts 

EndTable 

EndTable 

Remove Texts 

fcn"I 
~ 

fcn"I 
~ 

!Chi 
~ 

RemoveSpace 

fcn"I 
~ 

Figure 10.13. Second half of the FSM (with Figure 10.12). 
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Figure 10.12 and Rgure 10.13 are a diagram of the finite state machine 

corresponding to the rules of Rgures 10.5 through Figure 10.11. States are shown 

schematically as a gray area representing the database of objects, with object names as a 

shorthand for the predicates they reference and the non-existence of those objects depicted 

using the BP non-existence operator ( X )• Geometric relations are not shown. 

10.3. An Interactive X-windows System 

We now consider a different imaging and input model, that of the X-windows 

system. In this case, the input comes from the mouse, and graphical objects are always 

visible. As with cin in the previous example, we will model the mouse as a BP object 

Mouse events are read between rule firings, and each rule is allowed to see the 

event independently. When a rule requiring a particular event is fired, that rule is not 

considered for firing again until the next event is read. This way, multiple interactions (as 

defined by disjoint sets of rules) can be driven by the mouse event stream simultaneously. 

Our example here allows the dragging of the upper left hand comer of a Box object 

(defined by $Box.type() == "box"). The rules in Figure 10.11 through 10.14 

describe a simple interaction. The first rule. Initialize (Figure 10.11), builds three Box 

objects to work with. 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------------
lnitialize 

D 
$8.type()==" Box" 

300 450 

100 250 : 400 
I 

I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 

100 --1s1·•···r.-s_2 ___ ..._. 
. I I . . I 

300 __ L.._ ... --~~__._ 
I I 
I I 

$ B 1. type()=" Box"; 

$ B2. type()=" Box"; 

$83. type()=" Box"; 

550 

L---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 10.14. Initialization rule for test interaction. 

The result of this rule is shown in the X-windows screen dump in Figure 10.18. 

r---------------------------------------------------------------
On 

S* 

B 

$8.type()=" Position" 

$8. type()==" Box" 

Figure 10.15. Beginning of interaction. 

The On rule (Figure 10.15) awaits a mouse button down event inside a Box object. 

Its result is to create a new object S that records the mouse position and the upper upper 

left corner postion of the Box inside which the mouse button went down. The Box object 
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is recolored red to give feedback that the interaction is undeIWay. The S object is colored 

with "don't care" foreground and background colors. These unspecified colors mean that 

the S object will not be visible on the screen. 

r---------------------------------------------------------------
Travel ----------

D D Q~~~l~B* 
I I I > r- -L- - - - - - - - J. _ - -, I 

I I I I I 

.!. : m* : : ----------
• I 

$8.type()=="Box" : : 
I I 

1$S.type()=="Position" : : 
I ~---------------~ 

·----------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 10.16. Update for mouse movement. 

The Travel rule (Figure 10.16) tracks mouse movements and updates the Box 

object accordingly. 

r---------------------------------------------------------------
Off 

$8. type()=="Box" 

$S. type()==" Position" 

Figure 10.17. Termination of interaction. 

The Off rule (Figure 10.17) terminates the interaction on a mouse button-up event. 

The result of its action is to restore the original state, returning the Box color to black and 

removing the Position object S. 
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Figure 10.18. Screen after Initialize rule. 

Figure 10.18 above is the result after firing the Initialize rule in Figure 10.14. 
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Figure 10.19. Screen after On and Travel rules fire. 

Figure 10.19 above is the result after firing the On rule and the Travel rule after 

buttoning down in the middle Box object and moving the mouse ($B is the middle object). 
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Figure 10.20. Screen after firing Off, On and then Travel rules. 

Figure 10.20 above is the result after firing the On rule and the Travel rule after 

buttoning down in the rightmost Box object and moving the mouse. 
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Figure 10.21. Dragging interaction with leftmost object. 

Figure 10.21 above is the result after firing the On rule and the Travel rule after 

buttoning down in the leftmost Box object and moving the mouse. 

A more sophisticated event handler could allow rules to re-fire if the set of objects 

in the test tuple were unique for a particular instance of an event, so that multiple 

instantiations of an interaction could run simultaneously. This might involve marking 

tuples, so that "independent" rule firings could be distinguished. Since we already have the 

set of tuples that will satisfy the rule's test, we would mark a tuple in the set as having been 

used, and allow only unmarked tuples to be chosen for a rule that is picked to fire. For 
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example, had the three boxes in the previous example overlapped and the mouse buttoned 

down inside all three, by allowing the On, Travel, and Off rules to fire once for each of 

the satisfying (B), (B, S) and (B, S) tuples, respectively, we could manipulate all three 

objects simultaneously. 

To take advantage of this kind of event handler, we could tie the B and S objects 

together in the tests of Travel and Off, so that a B and and its offset S are matched. This 

could be done as object references ("$B.attrib("offset'')=$S) in the action of On, 

($B.attrib("offset")=$S) in the tests of Travel and Off. No other change in the rule code 

would be necessary. 

10.4. Efficiency 

Interactive programs have strict time response requirements. Because of the nature 

of interactive feedback, a new display must be recomputed within about one hundred 

milliseconds (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2). Our prototype implementation indicates that a rule-

based system can achieve this goal. A realistic tool should also be reasonably economical in 

space usage. Though space requirements were not carefully considered, the runtime image 

is not uiu-easonable, and many improvements in its storage are possible. 

10.4.1. Measurements 

Measuring the quality of response of an entire interface is subjective, and is easily 

affected by several qualities related to the environment, particularly display communication 

bandwidth, and by graphical computation speed. We therefore examine the execution of 

isolated interactions that would be portions of a larger interface. We will be looking in 

particular at the example in Figures 10.14-10.17, and variations on it that mimic situations 

in larger interfaces. 

To measure the execution cost of the runtime binary produced for the comer-

dragging example (Figures 10.14-10.17), we used the Unix profiler gprof [GRAHAM82]. 
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Tests were conducted with the server program (a BluePrint runtime) on a Sun Sparcserver 

1000, with network connections to the X client. 

The primary difference between the execution costs of a BluePrint GUI system and 

a sequential program is the rule update overhead. This overhead is captured in the cost of 

the look() procedure (shown in Rgure 10.5). look() fires rules repeatedly until no 

rule can be fired (that is, no rule's test is satisfied by the current object configuration). 

Examining look()'s implementation, we see that for each new object, the add object routine 

for each rule is called, for each deleted object, each rule's delete object routine is called, and 

for each changed object, both the add and delete object routines are called. 

Note that we cannot determine the cost of an entire invocation of look() - though 

the examples presented thus far are state machines, rules are Turing-complete in 

computational power. Furthermore, on the surface, rules appear quite inefficient compared 

with sequential state machine-based programs. For example, for the On rule (Hgure 

10.15, and its tuple diagram. Figure 9.3), there are two singleton tuple sets (one each for 

the Mouse, Box objects), and one 2-mple set (that keeps track of Mouse and Box objects 

that meet the containment criteria). If all of the selection predicates for Mouse and Box 

objects were completely "unselective" (so that any object matched the Mouse and Box 

predicates, and any pair matched the geometric criteria between Mouse and Box), and all 

objects were changed by the previous rule firing, updating the tuple sets for On would 

require quadratic (in the size of the object set) time. However, with selective predicates (the 

mouse predicate is particularly selective - $mouse.type() = "mouse": there is only one 

satisfying object) and under the assumption that only a small number of objects change in 

each rule firing, the mple sets are likely to be of small constant size. With tuple sets of 

small constant size, update cost for each rule will be constant, and the overall cost of update 

on each iteration of the rule solver will be approximately linear in the number of rules. 
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Note that because of the eager evaluation aspects of rule systems, even rules that 

never fire contribute to the overhead of the solver. If a rule has large tuples with unselective 

predicates in its solver network (Rgure 9.3 is such a networic), it will require large 

amounts of computation, regardless of whether ultimately a satisfying set of objects is 

found for the rule. In fact, every rule must be examined whenever an object is added, 

deleted or changed, since these events are what change the rules' network state. It is 

important then, that the time to examine each rule be as short as possible. In this 

implementation, we have strived for a small linear cost per rule examination. In a more 

sophisticated design, by combining predicates and update networks across all rules (in the 

manner of RETE), sub-linear time per rule could be accomplished for some sets of rules. 

look() is called once per event in the following loop: 

event_loop() { 
while(true) { 

read X-windows event 
modify appropriate BP objects (e.g. mouse) 
look() 

> 
} 

event_loop () is invoked after initialization in the C-H- main () procedure. 

In the dragging example of Rgure 10.14-10.17, only one rule can fire per event 

(On on a mouse down event, Travel on each mouse movement, and Off on a mouse up). 

Thus, each event-driven call to look() fires at most one rule. 

We would expect that with reasonably selective predicates that a simple interaction 

such as the one described in Rgures 10.14-10.17, the runtime performance should be 

independent of the number of objects in the graphical object store. We conducted the 

interaction shown in 10.14-10.17 with 7 (as shown), 20,50 and 100 objects. These counts 

include the mouse object. We added the additional objects by substituting the rules 

Prelnitialize and Initialize shown in Figure 10.22 for the Initialize rule of Figure 10.14. 
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For testing, the particular Box object selected by the On rule doesn't matter, and the 

Travel and Off rules use the object's color to determine on which Box object to operate. 

Prelnifalize 

J 
$T.type()=T" $T.type()='T'; 

$T.attrib("cnt") = 1; 

Initialize 

T 

$T.attrib("cnt") < 20 

$T.type()='T' 

200 

300 

400 -— 

300 

$B.type() = "Box"; 

$T.attrib("cnt") = $T.attrib("cnr) + 1; 

Figure 10.22. Looping rules to create test objects. 

We also expect that the cost should increase linearly with the number of rules, 

making the same assumptions for the predicates for any additional rules. We also 

conducted the 7 object test with 10 rules and 20 additional rules. These additional rules are 

of the form of theTestI rule shown in Figure 10.23, where the Space object's selection 

predicate is guaranteed not to be true for any object By keeping the Box object predicate 

the same, we attempt to simulate the effect of having several different interactions track the 

same "active" object. 



r---------------------------------------------------------------
Test1 

$8. type()=="Box" 

$8. type()=="><'' 

Figure 10.23. Simulated active rule. 
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Finally, we also tested the 20 rule / 100 object version of the interaction by 

combining both additional rule sets (20 versions of Testl and Prelnitialize and the modified 

Initialize). 

Test 

Fig. 8.14 

Fig. 8.14, 20 objects 

Fig. 8.14, 50 objects 

Fig. 8.14, 100 objects 

10 rules, 7 objects 

20 rules, 7 objects 

20 rules, 100 objects 

Figure 10.24. Timing results. 

msec I look() 

0.9 

1.1 

1.5 

1.9 

2.6 

4.9 

6.4 

Figure 10.24 is the summary of the time usage for the test interactions. Each 

graphical object (Box, Space, etc.) uses about 700 bytes of memory for the object 

representation, attribute storage, and X-windows interface information. The objects 

themselves contain no relationship information, so the difference between the total size of 
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the objects and the heap size given above is an indication of the space overhead of the 

solver. 

These results are promising. Given the 100 msec time constraint mentioned earlier, 

the implementation would impose a tolerable overhead burden of less than 10% on the 

display refresh process. 
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Figure 10.25. The Idraw interface. 
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Without some existing interfaces to study, it is difficult to estimate what a common 

rule base might be. However, we can examine an existing program (the Idraw drawing 

program, in this case) and make a rough estimate of the size of the a rule and object base 

that would implement it. Looking at the Idraw interface in Figure 10.25, we count 

approximately 20 buttons determining various interaction modes (e.g., drag, reshape, text 

mode) and 10 menus of 10 to 15 items each in the GUI. The state machines for the 

interaction mode buttons are very simple - a mouse down event is sufficient to trigger a 

button, so we will assume two rules per button, and one object for each button image. The 

menus' main interaction is to provide highlighting feedback about which choice is currently 

active. The menu title bar could be captured in about five rules, and each of the menus 

could be captured in about five as well, with a single rule for each menu item's action. This 

would total (roughly) 150 to 200 rules for the menu items. Assuming one object per menu 

item image, we have about another 150 objects. In the main drawing window, the primary 

drawing interactions are various forms of dragging (e.g., drawing, dragging, reshaping). 

As our earlier examples have shown, dragging can be accomplished in about three rules, 

and allowing for more complex interactions, we can make a rough estimate of about 100 

rules (ten rules for each of ten different dragging modes) for dragging interactions with the 

drawn objects. In sum, it appears that a useful GUI program could be expressed in less 

than 400 rules, with about the same number of objects to draw the interface, in addition to 

the objects representing the drawing itself. 

Assuming that the rules are "general" - for example, a button interaction state 

machine is sufficient to drive all the buttons on a particular interface, rather than 

individually describing each button's behavior with its own individual rule set - a 

sophisticated, highly interactive interface could be described in BP and executed on a logic 

engine like the one described here. 
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11. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We have demonstrated a simple visual language that can capture much of the 

geometric and interactive functionality of a graphical user interface and be translated into an 

efficient runtime system. It can emulate several different idioms, and interfaces simply to a 

host programming language. From the tests performed in the previous chapter, it appears 

that most significant limitation on rule processing is the size of the active rule set Because 

of the incremental nature of the rule update process, rules that are "inactive" (rules whose 

statisfying tuples don't include whatever objects are changing during an interaction) 

require very little update processing. Only rules that take part in an interaction are costly in 

terms of object upxiates, so that simultaneous interactions are the major limitation in 

processing speed. 

BluePrint allows What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get (WYSIWYG) specification for 

foreground and background colors, linestyle, object type, and font Geometry can be done 

the same way, if desired, by placement of objects relative to a global reference. On the 

other hand, BluePrint is not limited to simple, static placement only. If desired, nearly any 

linear relationship can be expressed in a compact, visual fomi. 

With the addition of a simple constant width object, BluePrint is also able to 

emulate Cardelli's stretching layout syntax. Another notable diagramming technique is two-

dimensional proportional views. 

Additionally, because of the flexibility of the syntax, and the simplicity of the 

geometric relationships among syntactic elements, it appears to a fairly simple matter to 

write predicates or actions that express BluePrint syntax in BluePrint We will see an 

example of this later in this chapter, when we explore the possiblity of of rewriting macros 

applied to rule sets. 
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Blueprint has a simple, predicate logic based semantics, allowing analysis of rules 

for runtime optimization. We will discuss one such possible area of optimization, that of 

state reduction, that could in some cases, eliminate the runtime overhead of the tuple update 

process entirely, allowing wholly serial code to be emitted for some groups of rules. 

A central contribution of BluePrint is demonstrated by capturing GUI behavior in a 

simple, easy to express form. Appearance, event handling, and geometric relations are all 

expressed in the rule-based syntax of Blueprint. We have also demonstrated that such a 

rule-based system can be translated into an efficient runtime system. By using differential 

update of join networks, the cost of tracking object changes is minimized to the point that 

such a system is quite feasible for real GUI systems. 

Conununication with the underiying object model is familiar to any progranuner 

who has used a parser generator such as YACC. BluePrint does not impose a complicated 

object heirarchy or other structure upon its graphical objects. The object behaviors required 

are only those needed to draw the object, though objects must notify the BluePrint system 

when their attributes are changed. 

By making some assumptions about the rule execution model, we can further 

optimize rule update processing. Such assumptions also allow better integration with 

textual, sequentially executed programs, by introducing a level of modularity. 

We believe that one of the significant contributions of BluePrint is its ability to be 

integrated with other tools, and to provide a semantic platform on which to build new GUI 

creation facilities. We will briefly examine one possible extension: visual macros. Since the 

BluePrint language is made up of primitive graphical tokens with geometric structure, the 

BluePrint language could be used to create analysis and rewriting tools. Visual macros 

provide a way of defining new tokens and syntax to extend the scope of the language. 
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11.1. Execution Interpretations 

The rule execution environment may be organized in several ways. We have 

implemented a model whereby each rule that tests for events may fire once per event A 

more powerful and useful interpretation would allow rules to fire as long as the 

combination of event and satisfying object set is unique. When no more rules can fire, the 

next event is read. This would allow multiple instances of an interaction to take place 

simultaneously. For example, the comer dragging example of the previous chapters (Hgure 

11.1 in this chapter) could execute simultaneously on several objects. The changes 

necessary to support this execution model are a means of tagging object set tuples used by a 

rule in firing to insure that they are not used again until the next event is read. 



r---------------------------------------------------------------
On 

S* 

B 

$8.typeO=" Position" 

$8. type()==" Box" 

·----------------------------------------------------------------
r---------------------------------------------------------------
Travel ----------

DD o~~~t........____.B* 
_L • r- __ L ________ l_ __ , : 

I I 

$8.type()=="Box" : : 

~ i t]!' B* i i ~---------' 
I I 

1$8.type()=="Position" l _______________ : 
I 

·----------------------------------------------------------------
r---------------------------------------------------------------

Off 

$8. type()==" Box" 

$8. type()==" Position" 

·----------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 11.1. The corner dragging rules. 
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Another possible model of execution is to compile groups of rules together to 

produce separate modules. In this case, we might assume that a mcxlule works only on the 

same set of objects throughout its lifetime. For example, in the corner dragging example, 
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we might assume that all objects with the same name represent the same object (e.g., $B is 

the same object throughout the execution of the On, Travel, and Off interaction. This 

module could be supplied with an object set (in this case $B and perhaps the mouse object) 

and explicitly executed from a host language control thread. This requires that "final" rules 

(those that are considered to end the interaction) be identified in the module rule set, 

something that could be done either through rule set analysis or explicit labeling by the 

programmer. In the comer dragging example. Off is such a final rule. Once a final rule is 

executed, the module would return control to the control flow that invoked it. Figure 11.2 

illustrates a hypothetical execution of the dragging module. Dragjmodule is the compiled 

form of the rules On, Travel, and Off. 

// Allow dragging an object until 

// xl is within [90, 100] 

Chosen_B = select(AllObjects, criteria); 

while (Chosen_B.xl() > 100 || Chosen_B.xl() <90) { 

Drag_module(Chosen_B); 

> 

Figure 11.2. Hypothetical code fragment using BlueEYint interaction modules. 

Mixing rule sets and sequential code in this way would be a useful improvement 

over the usual toolkit model where the interface is defined, then the toolkit's infinite loop 

control thread is invoked. Since the host language code can be embedded in rule actions, 

interaction modules could be called from within other interaction modules, allowing more 

flexible progranuning organization than is currently available with toolkits. In a toolkit 

version, the test in Figure 11.2 above would be placed within the drag interaction of the 

Chosen_B object, so any objects that are to obey the test above would need to have their 

drag_done method (the end of the drag interaction) rewritten. Furthermore, since a test like 

Figure 11.2 is likely to be used only occasionally, the drag_done method would have to be 
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qualifled with flags to enable and disable such special behavior, whereas in the modular 

case, the program control thread determines what special behaviors are in effect Thus the 

programmer is allowed flexible placement of behaviors based on program context, as well 

as runtime context 

11.2. Event Optimizations 

To support separate compilation as discussed in the previous section, we can 

perform analysis of the rules according to various assumptions, such as event ordering, 

object lifetimes, contextual hints, etc. We will briefly examine event ordering in the case of 

Figure 11.1. 

If we look at legal mouse state transitions (Figure 11.2), we can determine legal 

orderings for the rule firings in Figure 11.1. 
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Figure 11.3. Legal mouse state transitions. 

The mouse state transitions above reflect the constraints of the mouse button: for 

example, two mouse button up events cannot occur in succession, nor can a movement 

with the mouse down inmiediately follow movement with the mouse up. Since all the 

example rules are triggered (in this case) by mouse events, the rules must follow the 

mouse state diagram as well. This situation is shown in Figure 11.4. 
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V 

Travel 

On Off 

Figure 10.4. Ordering of rules in Figure 11.1 using mouse state information. 

Now only two possible rules (at most) need to be considered after any rule firing. 

For example, after firing the On rule, only the preconditions for Off and Travel need to be 

considered. We can then consider the graph in Figure 11.4 as a state machine, with state 

nodes labeled according to the last rule fired. 

With the information that the mouse state is button up before entry to the module 

and that the mouse is in the same state at the module's end, we can identify initial and final 

states in the machine. Altematively, we might require that the programmer identify such 

states, or infer them through other means. With the initial and final states labeled, and the 

set of legal state transitions identified, the rules can be compiled into a deterministic, event-

driven state machine. 

11.3. Other analyses 

We can use this kind of rule ordering analysis in other ways. If we assume that the 

names in a set of rules (an interaction module) refer to the same object throughout the 

interaction lifetime (for example, $B and $S refer to the same objects in all three rules of 
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Hgure 11.1), we have several semantic facts to base rule ordering inferences on. For 

example, looking at the lifetime events of object $S in Hgure 11.1, we can determine that 

On must precede both Off and Travel. Hom this, we may conclude that On must lead to an 

initial state, since neither Off nor Travel can fire without On having created $ S. 

Though we cannot generally reduce all rule sets to deterministic finite automata, we 

can use such ordering and name information to reduce update processing overhead in other 

ways, by sharing the incremental update structures (combining equivalent nodes in the rule 

ufxiate DAGs) for example. This is similar to the shared update network optimization of 

RETE [FORGY], a form of common subexpression elimination. 

11.4. Visual Macro Processing 

Visual syntax, no matter how well designed, is invariably "wrong" for some 

application or programmer. Textual languages have macro replacement facilities that allow 

syntax to be modified to suit the designer or the application context Such a facility could be 

constructed for the Blueprint language by performing replacement of a group of Blueprint 

pictures with other pictures, much as is done with textual macro processing. We can 

exploit the same "test->action" semantics used in a BluePrint rule to define such 

replacements. We can define a new "rewrite" operator that is analogous to a rule 

test/action separator, but which operates on the BluePrint program representation. Such 

macros could be applied in the same manner as in usual rule model (that is, rules are fired 

until no more can be fired) or each rewrite might be applied individually to each input rule. 

For example, no notation for testing the centering of two objects exists as such in 

BluePrint, though it can be constructed from primitive operators. We might wish to define 

a "centeriine" construction on the left hand side of the arrow to have the meaning shown on 

the right hand side of the arrow (a predicate which is true when A and B are centered 

vertically). This is illustrated schematically in Figure 11.5. 
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Figure 11.5. A macro for center testing. 

The BluePrint diagram on the right hand side compares the distance between the 

leftmost attribute of one object and the rightmost of the other object (Figure 11.6). This is 

the equation A. x2 - B.x1 = B.x2 - A.x1 • The midpoint of an interval [m,n] is m+n/2, so 

another formulation for the equivalence of the midpoints of A and Bis: 
A. x2 + A. x1 B.x2 + B.x1 ----=----- = , or A.x2 + A.x1 = B.x2 + B.x1 • 

2 2 

A 

B 

Figure 11.6. Distances compared by diagram in Figure 10.5. 
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While Rgure 11.5 is a convenient format for a macro replacement description, 

much is left unspecified. Assuming this only applies to test-side diagrams, we haven't as 

yet explained how this replacement will occur. However, if we model the Blueprint input 

as we have done with other graphical systems, then we may edit it by the same 

mechanisms. Figure 11.7 is an example macro that replaces instances of the centerline 

construct as seen in the left hand side of Rgure 11.5 with the diagram on the right hand 

side. The test side of the macro finds objects on the left hand side of rule (within the rule 

border, to the left of the rule arrow), and replaces the ruler, center notation bitmaps, and 

objects A and B with new objects Al, A2, Bl, and B2 and various syntactic elements 

(assume and equal objects, and ruler lines). The new objects Al, A2, Bl and B2 are 

created in the same position as the original A and B. 
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11.5. Limitations 

Rule systems have been criticized for being difficult to program, and they can be 

somewhat frustrating to programmers accustomed to more conventional languages. The 

advantages of the rule idea, that of a central repository of data and if-then rules to modify it, 

are both its main strength and weakness. Because the data are globally identified, addition 

of new rules requires no change in any other part of the rule base. At the same time, it 

requires a complicated and computationally expensive search engine. Furthermore, the loss 

of sequential flow makes insuring a particular sequence of rules will fire a very different 

design exercise than in other languages. 

However, composition of rule sets need not follow the usual pattern. Most current 

graphical interactions can be expressed by simple state machines, and rules for these are not 

difficult to synthesize. Considering groups of rules as parts of state machines, we can 

embed rule modules at different points in a sequential program to sequence different parts 

of the machine. For example, consider the comer dragging example. This could be 

separately compiled and invoked on a given set of objects produced by a previous rule set, 

much like a procedure call with an argument for context E'assing a given context to a new 

rule set is somewhat problematic, as part of the "savings" of rule interpreters is due to 

spreading the cost of building the relation database with each object update. Limiting the 

size of the context database for an interaction (by preselecting the objects over which an 

interaction operates) may help in this case. 

As Repenning has noted [REPENNING93], visual programming has its limits. 

Chief among these is its difficulty in creating context, which is simple in textual 

programming. In BluePrint, creating abstract context is also difficult For example, in the 

example of Figure 11.7, since the objects parsed are distinguished by geometric attributes 

(creating context by geometric properties), the output objects should also have parseable 
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geometric attributes. In the example, we have used the previous geometry where possible 

to create the new parse tokens. In a case where the new parse geometry must differ from 

the old (say, for readability reasons) or where new tokens are created, it could be difficult 

to predict how those changes might affect subsequent rewrite rule application. In the Rgure 

11.7 example, the rewrite shown could be very hard to predictably compose with other 

geometric operators. With a finite, integer space of positions, geometric room for creating 

tokens as the result of rewrites might be exhausted quickly. 

VEX, a lambda calculus visual programming system by [CITRIN, et al.] and other 

research by the visual programming community may help overcome some of these 

programming shortcomings. 

11.6. Summary 

Neither purely visual nor purely textual programming methods are perfectly suited 

for programming graphical user interfaces. Blending the two together holds promise, 

however. BluePrint captures geometric, appearance, and interactive behaviors of GUI 

objects, while allowing use of conventional, textual languages. This helps remove some of 

the burden of program design for graphical user interfaces, allowing each method, 

graphical and textual, to be used where it is strongest 
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